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T\ rother Eliasr (1170/80-1253) is a much discussed and controversial

ffi. figure of the first century of Franciscan history.* He was the vicar
t-J of Francis (1221-1227), supporter of the monumental complex of
the basilica of St. Francis and the Sacro Convento of Assisi, and general

minister of the Order (1232-1239). He was deposed at the General Chapter
of Rome in 1239, by the hand of the clerical friars of the English province,
in particular Haymo of Faversham. Attached to this dismissal was added the
scandal of his alliance with Frederick II (1194-1251) and his double
excommunication by Gregory IX (1227 - l24l) and Innocent IV (1243 -
t2s4).

These biographical events imply a memory of damnation of the
minister such that one can speak also of him in terms of a "misadventure,"
which was marked from the beginning by the dispersion or the alteration of
the sources, as their incompleteness or their biased point of view

*I give my hearfelt thanks to Professor Emore Paoli, who encouraged me,

even as a theology student in Assisi in 1995, to begin the study of Brother Elias.
Today I thank Don Felice Accrocca who has assisted me with kindness and has

passed on his passion for research and his guidance in this work. I cannot forget all
those friends and scholars who have contributed with their suggestions to the

improvement of the research. Thanks also to the Edizioni Biblioteca Francescana of
Milan that gave me permission to use the title of Jacques Dalarun, La malawentura
di Francesco d'Assisi. Per un uso storico delle leggende francescane, Milano 1996
(The Misadventure of Francis of Assisi [St. Bonaventure, NY: Franciscan Institute
Publications, 20021).

The texts are cited from Fontes Franciscani,ed. E. Menestd-S. Brufani and of
G. Cremascoli, E. Paoli, L. Pellegrini, Stanislo da Campagnola (Medioevo

francescano. Testi, 2), Santa Maria degli Angeli: Edizioni Porziuncola, 1995 [:
Fontesf. Following are the abbreviations for the sources of the citations: Little =
Oxford, Bodleian Library, cod. lat. Theol. D.23 partially ed. A.G. Little,
Description of a Franciscan Manuscript, formerly in the Philipps library, now in the

possession of A.G. Little,in Collectanea Francescana, l, ed. A.G. Little - M.R.
James - H.M. Bannister (British Society of Franciscan Studies, 5) Abendon,l9l4,
9-113. Ups = Uppsala, Univeritiitsbibliothek, cod.C4.

' For a critical and updated biographical profile see S. Vecchio, Elia, in
Dizionario degli ltaliani,42 (Rome 1993),450-458. See also D. Berg, "Elias von
Cortona, Studien Zu lrben und Werk des Zweitten Generalministers im
Franziskanerorden, " Wissenschafi und Weisheit 4l (1978): 1O2-26; G. Odoardi,
Elia,in Dizionario degli Istituti di Perfezione,lll (Rome: Edizioni Paoline, 1976)

coll. 1094-1110; L. Di Fonzo, Elie d'Assise, in Dictionnaire d'histoire et

gdographie Eccldsiatique, XY,coll. 167-83.
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demonstrates (the Book of the Prelate2 of Salimbene of Parma is
emblematic in this sense). It was above all Clareno, with his subtle and
eloquent writing, who contributed to leave to his descendants a biased and
unilateral image of Elias, and even today one struggles against such
historiographical encrustations found in common places. The dispute is
continued through two historiographical tendencies: the first, taking the
lead in the Observance following the path of Clareno, promulgated an a
priori judgment without appeal against a corrupt and morally relaxed
Brother Elias, who defiled the authentic intuition of Francis and the
persecutor of the first companions who sustained a more radical
interpretation of the Franciscan ideal; the second historiographical current is
that of the family of Conventuals, which attempted to defend the builder of
the Basilica and the one who had promoted studies in the Order, but with an
apologetic method, also taking the lead from the accusations by Clareno
himself, without having delved into that which the sources themselves
truthfully testify about Brother Elias. The rigidity of these positions in the
past has not allowed the opportunity to study with profit this very
controversial person.3

In particular, there are two scholars to whom credit goes for attempting
a different approach to the study of Brother Elias. The first was kmpp,a
who in 1901 sent a critical biography of Brother Elias to press. Despite its
ideological conditioning, the merit of this study was that of going directly to
the sources, so much so that even today his work remains a milestone.
Giulia Barone, seventy years after lrmpp, beginning directly with the
sources, sought to frame him in his context in order to sketch out an image
of Elias. This was the fruit of her doctoral research under the direction of
Arsenio Frugoni.s The scholar concentrated her research on the
documentary and chronicled sources of the second half of the thirteenth-

' See Salimbene da Adam, Cronica, ed. G. Scalia (Bari: Scrittori d'Italia
1966), 232-33, t36-239 .

3 For a synthesis of these historiographical positions, see the good work by A.
Pompei, "Frate Elia d'Assisi nel giudizio dei contemporanei e dei posteri,"
Miscellanea Franciscana 54 (1954): 539-635.

a E. trmpp , Frdre Elie de Cortone, Etude biographique (Pais: Fischbacher,
1901).

s G. Barone, "Frate Elia," Bullettino dell'Istituto Storico ltaliano per il
Medioevo Archivio muratoriano 85 (1914-75): 89-14. This first and other
successive essays are conveniently gathered together in a recent publication by G.
Barone, Da fra Elia agli Spirituali, Fonti e ricerche, 12 (Milan: Biblioteca
francescana ,1999).
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century and of Clareno, examining closely the connections between Elias
and Frederick II, and between Elias and the bishop of Lincoln, Robert
Grosseteste, without stopping at the image of Elias found in the

hagiographical sources.
Recently, Maria Pia Alberzoni, studying Clare of Assisi and clarifying

the connections that existed between her and Pope Gregory IX, contributed
to shedding light on the person of Elias, in particular, in regard to the

second letter to Agnes of Prague. The conclusions of this scholar, by
coming at it from a different perspective, substantially confirm and coincide
with much that will emerge in the present work.6

Accrocca also has returned very recently to the figure of Elias, dealing
with different problems, with which I do not always agree, as in the case of
his study of the encyclical letter of Elias,T but who certainly has provoked
new questions and opened new directions of research. In particular, I make

reference to the pages dedicated to the Cesar [of Speyer] event, found in the

introduction of Accrocca in the recent edition of Liber Chronicarum of
Clareno.s

The specific contribution of this present study, in light of the results

attained in these three decades that separate me from the first publication of
Barone, intends to be a systematic approach to the figure of Elias in the

Franciscan hagiographical sources.
In fact, the specific contribution of the research is to understand,

beginning with the questions that the sources propose, what seems to be the

image of Elias that emerges from the hagiographical sources, without
entering into the chronicles of the thirteenth century which already have

been dealt with by the critical and scientific study of Barone.

6 See M.P. Alberzoni, Chiara e il papato, Aleph, 3 (Milan: Biblioteca
Francescana, 1995). [Consult, M.P. Alberzoni, Clare of Assisi and the Poor Sisters

in the Thirteenth Century (St. Bonaventure, NY: Franciscan Institute Publications,

2004).1

' F. Accrocc4 "Un apocrifo la lettera enciclica di frate Elia sul transito di s.

Francisco?" Collectanea Franciscana 65 ( 1995): 473-509.
t S"e Angelo Clareno, Liber Chronicarum sive Tribulationum Ordinis

Minorum,ed. G. Boccali; introduction by F. Accrocca and translated into Italian by

M. Bigaroni, Biblioteca francescana Chiesa Nuova-Assisi, 8 (Santa Maria degli

Angeli: Edizioni Porziuncola,lggg),33-43; available in English as Angelo Clareno:

A Chronicle or History of the Seven Tribulations of the Order of Brothers Mtnor,

ed. and trans. David Burr and E. Randolph Daniel (St. Bonaventure, NY: Franciscan

Institute Publications, 2005).
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This attempt at historical objectivity concerning the image of Brother
Elias does not ignore its traps or its snares; first of all, my own criteria for
reading the sources is already a first interpretation of them, because anyone
who writes is not free from conditionings and interpretive structures. But
more than these suggested traps, which render the work of the scholar non-
definitive, there remain objective limits at the inevitable intersection of the
research and the unresolved "Franciscan question."e

Beyond the Franciscan question, an objectively serene hermeneutic
questions the validity of interconnections of Brother Elias with the
"collosal" figures because of their polyvalence, such as Francis, Clare,
Gregory IX, Frederick II, who have strongly influenced the history of the
first half of the thirteenth century. We often find Brother Elias as an
intermediary between the struggle of Frederick II to obtain absolute power
over the temporal realm, and the attempt of the pontiff Gregory IX to affirm
himself not only in the spiritual realm. Brother Elias is found to carry out
the service of minister precisely in the critical years of the life of Francis, as
well as after his death, in which the Order lived out the development that
took the name of clericalization: Elias was the stone in the shoe that had to
be eliminated for his uncomfortableness.

To critically reconstruct the parable of the life of Elias and the image
that emerges within the Order, it is necessary to face different genres of the
sources about Brother Francis: hagiographical, liturgical, mirrors ...

The changing of this image exists in relationship to the time in which
the sources were written and, therefore, to the vicissitudes of the Order and
of Elias himself, and also in relationship to the authors of the sources.

Therefore, it is preferable to proceed with an overview of the sources in
four groups, according to the period of composition and their reciprocal
literary dependence, even with the awareness of developing a first
hermeneutic of the text, but also to facilitate the development of our
assertion. After a summary excursu.s of the writings of Francis, we will
distinguish three groups of biographical testimonies:

1) the life of Blessed Francis and the sources upon which it
depends;

e R. Manselli, "Paul Sabatier e la questione francescan4" in La questione

francescana dal Sabatier ad oggi. Atti del I Convegno internzaionale, Assisi, 18-20
October 1973 (Spoleto: Centro Italiano per il studio sull'Alto Medioevo, 1974),65.
See also Stanislao da Campagnola, Le origini francescane come problema
storiografico (Perugia, ln9), I73 -212.
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2> ttrc testimonies of the companions, both those connected to
the request of Cresentius di lesi, and the singular witness to
Clare of Assisi, the special companion and close to the
companion of Francis, and that of a problematic text, such as the
Umbrian Choir Legend;
3) finally, the sedimented image of Elias by Bonaventure.

Every source will be studied beginning with its Sitz im Leben, in order
to proceed to an exegesis of single pericopes in relationship to both the

proximate and remote context of the source (synchronic analysis). Thus,

thanks to the synoptic comparison between the different sources (diachronic

analysis), we will attempt to draw out the traces of a synthesis that will
allow the sketch of an image of Elias to arise from this group of sources.

Brother Elias in the Writings of Francis

kmpp begins the appendix of his study of Brother Elias with the

Letter of St. Francis to Brother Elias,to or, Letter to a Certain Minister.
Esser established the dating of the Letter fixing the terminus ante quem as

the Chapter of Pentecost in l22l and the terminus post quem as 1218, that
is, the year following the introduction of the position of minister in the

government of the Order.rr Even without doubts about its authenticity, there

to S"" kmpp, Frdre Elie, 16l-162. As the same author states in the

introduction, the letter was published by Sabatier in 1900 (see Fratris Francisci
Bartholi de Assisio Tractatus de indulgentia S. Mariae de Portiuncula, ed. P.

Sabatier (Paris, 1900), 113-59), following the manuscript of the convent of
Ognissanti of Florence (ca. 1370), and recording the variants with the codex s. XV
dell'Archivo Provinciale of the Capuchins of Assisi and the Latin codex 7650 of the

Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticano.

'r K. Esser , Gli scritti di s. Francesco d'Assisi (Padua: klizioni Messaggero,

1995),28t1.l-nrenzo Di Fonzo recently proposed a much later date, 122l-1222,
placing the composition of the letter after the Chapter af l22l and before the

approval of the Rule by Pope Honorius III (see L. Di Fonzo, "Il famoso capitolo

delle stuoie O. Min. nel 1223," Miscellanea Franciscana 98 (1998): 367-X), in
particular,3S5). But the dating by Esser seems preferable to me, since the dedicated

scholar builds his assertions on three reasons: 1) it makes reference to a text of the

Rule (v. 13) that appears neither in that of l22l nor in that of 1223, because of
which this text was probably deleted before the editing we have in the text of the

Regula non Bullata: 2) the practice to which it refers, that all the friars should

participate in the Chapter, stops in t22l; in that year the Chapter was limited to only
provincials and custodians; 3) the nomenclature of the hierarchy is not yet fixed.
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are textual problems mostly about the addressee, because two codicesr2
omit the abbreviation with the tlvo periods (Frati.N.) of the addressee, tlvo
other codicesr3 substitute it with Elias, which certainly is a later
interpolation influenced by the incipit that originates from later writers; by
the same reason it is explained why in only two manuscriptsra is found the
addition Generol Minister.ts It is improbable, therefore, following these
various manuscript testimonies, that the intended addressee was Brother
Elias as lrmpp and Sabatier would want.

The Letter to the Entire Order, which has been considered the
encyclical letter of Francis to his brothers, is not addressed directly to Elias,
but was written when he held the position of vicar,r6 who Francis called
suggestively, "the general minister of the religion of the minor brothers,,
(LtOrd 2); "the minister of our Order as my venerable lord" (LtOrd 38); and
"the General Minister, ffiy lord" (LtOrd 40). The incipit that is found in the
manuscripts does not help in establishing the addressee of the letter because
it is the result of later interpolations.

According to Esser one cannot consider it either a letter written by
Francis in the period of his illness,rT or much less a letter directed to a
gathered chapter, because the addressees are the general minister, all the
ministers and guardians, qll the priests, as well as all the brothers .ofrom the
first to the last" (LtOrd 2,28 and 47); not even at the Chapter of l22O and
l22l were all the brothers present and after lZZl only the provincial
ministers came together at chapter.l8

The terminus ante quem is the Regula Bullata (November 29, 1223);
the terminus post quem is the Bull of Pope Honorius lll, Sane cum olim,
addressed to the bishops of the East and the West on the theme of the

'2 See Basel, Universitiitsbibliothek, cod. B, V. 35; tondon, British Museum,
cod. Additional Mss. 16567.

13 See Aix-en-Provence, Bibliothdque Mdjanes, cod. l3lO (Eliae); Assisi,
Archi vi o Provinciale dei Cappucci ni, cod.n.si gn.

laSee Rome, Biblioteca Collegio Sant'Isodoro, cod. l/25; Assisi, Archivio
Provinciale dei Cappuccini, cod.n. sign.

" See Esser, Gli scritti di s. Francesco d'Assisi,276.
16 Gamboso, in the Italian translation of the critical text, substitutes for the

abbreviations in the manuscript the name of Elias (see Esser, Glt scritti di s.

Fr ance s c o d' As s isi, 313 -17) .
l7 Francis recognizes not having recited the office according to the Rule

'obecause of my weakness," which does not necessarily indicate an actual illness,
because infirmitas can also signify "weakness," "incapacity" (see LtOrd, 39).

1t See ER XVIII:2.
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Eucharist and was circulating between the end of l2l9 and the beginning of
1220. Francis must not have waited too long to transmit the Papal document

to his brothers. In addition one can see an imprecise connotation in the use

of the terms that indicate the offices of the Order.re

lrmpp has noted also that in the Testament'o the last writing of
Francis dictated a short time before his death; he uses the term 'ogeneral

minister" which certainly referred to Elias. In the first pericope, the

Poverello promises, "And I firmly wish to obey the general minister of this

fraternity ... for he is my master" (Test27); and also, "And let the general

minister and all the other ministers and custodians be bound through

obedience not to add to or take away from these words" (Test 35). This
proves *that Francis never wished to revolt against Elias,"2l but on the

contrary, he continued until the end of his life to revere him as his lord and

general minister.

A Man of Government and a Friend

The chapter of l2l7 established eleven provinces, including Syria and

the Holy I.and which was entrusted to Brother Elias.22 Jordan of Giano

informs us that Elias returned to Itaty as a part of Francis's retinue, together

" Ltord 2: "Brother A. the General Minister of the order of Friars Minor, its
lord, and the other general ministers who will come after him, and to the ministers

and guardians and priestly brothers[...] and all the brothers"; LtEOrd 38: "Brother

H, the minister of our order as my venerable lord and to the priesls of our Order and

all my blessed brothers"; LtOrd 47:"Brother H, the General Minister of our entire

Order and to all the general ministers who will come after him, and to the other

custodians and guardiars of brothers" (the italics are mine).
20 Concerning the Testament, see K. Esser, Il Testamento di san Francesco

(Milan: Edizione Francescane "Cammino", 1978); R. Manselli, *Dal testamento ai

testamenti di san Francesco," in Idem, Francesco e i suoi compagni, Bibliotheca

Seraphico - Capuccina,46 (Rome: Istituto storico dei cappuccini, 1995),317-326;

see also F. Accrocca, Francesco e le sue immagini. Momenti della evoluzione della

coscienza storica dei frati Minori (secoli XIII-XN) Centro Studi Antoniam,2T
(Padua: Centro studi Antoniani,l9W), 15-35.

" Ir*pp, Frdre Elie,62.

" On the period of the provincialate in the East, read with some caution G.

Golubovich, Biblioteca bio-bibliogtafica della Terra Santa e dell'Oriente

francesc ano, I (Quaracchi, Firenze 1 906), 1 06- 109.
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with Cesar of Speyer and Peter Cattani! in the spring of lZ2O.The return
was precipitated by problems at the heart of the Order which led to the
definitive renunciation by Francis of his role of prelate in the fraternity, and
to the institution of the cardinal protector in the person of Hugolino of
Segni, the bishop of Ostia. Peter Cattani first held the "office of prelate,,
(ZCel 143) abandoned by Francis, but after his death (March 6,lZZl),the
office was quickly conferred on Elias by Francis himself. These two offices
held by Elias denote his capacity to govern and at the same time the trust
and esteem that Francis had toward him. The Holy I-and was a privileged
place for the Poor One of Assisi, but it was also the land of conflict between
the Christians and the Muslims over the control of the holy places,'o for
which the task of governing was not easy for Elias. In the same way, his
role of vicar began at the beginning of a phase of tensions internal to the
Order due to the different interpretations of the intuitions of Francis.2s

This historical data finds confirmation in the writings of Francis,
because from them can be deduced the great trust of the founder in Brother
Elias, a trust that was shown in Francis's complete recognition of his
ministry as guide of the Order. Francis, in his Letter to the Entire Order, as
well as in his Testament, when he speaks of the "general minister,,, gives it
an affective connotation with the adjective my or with the expression ..my

lord," not only because of his virtue of obedience, but also because the
Saint truly confided in this brother.26

ts Giordano da Giano, Chronica, n. 14, in Analecta Franciscana, I, 5

lThirteenth Century Chrontcles, trans. Placid Hermann (Chicago: Franciscan Herald
Press, 1%1)1.

2o The capture of Jerusalem by the Muslims in 1187, led to the Third Crusade
that was ended not with the total reconquest of Jerusalem, but with the formation of
the kingdom of Acre and the possibility for Christians to access the holy places.
After the failure of the Fourth Crusade (1198), Innocent III at tateran Council IV
(1215) promoted the Fifth Crusade. During this phase can be located the leadership
of the province of Syria of Brother Elias.

2s About the resignation of Francis and his vicars, see C. Schmitt, "[ vicari
dell'Ordine francescano da Pietro Cattani a frate Elia," in Francesco d'Assisi e

francescanesimo dal 1216 al 1226. Atti del IV Convegno internazionale. Assisi, 15-
l7 ottobre 1976 (Assisi L977),237-63. Below I will discuss the question addressed
by Schmitt about the title of "vicar" as well as his conclusions.

tu Esser holds that Francis would give the title of "minister" to Elias for
symbolic reasons not because he functioned as such, as also with Saint Anthony
whom Francis named named "my bishop" (Letter to Saint Anthony). I am in
agreement with the affective connotation given to these expressions of Francis, but
it remains to clarify the actual role performed by Elias (see K. Esseq "Das
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Brother Elias in the The Life of Saint Francis and in other
sources

L. The Life of Saint Francis by Thomas of Celano
On25 February 1229n Gregory IX, who was in Perugia, approved the

Life of St. Francis by Brother Thomas of Celano, personally commissioned
by the Pope, an exceptional action in itself.a

In spite of a certain historiographical current which holds that Thomas

was strongly bound to the Roman Pontiff,2e one has to remember that the

ministerium generale des hl. Franziskus von Assisi," Fraruiskanische Studten 33

(1951): 329-49; a l.atin synthesis of this work is found in Bibliographia,
Collectanea Franciscana, 10, n. 293 ,77) .

2Tttris date was glven in a codex of the fourteenth century (Paris, Biblioteque
Nationale, lat. 3817): "Near Perugi4 the joyful Lord Pope Gregory IX, in the second

year of his glorious pontificate, on the fifth of March, received, confirmed and

decreed this legend*' (Analecta FranciscanX,col. 1l5--critical apparatus).
oFor a biographical profile of Thomas consult F. Uribe, Introduccihn a las

hagiogra/ias de san Francisco y santa Clara de AsIs (l jth and l4h centurleg Serie

Mayor, 30 (Murcia: Publicaciones Instituto TeolSgica Franciscano,1999),66-71; N.
Petrone, ed., Fra Tommaso da Celano storico-poeta e santo,Tagliacozzo 1992. It is
impossible to give an account of the boundless bibliographic results for the Life of
St. Francis, for which consult the synthesis and the bibliography of the recent work

of R. Paciocco - F. Accrxca, La leggenda di un santo di none Francesco.

Tommaso da Celano e la "Vita beati Francisci." Settimana di sfudi francescani 3l
agosto - 6 settembre lW (Milan: Edizioni Biblioteca Francescana,1999).

2'Some scholars regard Thomas as a faithful follower of Elias from which

came "a controlled life that is not directly influenced by the Pope, and in particular

by an overbearing Pope who relied on another person equally as overbearing,

Brother Elias" (J. Dalarun, La malawentura di Francesco d'Assisi. Per un uso

storico delle leggende francescane,Fonti e Ricerche, l0 (Milan: Edizioni Biblioteca

Francescana, 19%),71 lThe Misadventure of Saint Francis: Toward an Historical

use of tke Franciscan Legends (St. Bonaventure: Franciscan Institute Publications,

2002)l.The Life of St. Francis is therefore "compromised by the finding of partiality

with regard the same vicar of Francis" (Barone, Frate Elia,p.9{ note 3). Sabatier

also writes: "Celano [...] gave such a role to Elias, which he did so well that in

reading his legend one believes to have read what is not there" P. Sabatier,

Speculum Perfectionis seu S. Francisci Assiensis Legenda Antiquissima auctore

fratre Leone, Collection d'etudes et de documents sure I'histoire religiuse et

litt6raire du Moyen flge, I (Paris lS98). C. Lempp adds: 'Note, that when one
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Lrf" of St. Francis, written before the deposition of Elias and his
excommunication, has the advantage of being free from the ..problem of
Elias."

Alfonso Pompei3o identifies Brother Elias with the .. certain man in the
city of Assisi great among the rest of his (Francis') friends [...] because he
was of the same age and the cons0ant intimacy of their mutual love, made
him bold to share his secrets with him" (lC 6). The anonymous friend
followed Francis to the caves outside Assisi at the time of his conversion;
that same unnamed first companion of the saint would be identified with
Elias (lC 24). This opinion remains merely a suggestion since from the text
one cannot determine a clear identification.

The first explicit citation of Brother Elias is found in chapter 25 (lC
69): In San Gemini Francis had performed an exorcism of a woman and a
month later he found himself passing through there in the company of Elias.
The woman, walking behind Francis, kissed his footprints and begged him
to stop, but the saint did not want to listen to her and ..finally, Brother Elias
forced him by his pleas" (IC 69).31 This is a brief reference that indeed
allows one to verify':the importance that Elias exercised in his company,,.32
The freshness of the account with the detail that Francis was ashamed to
speak with this woman, because he was convinced that he did not succed in
healing her, allows one to suppose that this was a direct testimony, of Elias
precisely, who recounted this fact to Thomas.33

The esteem for Brother Elias is shown in the episode in which Thomas
exclaims: "Elias was fortunate and did merit somehow to see the wound in
his side. Rufino was just as lucky: he touched it with his own hands,, (lC
95). This means that Elias was admitted to a closer intimacy with the saint,
equal to Rufino, one of the first companions.3a And when he tells of the
illness of Francis, Celano states,

studies it closely, [...] a strong partiality in favor of Elias emerges" (Lempp, Frire
Elie,lS).

3oPompei, Frate Elia, 543.

"3C 155 concisely repeats the same fact, but it does not name Brother Elias.
32Barone, Frate Elia,95.
33On this episode, see F. Accrocc4 'oFrancesco e il demonia. L-a guarigione

delle donna di Sangemini," Il Santo 39 (1999) 221-241.
3aln 3C 4, one finds the same episode with a difference not to be overlooked:

Elias is not named as the eye-witness of the stigmata while Francis was alive, but
only Rufino appears.
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Day after day the disease grew worse and seemed to be aggravated
daily from lack of treatment. Brother Elias, the one he chose for
the role of mother to himself and had made a father of the other
brothers, finally forced him not to refuse medicine but to accept it
in the name of the Son of God (lC 98).

There clearly emerges both the maternal sweetness and the firm,
resolute paternal service of Elias, as Barone observes from the use of the
verb compulit (which denotes compulsion more than a belief) and
abhorrerer (which indicates an absolute refusal of Francis for material
cures) which leave no doubts in this case."

The same solicitude of Elias for the infirm seraphic father is found in
paragraph 105: six months before the death of the Saint, residing in Siena,
he was vomiting a lot of blood and "Brother Elias rushed to his side. At his
arrival the Holy Father had recovered so much that they left that area and
went together to [r Celle near Cortona" (lC 105). But as the time of his
end drew near, Francis showed a desire to travel to Assisi: 'oThe good son

did what the kind father commanded" (lC 106).
Another of the pericopes is the final blessing of Francis to Elias and to

his friars. It reads:

When Brother Elias sat down on his left side with the other
brothers around him, the blessed father crossed his arms and
placed his right hand on Elias' head. He had lost the sight and use
of his bodily eyes, so he asked: "Over whom am I holding my
right hand?" "Over Brother Elias," they replied. "And this is what
I wish to do," he said (lC 108).

The long personal blessing of Elias follows, embellished with four
literal Biblical citations introduced earlier by references to the patriarchs

Jacob and Moses. The expressive eloquence is evident in the reiteration of
the semantic "bless" (benedic-) as both verb and noun, which enhances the

biblical typology of blessing.36

The last time that Elias appears in the Life of St. Francis is in the

account of the transitus of Francis at the Portiuncula (lC 109-110). Thomas

3sSee Barone, Frate Elia, 96. Even the traditional writings that are less

favorable to Brother Elias testify to his care of the ill Francis (for example, see AC
86;2MP 115).

3ult is repeated five times in the sequence: benedico, benedico, benedicat,

benedico, benedictionem (see lC 108). On the biblical typology of blessing see M.
Conti, Studi e ricerche sulfrancescanesimo delle origini (Roma 1994),156-158.
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attributes to Elias a dream he had two years before in Foligno, which
revealed the time of the passing of Francis. Then he continues:

There was a Brother there whom the holy man loved with great
affection. Seeing what was happening and realizing the saint was
nearing the end, he grew very concerned about all the brothers and
said: "Oh, kind father, your sons will now be without a father, and
will be deprived of the true light of their eyes! Remember the
orphans you are leaving behind; forgive all their faults, and
gladden them all, whether present or absent, with your holy
blessings." The holy man answered: "See, my son, I am being
called by God. I forgive all my brothers, present and absent, all
their faults and offenses, and I absolve them insofar as I am able.
When you give them this message, bless them all for me" (lC
108).

The numerous points, which indirectly recall the encyclical letter of
Elias, had supposed the identification of "a certain brother" with Brother
Elias. However, the doubt arises of why Thomas, at this juncture, leaves
this Brother anonymous. For the rest the words of Francis: "I forgive all
their faults and I absolve them as far as I am able. When you give them this
message, bless them all for me" (1C 109), seems to require that the
unknown Brother carry this news to others, which in fact Elias did by
writing the encyclical letter.37

"Thomas does not give the name of the brother, as was nonetheless done in the
testimony of AC 22 and I MP 34, where one speaks of "the certain friar. We cannot
identify this anonymous friar with a probative argument, but we can propose a
hypothesis founded on [other] studies. According to Brook o'from a friar" is
'eevidently Brother Elias [...] but it is improbable, as there suggested, that this
chapter derives from 2 C 216, rather than vice versa" (R.B.Brooke, Scripta Leonis,
Rufini et Angelt sociorum S. Francisci. The Writings of Leo, Rufino and Angelo
Companions of St. Francis, Oxford Medieval Texts (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1990),290 note 146. The editor of the Fonti Francescane supports the thesis
(see Fonti Francescane. Scritti e biografie di san Francesco d'Assisi. Cronache e

altre testimonianze del primo secolofrancescano. Scrttti e biografie di santa Chiara
d'Assisi [Padua: Editrice Francescana, 19901, 501 note 145). Thomas also offers
another indication for understanding of whom he is speaking, "There was a brother
there whom the holy man loved with great affection... [T]his brother grew very
concerned about all the brothers" (lC 109), recalls the description of Brother Elias
in lC 98: "the one he chose for the role of mother to himself and had made a father
of the other brothors". Both of these commendations are constructed as a diptych
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The final act before the death is the reading of the passage from John

13 and Thomas states, "This was the very gospel his minister had planned

to read" (1C 110); to be noticed here is how the title of "minister is used for
identifying Elias. This is a unique usage inthe Life of St. Francis.

2. Henri de Awanches, the testimony of a non-
Franciscan

Henri3s was a secular cleric born in Avranches around 1190 who died

around l272.The author suffers from a criticism by Bihl3e who reduces him

to a slavish repeater of the Life of St. Francis. Manselli on the other hand

offers further indications for research on the master versificator.a0

Henri wrote his epic poem, The Versified Legend of St. Francis in
hexameters, around I228-l23O,o' o, more probably - as Bihl states -
between 1232 and ln1:2 dedicating it to Gregory IX. It is interesting to

note how, with respect to the more ancient codex that transmits the work,a3

a later codex deleted the passages in which is the person of Elias is praised,

as happened to Gregory IX after his death (12,+D.44

Henri reports the story of the dream of Elias at Foligno, to whom "a
priest of venerable appearance and great", who gave him the task of giving
Francis the news of his transitus (YL 12,4-12), without adding anything
new to the Life of Celano.

whose two members describe, one the relationship with the Seraphic Father, the

other with the brothers.
38see G. Cremascoli, "Introduzione [a] Henrici Abrincensis, lrgenda sancti

Francisci versificata," in Fontes Francescani,pp.ll25-l'130; Uribe, Introducci6n a

las hagiogra/ias, 153- 1 69.

'\rI. Bihl, "De Legenda Versificata s. Francisci auctore Henrico Abrincensi,"

Ar c hiv um F r anc i s c anum H i s t or icum 22 (1929) 3 - 53 .

4"'We hold sincerely that, generally, the current judgment of a versifier of
Thomas of Celano can be held generally to be also exact, provided that we do not

forget the essential critical rule that the more dependent source on another text

always has in itself something that characterizes it and that allows a historian to

specify its physiognomy and therefore the general meaning of the other source", R.

Manselli, ooHenri d'Awanches e l'Islam: s. Francesco in Terra Santa," in idem,

Francesco e i suoi compagni, (originally in Studi in onore di Francesco Gabrieli nel

suo ottantesimo compleanno,edited by R.Traini,II, Roma 198y',45949?).
alSee A. Cristofani, Il piit antico poema della lrita di S. Francesco, Prato 1882,

v-vlI.
o'Bihl, "De Legenda Versi/icata," 3-53.
a3See Assisi, Biblioteca Comunale, cod. 338, ff. 54ta-7lva.
asee Cambridge, Biblioteca dell'Universitd, cod. Dd. I l. 78, ff. 200r-238r.
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A second episode concerns the solicitude of Elias during the illness of
Francis:

But moved with the greatest compassion for him, Brother Elias
Presses him with many reasons to receive medical aid
For his bodily ills, proving from Solomon that for the sake
Of our mortal race, lest there be on earth no easement
Of pain, the Most High himself it was that created
The art of healing, as well as curative herbs.
Coaxed by the good words of Friar Elias
He permits the doctors to come. But all of them fail to bring
Any improvement (VL 1 2$5-93).

Here one notices a sort of amplification of lC 99:as in fact, while
Celano speaks only of medicine and medications (medicaminibusa6), Henri
mentions doctors who visited Francis.aT The words used to define the
intervention of Elias vocibus pius,seem to depict - with the adjective pius -
the attitude of the vicar toward the sick father.

Henri reports in verse the improvement of the condition of the health of
Francis at the visit of Elias:

When news of these great words reaches the ears of Friar
Elias, he hastens to visit his beloved father.
On seeing his disciple, Francis is so comforted
His spirit must find unfettered joy, and to his heart
This rejoicing lends freedom. His freed heart
Releases his spirits, and this supply of spirit checks
The malady and has a rebounding effect on his nature (LV
47).

t3 {t-

Henri makes reference to the minister, who "brings and opens the
booK' (YL 13,120-122),also an episode presented in Celano.

At this point it is helpful to look at the episodes that are not reported.
Accrocca already noted that the episode of the woman of San Gemini takes
up the entire episode,as but omitted are some of the particulars such as the

aslc gg: "Many came with their medicines to help him but no remedy could be
found".

*ltre translation of the Italian Fonti Francescane is not correct because it
speaks of "different doctors," which does not correspond to the Latin text.

a'Also AC 86, records "another doctor [.. . ] but to no avail."
€See VL 9,123-50.
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blushing because of the behavior of Francis and the presence of Brother

Elias in the second part of the encounter who reassured him to stop to speak

to the woman." Also the episode of the stigmata is not mentioned and he

speaks neither of Elias, nor of Rufino. As for the blessing of Elias it is not

reported and certainly this would have been an occasion for not losing the

opportunity to weave in the praises of the vicar.so

It seems that the preoccupation of the master poet was not to accent the

figure of Brother Elias, as can be deduced by the lack of some episodes and

by descriptions less emphasized than others. He for the rest was outside the

sphere of influence of Gregory IX, even if the legend was dedicated to him.

The work of Henri does not presume, in the least, an official character,

which is characteristic of the Ltfe by Celano. Gathering information from
Thomas, which seems to be his only source (besides it was the official text

willed by the Pop"), it does not omit reporting above all the episodes that

deal with the illness of the saint and, therefore, regarding the final period of
his life.

3. The Ltfe of Saint Francis of Julian of Speyer
The Life of St. Francis by Julian of Speyer was written between May

30,1232 (the day of the canonization of St. Anthony), and October 4,1235.
It is also strongly compromised by a judgment of Bihl who defined Julian

as "the abbreviator of Thomas".5l This assertion has left a mark on the

history of criticism and it was placed in discussion by Cremascolis2 and

confirmed by Accrocca: "A careful comparison between The Life of Saint

Francis by Thomas of Celano and the Life of Saint Francis by Julian of
Speyer, analyzing with particular attention the sections common to both"
can furnish "a more dependable profile of the image of Francis that Julian

wishes to mediate to the friars."r3

agAccrocc4 "Francesco e il demonio," 229.
$For Henry there remains the memory of a blessing: "Then those he loved as

partners/ In work he prays will share also his wages on high./ And that his soul may

bless them before he dies/ He calls them all together around himl and through

those preserel he sends to the absent a message/ Of all that seems goodly, and prays

upon both his'farewelf'(LV 13,78-M). The work depends textually upon lC 109, as

shown in italics.
sr 

See Analect a Fr anc is c ana X, XLIV.
s2see G. Cremascoli, "Introduzione [a] Juliani de Spira Vita sancti Francisci,"

Fontes, l0l7-1023.
s'F. Accrocca, "Nodi problematici delle Fonti Francescane a propositio di due

recenti edizioni," Collectanea Franciscana 66 (1996) 578. This study contributed to
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The episodes in which Elias is mentioned are parallel to the Life of
Saint Francis of Thomas. Brother Elias as the one who "merits" to see the
wound in the side of Francis while he was still living, becomes the one who
"merits by chance" (lJS 63), like Rufino, also by chance, to touch it with
his hand.

Attentive to the illness of Francis, "Brother Elias, whom he had put in
place of a mother, as it were, to be shepherd over his flock" (LJS 65)
compelled Francis to undergo required care. Julian keeps almost unchanged
the "one he chose for the role of mother to himself'(1C 98.7), while he

replaces "he had made him a father of the other brothers" with, "living as a

shepherd guarding his flock;" "Julian is not satisfied with simply copying
Thomas of Celano:"' in fact, it is probable that, writing in the period in
which Elias was general, he wants to accentuate the role of guide
(shepherd) directly willed by the Seraphic Father.

A little while later Elias hastened to Siena where he found Francis in a
very serious health condition. Since Francis o'on his arrival had recovered a
little," he lvas taken to the Celle of Cortona. After a brief pause, his illness
aggravated, Francis asked to be returned to Assisi (LIS 67).

Prior to his death Julian also testifies that Francis blessed the vicar first
(LIS 68), but does not make mention of a special blessing of the minister as

is in Celano. Another time he emphasizes not the person of Elias, but the
role of minister underetaken through the will of the same Francis. Julian
prefers to leave only the exhortative section addressed to all the brothers
and the mention of future tribulations, possibly because in these years the
first symptoms of the crisis in the heart of the Order were already
beginning.ss

After Francis was taken to the Portiuncula, Julian preserves the episode
of a Brother ("one of the brothers who was standing there") who asks

Francis to pardon the sins of his brothers who will become orphans, and to
bless them. The saint, after blessing them, enlists this Brother to announce
this blessing to all of the others (LIS 69).

define the real dependency on Julian on the Vita of Thomas and to clarify, at least in
some pericopes, the autonomy to be attributed to Julian of Speyer, who the same

same Thomas will use in writing the Remembrance of the Desire of a Soul (see

Accrocca,'oFrancesco e il demonio," 23l-239).I note thatAndrea Vaona has been

spending time on this study in a systematic way in his doctoral thesis from
Gregorian University, under the direction of Felice Accrocca.

*Barone, "Frate Elia," 100.
ssRemember that the redactional forms of Julian which are more stringent can

justify such omissions.
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Between the two pericopes there is missing the vision at Foligno. It is
simply stated that Francis knew the nearness of death "that had been

revealed two years before" (LIS 68), which he repeats literally from lC
108.56 kcking also is the mention of Elias convincing Francis to speak to

the lady of San Gemini who had been possessed by a demon. Julian lingers

over the episode but does not speak of Elias and omits other particulars that,

according to Accrocca, would embarrass the author and that on the other

hand was used by the author to color the spontaneity of the narration of
Celano.57 Jutian prefers to say nothing about the episode of the oominister"

who opens the Gospel to the page that Francis wished to hear again.

This Life was probably written in Paris, in a period that saw the birth of
the first Franciscan study house, by a brother who was master of the chapel

of the courts8 who had never seen Francis and who did not know the places

which were the background of his life, nor who had any interest in reporting

the details of names or places.s'One of the few in this work who was saved

from these cuts was Elias who was known especially in the role of "pastor,"
as Julian himself wrote. If the Sitz im Leben is that of Paris, it is plausible to
deduce that Julian might prefer not to narrate some embarrassing episodes

that Celano did not censure; one is the episode of San Gemini and the other
is the revelation of the death of Francis had by Elias by means of a vision.
In the same way he is silent about the opening of the Gospels on the part of
the minister which recalled the practice of the sortes apostolorum which
was condemned by some councils. Elias is not the fulcrum of interest for
Julian, who probably did not know him personally. Evidence for this is the

missing mention of the personal blessing of the vicar. In fact, where he

appears Elias carries out a secondary function and there is no emphasis on

his person; his presence finds reason only in his role as minister of the

Order. Julian, in fact, underlines the decision of Francis to name Elias as his

successor,u' but this did not prevent Julian from preserving the testimonies

and the essential nucleus of the facts

slC 108: "As shown to him two years earlier by divine revelation."
sTSee Accrocc4'oFrancesco e il demonio," 232.
$See Gratien de Paris , Histoire de lafondation et de l'evolution de l'Ordre des

Frdres Mineurs au XIII sidcle, Bibliotheca Seraphica - Capuccina, 29 (Rome:

Istituto storico dei Cappuccini, l98f2), 171. See also Uribe, Introduccihn a las

hagi o gr a/ias, I 42- I 52 .

seSee E. Prinzivallli & L. Fiorelli, "Alcune riflessioni sulla Vita s. Francisci di

Giuliano da Spira," Hagiographica 3 ( 19%) 137 -16l .

*US 65: "Brother Elias, whom he had put in place of a mother, as it were, to

be shepherd over his flock."
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4. An image desired by the Pope
Felice Accrocca, in his recent study of Celano's Life of St. Francis,

concluded thus: "Personal records, single and group testimony, material
provided from the writings of the saint, all are re-shaped by Thomas within
a complex reading that markedly copied that of the Pope."6/

The same conclusion is adapted well for Brother Elias, both because he
was a witness for Celano, but also for the image of him that comes from
Celano's Vita. "Brother Elias", &S Thomas called him, must have been a
privileged witness, because in the division into the three opuscula of
Celano's Vita made by the author, one notes that he appears only one time62

in the first section which includes the life of Francis until the end of 1224;
not once in the third part that narates miracles performed after the death
and canonization of Francis. Instead, he appears in the second book in six
pericopes,6s which concerns the last two years of his life and his transitus.
Elias was close to Francis during the most serious period of his illness, and
therefore he was able to recount some episodes to Thomas who would have
otherwise not known them, seeing that the other companions did not give
their own testimony either to Thomas or at the process of canonization.6a
Elias, therefore, was a credible witness6s and his encyclical letter was used
three times by Thomas.66

This frequency of recurrences confirms the centrality of Elias, who was
placed in the spotlight by assuming a role of first place at the side of
Francis, even if at the time when Thomas was writing Elias had no role of
governing, but was dedicated to the building of the Basilica of Saint Francis

6lPaciocco & Accrocca, La leggenda di un santo di nome Francesco,lg3. The
statement arises from the study in a synopsis of the bull of canonization of Francis,
Mira circa nos (19 July 1228), with the Vita beati Francisci of Thomas of Celano.

erc 69.
u'1c 95,98, 105, 108, 109, and 1 lo.
sRoberto Paciocco has shown that there was not a regular process of

canonization for Francis, because the Pope made use of his direct knowledge of the
virtues of Francis. Also the scarcity of information in the second book led the author
to hold, besides the fact that the writer from Abruzzi was not at the side of Francis,
that he must have received meager indications from the companions. (See R.
Paciocco, "Come ho potuto e con parole improprie," in Paciocco & Accrocc4 La
leggenda dt un santo di nome Francesco,gl-ll5). See also R. Paciocco, Sublima
negotia. La canonizzazione dei santi nella curia papale e l'Ordirrc dei Frati Minori
(Padova: Centro di studi Antoniani, 1996).

6sSee Dalarun, La malawentura,S3.
6See lC l07,t}g and Ll2.
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and the convent. This is evident above all in the episode of the blessing of
Elias by Francis,6T where Thomas wanted to to emphasize the image of
Brother Elias with a rhetorical amplification contained in the words of the

personal blessing. This not only through the initiative of Thomas, but

probably driven by a desire of his patron, Pope Gregory IX. Brother Elias

must have served the "politics" of the pope, as a reliable model and an

associate for an Ordere which the Pope was able to use for his anti-

heretical and anti-Frederick actions.6e

67On the theme of the blessing there have been different contributions on the

part of R. Manselli, "L'ultima decisione di s. Francesco. Bernado di Quintavalle e la

benedizione di s Francesco morente," Bullettino dell'Istituto Storico ltaliano per il
Medioevo e Archivio muratoriano 78 (1967) 137-153; J. Dalarun, "la dernidre

volontd de saint Frangois," Bulleutno dell'Istituto Storico ltaliano per il Medioevo e

Archivio muratoriano 94 (1988),329-366; idem, "f-a mort des saints fondateurs. De

Martin i Frangois," ii Les functions des saints dans le monde occidental (Lil-XilI
sidcle). Actes du colloque organize par l'Ecole frangaise de Rome avec le concours

de l'Universit6 de Rome "La Sapienza" Rome 27-29 October 1988, Collection de

I'Ecole frangais de Rome, 149 (Rome:Ecoles d'etudes par l'Ecole franciase de

Rome, 1991), 193-215 (on Francis see in particular pp.2Ol-211); C. Barone, ooFrate

Elia," 80. See also on the theme Dalarun, La malawentura,45. Allow me to return

to a closer look at the question, which I will soon publish in the journal Biblioteca

Francescana Sarda. The study confirms in a more systematic way the recent

intuitions of Dalarun.
*( ) = The episode is included, but Elias is not mentioned.
*One can see an analogous phenomenon with the emphasis on the image of

Clare (see lC 18), who is described with the virtues of a saintly woman, and of the

sisters who lived with her at San Damiano. Gregory IX desired that Clare and the

monastery of San Damiano would become the point of reference for all these

monasteries, first of central Italy and then in all of continental Europe, that operated

without a clear canonical framework. He himself wrote the so-called "Hugolinian

constitutions" that had to accompany the Benedictine rule. See Alberzoni, Chiara e

il papato; R. Rusconi, "L'espanzione del francescanesimo femminile nel secolo

XlI,- in Mwimento religiosofemminile e francescanesimo nel secolo XIII. Atti del

VII Convegno internazionale. Assisi, 1l-13 October 1979, (Assisi, 1980) 285; M.

Bartoli, "Gregorio IX, Chiara d'Assisi e le prime dispute all'intorno del movimento

francescano," Rendiconti dell'Accademia Nazionale del Lincei. Classe di scierue

morali, storiche efilologiche, ser.8,35 (1980) 9 (from an extract).
6nlt seems to me that the recent work of F. Accrocc 4 " Alter apostolus . Per una

rilettura della Vita beati Francisci,'o in Paciocco - Accrocca, La legende di un santo

di nome Francesco, 139-160, puts well into evidence the nature of anti-heretical

preaching that already by the time of the the Bull of Canonizati ot Mira circa nos of

19 July 1228, had been assumed by the Franciscan Order. Conceming the anti-
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The fact that the sources dependent on Celnao's Vita do not accentuate
the image of Elias confirms this interpretation.To For convenience I recall
straightaway the recurrence of the episodes:

Pericope IC LV LIS
Demoniac Woman of San

Gemini
69 (9, 123-150)* (50)*

Elias sees the stigmata 95 63

Care of the ill Francis 98 12,85-93 65,1-5
Elias receives summons to

Siena

105 t3 At47 67 S-9

Blessing of Brother Elias r08 683-8
Vision of Brother Elias 1,09.1-4 t2.+12

Blessing-absolution to all 109.7-10 13.78-83 69.3-6
Minister reads the Gospel trO.2 t3.tt7-122 (69.7)*

The sources that rely on Celano demonstrate a diverse level of
emphasis on the figure of Elias, especially because he is distinguished from
the immediate backdrop which is the will of the strong Roman Pontiff.
Through this we are able to measure the amplifications of Thomas and
attempt to reconstruct a more authentic image of Brother Elias.

The type of approach of Henri does not provide anything new
concerning Elias, but being outside the internal debates of the Order, even if
he dedicated the work to Gregory IX, did not place Brother Elias at the
center of the scene. The fact, then, that he is silent about some insignificant
pericopes does not signify to the contrary that there was an explicit will to
erase the general minister, but simply that his redactional demands did not
allow him an exhaustive and integral coverage of the episodes found in

Frederick politics, see G. Barone, "Lo propaganda antimperiale nell'ltalia
federiciana. L'azione degli Ordini mendicanti," in Frederico II e le cittd italiane,
edited by P. Toubert & A. Paravicini Bagliani (Palermo, 1994),278-289; See also

her'oFederico II di Svevia e gli Ordini mendicanti," Mdlanges de l'Ecole Frangais
de Rome 90 (1978) 607-626; A.M. Voci, "Federico II imperatore e i Mendicanti.
Privilegi papali e propaganda antiimperiale," Critica storica 22 (1985) 22-25.

70It has not been forgotten that every source and thus also the l/ita beati
Francisci of Thomas of Celano, moves on a plurality of registers (see Paciocco &
Accrocca, La legenda di un santo nome Francesco,254),because of which it is not
correct to simplify its hermeneutics to only the background of the curia and papacy,

even if this continuously does act from below, and therefore cannot be ignored.
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Thomas. His purpose was that of composing an epic poem about the saint

of Assisi.
Julian clearly designs an image of Elias, while still occupied with his

role of minister general of the Order. He, however, does not mythologize
his person, as is clearly evident in the account of the blessing (LIS 68), in
which he reports no special blessing of the vicar. Also there can be seen

another peculiarity of Julian, that is, of omitting or reinterpreting doubtful
episodes concerning their legitimate theological valence: the master of the

chapel for the court wrote in the context of the study house of Paris.

Pericopes such as the demon-possessed woman of San Gemini were re-

interpreted and Brother Elias is no longer involved; there is a reference to
the vision of Foligno, but this is not narrated (LfS 68); there is no mention
of the minister who reads the Gospel by chance, because different councils
prohibited the practice of the sortes sanctorum.

Brother Elias according to the Companions of Blessed
Francis

L. A special Companion: Clare of Assisi
St. Clare was certainly a special companion of Francis, not so much

because she has been raised to the honors of the altar, but rather for her

being a privileged witness to the Franciscan experience, united from the

beginning to the fraternity of Francis. It was Palm Sunday night of 1211 (or
l2I2) that Francis with his companions welcomed her at the Portiuncula,
but already previous to this decision she had contacted Francis to follow his

footprints in this new "following of Christ"." She remained closely linked
to Francis, in such a way to be able to be called by right a special

companion, and even after the death of the founder she was a privileged

point of reference of the experience of the saint for 27 years. It is plausible

to think that Clare had, in some way, contributed to leaving her own
personal memories about Brother Francis. In addition to her writings, where

the person of Francis continually shines through, it is not improbable that

she had participated in contributing to the package of materials that reached

Crescentius with her personal testimonies." This is why I place the witness

TrSee Process of Canonization of St. Clare, XVII,3.
72see M. Bartoli, "Novitas clariana. Chiara, testimone di Francesco, in Chiara

di Assisi." Atti del XX Convegno internazionale. Assisi, 15-17 October 1992

(Spoleto: Centro di Studi sull'alto medieovo, 1993) 159-185. For a critical
biography of Clare, see M. Bartoli, Chiara di Assisi.Introduzione di A. Vauchez.
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of Clare at this position, still realizing that I must specify that the sources
which serye me are not those sent to Crescensius, but are Clare's writings,
particularly the second letter to Agnes of Bohemia, and the letter sent by
her own sister, Agnes, which confirmed her great respect for the general of
the Order. What, then, is the image of Brother Elias that Clare of Assisi
presented?

1..L. The Second Letter of Clare to Agnes of Prague
Thanks to the historical research of the last century one is able to prove

the authenticity of the four letters that St. Clare wrote to princess Agnes of
Bohemia.Ts The writing of the second letter of Clare to Agnes is set
between 1234 and 1238,71 because it names Elias as general (1232-1239),
and because it certainly precedes the bull Angelis GaudiumTs of 1l May
1238, with which Gregory IX obliged the nuns of Prague to observe the
proper forma vitae, known as the Hugolinian Constitutions. Emore Paoli
proposes a date after the spring of 1237.76

Bibliotheca Seraphico-Capuccina, 37 (Rome: Istituto storico dei cappuccini, 1989).
On the occasion of the centenary of her birth (1994) there were organized
conferences and various publications on the person of Clare (see Chiara di Assisi).
For a fundamental and annotated biography, updated after 1993, edited by Isidoro
da Villapadierna and Pietro Maranesi, see F. Accrocca, M. D'Altari, F. Giancotti
and others, Chiara di Assisi. Con Francesco sulla via di Cristo (Santa Maria degli
Angeli : Edzioni Porziuncol a, 1993) 155 -162.

T3Daughter of King Otakar I (+1232) and sister of King Wenceslaus III
(+1253), she was the promised spouse of Henry VII, son of Frederick II, and later to
Henry II of England, but learning from the Friars Minor of the reputation of Francis
and Clare, after having built a monastery, put on the habit of the Damianites on
Pentecost day (4 June) in 1234 and two months later Gregory IX placed her under
the rule of the community that he founded (Bullarium Franciscanuml,n.l33, 134-
135).

TaFor a synthesis of the various dates proposed for the letter see E. Grau, "Die
Schriften der heilegen Klara und die Werke ihrer Biographen," rn Movimento
r e I igi os o fe mminil e, 198-202.

TsSee Bullarium Franciscanum l, n. 2@, 74-244.
T6"Probably the chronology of the second letter can further be limited to the

period immediately following spring of 123'7, when Agnes, in an intense, at times
tense relationship with Gregory IX, that on the one hand it was the object of
continuous pressures aiming to force the Poor Clares of Prague to observe a less

rigorous poverty, and on the other hand obtained a series of advantages such as a
certain mitigation of enclosure, norrns for fasting very close to Franciscan principles
and, above all, the patrimonial discipline of the hospital of St. Francis of Prague,
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Approaching the text of the letter, in the central part, one reads:

In all of this follow the counsel of our venerable Father, our
Brother Elias, the Minister General, so that you may walk more
securely in the way of the commands of the l,ord. Pize it beyond
the advice of the others and cherish it as dearer to you than any
gift. If onyone would tell you something else or suggest something
that would hinder your perfection or seem contrary to your divine
vocation, even though you must respect him, do not follow his
counsel. But as u pooi virgin, embrace the poor Christ.T

Beyond the great respect of Clare for Brother Elias, one notes a certain

impression of distance from the position of compromise that someone

suggested to Agnes, and this someone with every probability was really
Gregory IX himself.T8 From these written, courageous words of Clare to
Agnes of Prague, there seems to echo letter of Gregory IX of 11 March
lz3i,already the cited, in which after the denial of permission to follow the

forma vitae of Francis, comparing it to the milk of babes, he says:

Therefore, We ask...We enjoin you to the remission of your sins
in that you consider in fruitful meditation what you promised, and
prudently observe that whatever zealous action may perhaps be

suggested to you by someone not having sufficient knowledge, the
most important consideration should be whether it is pleasing lo
God, acceptable to Us and salutary for you and your community."

"It seems plausible that the Pope with the expression 'someone' refers

to Elias or Clare. Certainly if one must base oneself on the gender of l.atin
word, we must pronounce for Elias, but the reference is intentionally
undetermined."the mention of a person's "zealous action may perhaps be

suggested to you by someone not having sufficient knowledge" probably

taken in law and as the property of blessed Peter and under the protection of the

Apostolic See" (E. Paoli, Introduzione fal Opuscula Clarae Assisiensis,in Fontes,

2226).
nzrcns-t8. The italics are mine.

'*A. Marini, "Ancilla Chrtsti, plantula sancti Francisci. Gli scritti di santa

Chiara e la Regola," in Chiara di Assisi, 138; see also [dem, "Laforma vitae di san

Francesco per San Damiano tra Chiara d'Assisi, Agnes di Boemia e interventi

papali, Hagiographica 4 (lW) 179-195.

"BF I, n.246,243 (The italics are mine).
mAlberzoni, Chiara e il papato, 81-82.
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refers to Elias, first of all, because he was not a cleric8r and that depicts
with disadvantage his own "learning." Furthermore already in lZ3B,
backing up Clare and her monastery by vindicating the originality of the
privilege of povery, conflicted with the intention of the pope to create one
unique new order of pauperes dominarum who had as the point of reference
the monastery of the damianites. Elias moved between two fires, that of the
internal malcontent of the Order as a result of his actions,e and that of his
contraposition to Gregory IX by vindicating the originality of the
contribution of Francis to women's religious life.s

Beginning from a different perspective, a study by Giovanni pozzi
proposes another key to the reading of the letter. Identifying the narrative
structure of the letter, he observes that the reference to Elias is at the center
of the entire sequence of sentences: the exhortation to listen to Brother Elias
is the core of the narration around which are laid out in a concentric manner
the other exhortation "to follow and not to listen."* It is clear, then, that the

8'Due to the fact of his not being a cleric, in these years Brother Elias was
assailed inside the Order (see T. Desbonnet, Dalla intuizione all'isfiuzione. I
Francescani, Presence of St. Francis, 33 (Milan: Edizioni biblioteca francescana,
1986), t43-169 lFrom Intuitton to Institution: The Franciscans (Chicago:
Franciscan Herald Press, 1988)1.

s2Beyond the internal protests of the Order, during this time Robert Grossateste
inquired of the Roman Curia about the position of Elias, demonstrating his own
preoccupations about the order (see H.R.Luard, Robertt Grosseteste epistolae,
London 1861, n. 58, 179-181).

ssee Alberzoni,Chiara e il papato,83-85.
sttre structure that G. Pozzi proposes is the following (the numbers in

parentheses designate the verses).
Hec est illa A'. Perfection of a choice (3) which destines one for heaven (5)

consists in:
1. earthly lord/with an advantageous proposal of human honors (6)
2. joined to celestial spouse/with the offer of divine marriage (7)
Sed quia a. to continue in the way of initial perfection (10-13)

b. not to listen to one who distracts (14)
In hoc autem c. to accept the judgment of Elias (15-16)
Si quis vero b. to not listen to that which insinuates the contrary (17)

a. to follow the poor Christ (18)
Vide 1. to follow Christ made contemptible (19)
2. to imitate the beautiful spouse made vile (20)
Cui si A.2. Heavenly response for the choice made (21-23).
I have reported textually the scheme reporoduced in Chiara d'Assisi: Lettere

ad Agnese, la visione dello specchio, eds. G.Pozzi & B. Rima (Milan, 1999),233.
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reference to Elias is not accidental or merely rhetorical, but is probative for
the overall argument of Clare.

12. The Letter of Agnes to Clare
The same centrality of Brother Elias can be found in a letter by Agnes

of Assisi to her blood-sister, Clare.s The context and circumstances of the

letter are passed down by tradition; written from the monastery of St. Maria
de San Sepolcro of Monticelloe near Florence, where Agnes was sent by

the will of Francis, to "form" the monastery according to the spirituality of
the Damianites, she was first the directress of novices and then later the

named abbess.

The dating of the letter requires even more conjecture, there being no

cercain data. According to the editor of Analecta Froncescono, that follows
Wadding and Sbaral.u,o th" date of composition is 1221, when Agnes had

scarcely arrived at the monastery. According to Cristofani it was l2lg.8

ssSee the Littera missa Clarae per sorerem Agnetem, in Chronica XXIV
generalium ministrorum ordinis fratrum minontm, in Analecta Franciscana lll,
175-177. The only witness of an exchange of letters that probably had existed

between the two sisters, Clare and Agnes, (Catherine in the world), is this letter

contained within the Legenda Agnetis inserted in Chronica XXIV generalium.

Wadding had already published it (see L. Wadding,Annales Minorum,Il, 18-19).
*In 1218 Hugolino, in the name of the Roman church, had accepted the

donation from Avegnente of Albizzo (later abbess) of a piece of land on which

would arise the monastery of a group of ladies who had known Francis and wanting

to follow his ideal more radically through the example of Clare. [,ater Pope

Honorius III, on the 9 December 1219 (see Bullarium Francisanum l, n.3,3),

confirmed the privileges granted by Cardinal Hugolino of Ostia, delegate of the

Apostolic See, with the letter of 2l July of the same year, written from Perugia for
the monastery of Monticelli. With this the monastery embraced the Benedictine

Rule, pledging to live according to the 'oHugolinian constitutions", a forma vitae

composed by the Cardinal around 1217-1218 for the Poor [,adies' This was also

established for the Monastery of Monteluce of Perugia, Santa Maria of Porta

Camollia of Siena and for Santa Maria of Gattaiola in the diocese of Lucca. Only for
Florence is mentioned the'oregular observances of the Order of the ladies of Saint

Mary of San Damiano of Assisi" that the community must follow (see W. Maleczek,

Chiara d'Assisi. La questione dell'authenticitd del Privilegium Paupertatis e del

T e s t am e ntura, Al eph, 4 (Milan: Edizioni biblioteca francescana, I 996) 5 8.
ssee Bullarium Franciscanum I, n.63.
ssee A. Cristofani, Storia della Chiese e del chiostro di S. Damiano (PerugSa

1876),85.
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But there are two reasons for which this earlier date is not preferred over
the later date and they can both be deduced from the text:

As far as the precepts are concerned, be assured that the I.ord pope
has satisfied me, as I have said, and has satisfied you too, in all
things and in every way according to your intention and mine
regarding, as you know, our position on the ownership of property.
I beseech you to ask Brother Elias to visit me more often to
console me in the [,ord.e

It seems that there is a reference to the bull Quoniam ut ait of I May
L23lO? in which Pope Gregory IX granted the priuit.g. of receiving alms
from that faithful, and that according to l.ainatier resulted in the privilege of
Poverty which already in September 1228 had been given to San Damiano.
Furthermore, Brother Elias is not named as "vicar" or ..minister general,,,
thus excluding the periods in which he held these offices (llTl-nn; D3Z-
1239). And it is also less probable that the date is 1219, since Brother Elias
was provincial in the Orient. At that time Agnes would have rather
requested a visit of Francis. Lainati arrives at the following conclusion:

It is probable then that the departure of Agnes of Assisi, for
Monticello [...] was not in 1221, as traditionally reported, but later
around 1228-1230, unless one wants to admit that the letter which
reflects here the break suffered from a recent separation, had been
written many years after her departure from San Damiano.e2

seLittera missa Clarae,lT6-177 .
%See Bullarium Franciscanum l, n.50, 62.
elSee C.M. [,ainati, Santa Chiara di Assisi. Cenni biografici su sant 'Agnese di

Assisi (Assisi 19822), ll9. Omaechevarria justly observes that the privilege of
receiving alms from the faithful appears also in another bull, because of which it is
not sufficient to speak of the Privilege of Poverty (see I. Omaechevaria, Escritos de
Santa Clara y documentos complementarios (Madrid: BAC, 1999),368, note 3).
Also, according to Maleczek "on the basis of these two texts [letter of Agnes, bull of
I May l230l one can only with much difficulty conclude that the document existed"
(Malaczek, Chiara d'Assisi, 62-63, note 27). A different position is found in R.
Manselli, "[-a Chiesa e il francescanesimo femminile," in Movimento religioso
femminile,242-261. He demonstrates lucidly that the application of the Privilege of
Poverty was very uneven in the different monasteries of central Italy, in the
authority of the bulls of Honorius IlI, first, and then of Gregory IX,later.

ezl-,ainati, Santa Chiara di Assisi,l l9. lrmpp also brings different observations
that render improbable the earlier date (see lrmpp, Frdre Elia, 109 note l); the
same with Rusconi who confirms that the usual date is around 1230 or a little later
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Since in the letter there does not appear any indication that proves it
had been written from Florence and the presence of Agnes at Monticello is

later than L228, it seems one could advance the hypothesis that "Agnes
instead of being in Monticello was in Monteluce. The chronology seems to
agree with the Privilege of Poverty addressed by Gregory IX to the

monastery of Perugia on 16 June l229lt of which the superior (who was

not designated abbess) was called Agnes."ea
Concerning the authenticity, this letter "gives the impression of being

the Iatin from an Italian text or better dialect, having also good arguments

for saying that St. Agnes did not know L-atin."e5 But Omaechevarria

objects:

With respect to the authenticity of the letter, some have placed this
in doubt because of its exaggerated pathetic tone and for its elegant
latin. We have no reasons sufficient for this doubt. [...] In fact,
between sister and sister there naturallv resulted that the l-atin used
was from their own Umbrian dialect.ed

That which gives pause for consideration in this letter, after the

clarification of its Sitz im Leben and its dating, is the reference that Agnes

in 1234 (see Rusconi, "L'espansione del francescanesimo," 276, note 35) and

Omaechevarria says: "It is not possible be exact about the date [...] the indication

that Agenes manifested concerning more frequent visits of brother Elias, and the

notice that the privilege of poverty was received by Monticello pornts us to the

years 1232-34. t...1 To us it is preferable to supposes that Gregory IX decided that

the transfer of Agnes be in accord with the successor of saint Francis, brother Elias,

and that the letter was written about 1234" (see Omaechevarri4 Escritos,367-368).
%See Bullarium Franciscanum I, n. 36,50.
%Alberzoni, Chiara e il papato, 70 note 120; see also eadem, o'Chiara di Assisi

e il francescanesimo femminile," in Francesco d'Assisi e il primo secolo di storia

francescana (Turin: Einaudi, lW7),203-235. Also Giovanna Casagrande states:

"One is not familiar with [...] a document that confirms the extension of such a

privilege [of poverty] also to Monticelli, while it is well known that this was given

to Monteluce of Perugia in 1229, protected by that of San Damiano of 1228. This
has induced some to advance the hypothesis that Agnes had not traveled to
Monticelli from Florence but rather to Monteluce of Perugia" (G. Casagrande,

"saluta le vergine Agnese, mia sorella," Osservatore Romano, Wednesday 19

November l9W,lO).
esz.l-azzeri, "Il processo di canonizzazione di S. Chiara d'Assisi," Archivum

Franciscanum Historicum 13 (1920),496 note 1: the critical apparatus reports the

variants either in Chranica XXIV or in Wadding.
%Omaechevarria, Escrit os, 369-3y7 .
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makes in regard to Brother Elias, right after the information concerning the
concession of the Privilege of Poverty. Agnes invites Elias to visit the
monastery of Florence (or of Monteluce, which does not change the
content!) more often. From this one can deduce that Elias had already gone
to visit and that the rapport with the nuns must have been very good, seeing
that Agnes seeks his consolation in a moment of great discomfort and
sorrow because of her separation from San Damiano. The letter,
furthermore, confirms the familiarity between Clare and Elias: "The abbess
of San Damiano certainly considered Elias as one of the more faithful
followers of Francis, and was attentive to his counsels with extreme
faithfulness as he also suggested to Agnes of Bohemia do."e7 Brother Elias
must have played an active role of connection between San Damiano and
the Clarian foundations, which were distinguished from the Hugolinian
sisters directly subject to Apostolic See.e8

13. Brother Elias, a faithful friend
Despite his position, generally not favorable in regard to Brother Elias,

trmpp sustains:

When one thinks atall the struggles that Clare had to bear in order
that she could observe her vow of poverty, one is stupefied: the
great cost attached to obedience in general - beyond of the
question of the person - it is not^enough to explain the lvarm
words she writes in regard to Elias.ry

It is not correct methodologically to minimize the favorable position of
Clare in comparison with that of Elias, affirming, as stated by Baronerm that

eTAlberzoni, Chiara e il papato, 7+7 5.
Ytre monasteries that were subject to the Hugolinian Constitutions in the

apostolic letter are named in different ways: at the beginning "ordor of the poor
ladies", then "poor enclosed ladies" and finally "order of St. Damian" (in the year
third decade of the 13th century),little by little the project of Cardinal Hugolino, and
later Pope Gregory IX, became clearer. Instead, some monasteries even though
subject to the Hugolinian Constitutions remained under the influence of San
Damiano: this is the case, for example, of Monteluce of Perugia, of Spello and of
Frague (see M. P. Alberzoni, o'San Damiano in 1228. Contributo alla 'questione
clariana'," Collectanea Franciscana 67 (I9W) 459-476).

'L"*pp, Frdre Elia, ll0.
'mBaron", Frate Elia,Il0: "Certainly Clare, enclosed in San Damiano, did not

have the possibility of taking into account the behavior of Elias, with regard to the
Order, the Pope, and the Emperor. Her trust only demonstrates there was no
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the mother was not conscious of the events outside San Damiano, as if the

conflict of the approval of the Rule (the first written by a woman for a

woman's order) or the letter to Agnes of Bohemia did not demonstrate the

contrary. It seems, indeed, that "the reasons of deep spiritual friendship and

the unconditional esteem of Clare for Elias are found in the mutual works of
coordination and of diffusion of the model offered by the monastery in
Assisi,"r0' that model that, in the spirit of St Francis, she sought to defend.

The conclusion of Maria Pia Alberzoniru is that Brother Elias played a

fundamental role in the relationship with the monastery of San Damiano.
The same suppression of the so-called Minoresses (religious women who

were inspired by the ideal of Francis and who begged for spiritual

assistance from the Minors, and were harshly condemned by Gregory IX
and Innocent IV) is placed by the scholar in relation to the deposition of
Brother Elias, who during his generalate was occupied with the Clarian
foundations. In this way one could better understand the testimony of
Thomas of Eccleston according to whom, after the deposition, Elias
returned "to a local house of the poor ladies", in spite of the prohibition of
the minister general.lB It is plausible that the same friendship between

Clare and the Minors had its strong point in the link with the first
companions of Francis ooamong whom one needs to return to consider Elias

with full title." In fact "the unfair demonization Elias underwent, above all
in the works of the Spiritual authors, could in substance explain the nearly

total silence on Clare and her community in the writings of these

Spirituals," because 'osuch memory would have necessarily led to a sort of
rehabilitation of Elias." rm

information that reached her led her to abandon this attitude. [...] The esteem and

obedience of Clare does not apply so much to the person of Elias, but more to the

position he held, that of general of the Order to whom Clare wanted to and felt
herself to belong".

rorAlberzoni, Chiara e il papato,77 .

'o2Alberzoni, Chiara e il papato,89-96.
tcThomas de Eccleston,Tractatus de adventufratrum minorum in Angliam,in

Analecta Franciscan I, 243. For the English translation, see XIIIth Century

Chronicles, translated by Placid Hermann, OFM (Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press,

196l): 'oAfter this Brother Elias, having chosen the place of Cortona for his dwelling
place, went without permission and against the general prohibition of the minister

general to visit the houses of the Poor l-adies; for this reason he seems to have

incurred the sentence of excommunication decreed by the pope."
rsAlberzoni, Chiara e il papato,94-96. To the same conclusions, though

beginning from a more juridical approach, is the study by C. Savey, "ks
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The respect and the faithfulness that Clare nurtured for Elias could
compare to that of [,eo, who was constantly present at the side of Clare until
the day of the death of the abbess.ros

2. The Remembrance of the Desire of the Soul
The first episode of the Remembronce'q6 in which Brother Elias is

mentioned (2C 28) tells of a friar who had a great reputation of holiness and
of Francis who unmasked his diabolical duplicities.

The brothers took this very hard, especially the saint's vicar. "How
can this be true?" they asked. "How can lies and such deception be
disguised under all these signs of perfection?" "Tell him to go to
confession twice or even once a week," the father said. "If he
doesn't do it, you will know what I said is true." The vicar took the
Brother aside. He first chatted pleasantly with him, finally telling
him to go to confession. He spat back, put his finger to his mouth,
and shook his head, showing he would never make his confession.
The brothers were speechless, fearing the scandal of a false saint
(2C 28).

The episode intends to demonstrate the spirit of prophecy of Francis.
Brother Elias, identified with the title of vicar, is the one who takes the
initiative with this Brother, first in a familiar way, and, afterwards, ordering
him to confess as suggested by Francis. The one who gives the order is not,
therefore, Francis, but Elias. Bonaventure in the LMj XI:10, which deletes
any reference to the yicar, also relates the same episode.toT Also AC I16,

autoridades de Clara," Selecciones de Franciscanismo 29 (2W0), 123-147 (in
particular 130-133).

'osl-cl45.t*For a synthesis of the Remembrance seeR. Manselli,Nos qui cum eofuimus,
Contributo alla questione francescane, Bibliotheca Seraphico Cappuccina, 28
(Rome: Istituto storico dei cappuccini, 1980) , 18-22; G. Miccoli, "Dall'agiografia
alla storia: considerazioni sulle prime biografie francescane come fonti storiche," in
idem, Francesco d'Assisi. Realtd e memoria di un'esperienza cristiana (Turin:
Einaudi, l99l),224-247; E. Prinzivalli, "Un santo da leggere: Francesco d'Assisi
nel percorso delle fonti agiografiche," in Francesco d'Assisi e il prima secolo di
storia francescana, n-rcl; Uribe, Introducci6n a las hagiogra/ias, 95-120;
Stanislao da Campagnola, Introduzione [aJ Thomas de Celano Vita prima sancti
Francisci, Legenda ad usum Chori, Vtta secunda sancti Francisci, Tractatus de

miraculis beati Francisci,in Fontes 2@-270.
t'LMj XI:10: "The brothers took this very hard, judging that it was impossible

that contrivances of fraud could paint themselves over with so many signs of
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zN'dP 102 and Little 198, refer to the same pericope, where it is presented as

a more spontaneous, immediate story with respect to the re-elaboration of
Thomas, but we will return later to a more precise analysis of this episode.

Another pericope (2C 34), also inserted in the section that treats of the

prophetic spirit of Francis QC n-54), tells of a Brother who did not want to
practice obedience to the vicar, because he had as his director another

Brother. The saint saw a devil that was holding on to the neck of the

disobedient Brother and with his prayers chased the devil away. The

episode is also told in LMj XI:11, where (Bonaventure) has specified the

space-time arangement: it happened during a chapter, presided at by the

ui.ur, from which one can deduce that the place was the Portiuncula.rG
Even though I will also deal in more detail with the Maior Legend below, it
is useful at this point to anticipate the study of this pericope, where one

notices definite variants which we reproduce in a synoptic table of the two
texts (I indicate the more significant differences with itslics and the points

omitted by Bonaventure with underlinine):

perfection. But a few days later, after he left the religion, the brilliance of the

interior insight with which the man of God perceived the secrets of his heart became

abundantly clear."
lclhe episode is also repeated in LMn IVi which specifies the place of the

event (the Portiuncula) and also in DBF 26, which changes the entire story'

2C 34,2-6 LMi XI:l1
A little time later something

similar happened to someone else.

One of the brothers would not
submit to the saint's vicar, but

followed a dffirent brother os his
master. The saint was there at the

time, and sent him a warning by
means of a messenger. The brother
at once cast himself at the feet of the
vicar and, rejecting his earlier
master. obeved the one whom the

saint has made his prelate. The saint

took a deep breath and said to the

companion who had been sent as his

Once while his vicar was

holding a chapter, he was praying in
his cell, as the go-between and

mediator between the brothers and

God.
One of them, hiding behind the

mantle of some excuse, would not
submit himself to the discipline of
obedience. Seeing this in spirit, the

holy man called one of the brothers

and said to him: "Brother, I saw the

devil perched on the back of that
disobedient brother holding him
tightly by the neck. With a rider like
that on him, he spit out the bit of
obedience, and gave free rein to his



messenger: o'Brother,I saw the devil
perched on the back of that
disobedient brother holding him
tightly by the neck. With a rider like
that on him, he spit out the bit of
obedience, and gave free rein to his
own will. But when I prayed to the
[.ord for that brother, suddenly all
confused, the devil retreated.

own will. But when I prayed to God
for the brother, the devil retreated
suddenly confused. Go, therefore,
and tell the brother to submit his
neck to the yoke of holy obedience
without delay!" Warned by means

of the messenger, the brother
immediately was converted to God
and, with humility, cast himself at
the feet of the vicar.

3N Sedda

There are two significant differences here:

1) Thomas explicitly speaks of disobedience to the vicar, "one
whom the saint had made his prelate", whereas Bonayenture
remains more vague, limiting himself to saying "not submit
himself to the discipline of obedience."
2) Bonaventure uses the expression "hiding behind the mantle of
some excuse."r@ Thomas speaks of "but followed a different
Brother as his master."

While Thomas recognizes Brother Elias's as the "office of prelate",
Bonaventure prefers to remain silent, but does not hide the fact that the
disobedient friar was under the tutelage of some teacher or of some

powerful person who stood up for him and who then lined himself up
against the vicar. If the interpretation of the text is correct, in this episode
one can glimpse a conflict between Brother Elias and the party of the
learned clerics, which culminated in his deposition. There are these two
spirits which opposed each other at the time of the compilation of the
Remembronce, and that now with Bonaventure this has been resolved with
the full affirmation of the clerics.

The Saint tried to keep his stigmata hidden, since oono one was worthy
to see the wound in his side while he was still alive, with only one

exception" (2C 138). Following this preliminary remark comes the account

from "those who were with him" of who touched the wound in his side (it

rw Pallium as Du Cange reports, is used also to indicate the mantel of a master

or as a sign of power over others (See, Du Cange, Glossarium mediae et infimae
latinitatis, VI (Paris, 1938), 113-119. Roberto Paciocco translates this freely as a

"cloaked in a pretense.'o Personally, after a consultation with professor Rino
Avesani, I prefer to translate it "a protective cover of one who defended it."
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has to do with Ruffino as was told in lC 95 and confirmed in 3C 4) and of
"another one of the friars" who managed to see the wound in his side (from
1C 95 we know that it has to do with Elias). But, the episode has been

enlarged with the details of the strategy used by the Brother to see the

wound in the side, that is, by asking Francis if he could shake out his tunic.
It is interesting to note that this detail, not recorded in Celano's Vita, is
present in only one other source, that in this case has no textual dependency

of the Remembrance,namely of the {Jmbrian Choir Legend.lta

In another episode, Francis gives up his companions who had attended

to him in his illness in order to place himself under the care of Elias and

because he did not wish to feel privileged with respect to the other brothers
(2C l4r').ttl

Finally, when Francis found himself near San Damiano, "he was
pestered by his vicar with repeated requests that he should preach the word
of God...and finally gave in to his insistence" (2C z0f).tt' Elias, as is
apparent from the letter of Agnes of Assisi to Clare, occupied himself with
the care of the Sisters of San Damiano and his closeness with Francis

allowed him to solicit this meeting with the Sisters.lt3

2.1 A missed retraction?
The last pericope in which Brother Elias appears is the final blessing of

Francis (2C 216) from which the complimentary phrases for Elias
disappear. The blessing is not personalized, but given to all the brothers

present and absent in the person of Elias, whose name is rigorously omitted.
At the end, Thomas adds a somewhat enigmatic phrase: "I-&t Ro one claim
this blessing as his own for he pronounced it for those absent through those

present. As written elsewhere it sounded like something for an individual;
instead it should be redirected to the office" (2C 216).

"o UChL 2: "[N]o one was able to see the wound in his side, except Brother

Elias, who, because of the special love the saint had for him, put the saint's tunic on

him one time and gave him his own in exchange."
lrl The same episode is repeated in 2 MP 40; 1 MP 16; AC 40, pericopes that

we will study below.
112 See R. Manselli, "Il gesto come predicazione per san Francesco d'Assisi,"

in idem, Frarrcesco e i suoi compagni,zgT-3}L(originally published in Collectanea

Franctscana 51 (1981) 5-16).
ll3 Manselli observes that this pericope comes from the witness of some sister

of San Damiano, seeing the tenor and the particularity of the fact (see, Manselli, "Il
gesto come predicazione," 290-291, n.5).
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Who is the one who is the subject indicated with the indefinite pronoun
"no one"? It has generally been thought to be Brother Elias, because of
which Sabatier speaks of a lack of courage on Thomas, part to retract it, but
this is not plausible.lra It is instead more probable - as Barone writes - that
"in this strange formula, one must read a denial of those voices, spread
perhaps by Elias himself, and certainly made his own by Frederick II,
according to which Elias was chosen as the successor of Francis.',1rs I
believe that Thomas, as it is shown in his Life of Saint Francis, had wanted
to consciously emphasize the figure of Brother Elias, moved by the will of
his patron Pope Gregory IX; Brother Elias in the politics of the pontiff was
a faithful model and member of an Order which he would use for his anti-
heretical and anti-Frederick action.ll6 Frederick II, using the coin that the
same Pope had minted and diffused, laid claim to the value of this image at
the moment in which Brother Elias took refuge close to his court and the
emperor was again excommunicated (1239).

I also propose another hypothesis, that is, that the mysterious subject is
Brother Bernard. Thomas of Celano had at his disposal the material that
reached Cresentius, and between the factions of the zealots there must have
already been a myth born concerning the blessing of Bernard, which rivaled
that of Elias who had fallen into disgrace."l Therefore Thomas, reasserting
his version, reaffirmed and clarified that there was not conceded to Brother
Elias a "special" prerogative for himself, as someone had interpreted,
keeping for himself therefore the right to create a miror and antagonistic
image of Brother Bernard. The prerogative accorded to Elias was simply
born in function of the office of vicar which he canied out.

Based on this debate it is not easy to interpret another exclamation of
Thomas:

Where are they now, those who proclaim themselves happy because of
his blessing, and boast about having been as close to him as they
wished? If, God forbid, they should be found without repentance
showing in themselves works of darkness endangering others, woe to
them! Woe of eternal damnationl (2C 156).

rra 
See Sabatier, Speculum Perfectionis, C, note 2: "Evidently Celano had been

indignently trumped by Elias. [s that enough to excuse this? If his account of the
blessing given to Elias is erroneous, why not retract it clearly in the Remembrance?',

rts Barone, o'Frate Elia: suggestioni," 78-Ig.
"u See note 69.
117This blessing is rvitnessed in AC 12;2lvP 107; DBF 5; Angelo Clareno,

Liber Chronic arun, I, 580-589.
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I certainly cannot share the straight forward conclusion of Olgati,
editor of the notes of the Legendo Perusina in Fonte Francescane,tls who
deduced that the hagiographer refers to Brother Elias. The closest context of
the pericope is "Of those who give good and bad example" (2C 155-158)

and the title of Chapter 96, in which is inserted the episode "Some who give

bad example, the saint's curse on them, and how painful this was to them."
He relates the bad example that two friars gave near Fondi, by wearing
longer beard than convenient, and he concluded with the above-mentioned

exclamation of Thomas. Both the context and the overall image of Brother
Elias which one can deduce from the Remembrance do not allow an easy

attribution of this sentence to Brother Elias. In fact, this section does not
speak of a single Brother, and above all, no one uses the usual epitaph of
"vicar." Furthermore, if the hypothesis advanced above is true, that is that
Elias was not the only one to brag about a personal benediction from
Francis, one is not able to infer this from a reference that is plural ("where

are"),to Elias alone. The use of the hypothetical and future tense indicate a

reality still not compromised and denotes, as is typical of the style of
Thomas, a paranetic exhortation addressed to all, almost the extreme

tentative attempt to make those brothers return to the right path who had

distanced themselves from the original values.lre

rr8 Fonte Francescane, 678-679, n. 179. Sharing the same opinion is G.

Miccoli, "Da alcuni passi di Bonaventura sullo sviluppo dell'ordine francescano," in
idem, Francesco d'Assisi. Realtd e memoria di un'esperienza cristiana (Torino:

Einaudi, 1991) 279, n. 19.
lle I report only in this footnote two observations concerning textual criticism

based on research that is in progress and needs clarification: the two pericopes (2C

216 and 156) are reported in only one of the two manuscripts that transmit the

Remembrance integtally. These pericopes are contained in codex 686 of the

Communal Library in Assisi (=A), while there is no trace of the percipoes in that of
Marseilles (=M), now preserved in Rome at the Franciscan Musuem of the

Capuchin Historical Institute (AB 23). It seems unlikely that only the initiative of a

copyist is responsible for such a significant ommission in the case of these pericopes

as well as in many other places. This can be explained with a working hypothesis,

still in need of clarification, formulated as a result of an intuition proposed in a
seminar at the Gregorian University led by Felice Accrocco. He immediately

confirmed the reasonableness of the hypothesis after a rapid examination of the

critical edition and a quick consultation of the Roman manuscript. The hypothesis is

that we find ourselves before two different editions of the Remembrance of which

the first is preserved in Assisi, the second in Rome. To these later recesions was

added the Treatise on the Miralces.If this is true, it would be necessary to establish
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In the same way another passage from the Remembrance must be
interpreted in which someone asks Francis if there was a friar who could
take on the burden of minister general. He responded that there is no one in
the Order who would be able to guide such a vast flock and then he outlines
the ideal figure of the minister. Here is the initial scene of this long episode:

As he neared the end of his vocation to the [.ord, a Brother who was
always concerned about the things of God, asked him a question out of
piety for the Order. "Father, you will pass on, and the family of your
followers will be left behind in the vale of tears. Point out someone in
the Order, if you know one, on whom your spirit may rest, and on
whom the weight of the general minister may safely be laid." Saint
Francis, drawing a sigh with every word, replied as follows: '.Son, I
find no one adequate to be the leader of such a varied army, or the
shepherd of such a widespread flock. But I would like to picture one
for you, or make one by hand, as the phrase goes, to show clearly what
kind of person the father of this family should be" (2C 184).

It is not plausible to understand this pericope as referring to Brother
Elias or as an explicit statement of the incapacity of the vicar, only because
of a certain resonance with the words of the elegy of Julian (LIS 65).120

This would contradict what Thomas himself affirms in a pericope already
cited, when he speaks of the vicar "whom the saint had made his prelate,,
(2C 34) and would harmonize poorly with the complex image of the vicar
who emerges in the other pericopes: he is not silent about Elias receiving
the blessing first or of the privilege of seeing the wound in Francis's side.
Furthermore, this step that Thomas draws from the testimony of the
companions, as is witnessed by its recurrence in both the Assisi
Compilation and the Mirror of Perfection,t2t it is to be read in an edifying
manner and not merely historically. In fact, the words placed in Francis's
mouth are colrupted by an evident anachronism, when he states "put first
the sacrament of the Mass, and with prolonged devotion commend himself
and his flock to divine protection* (2C 185). Ir was Albert da Pisa (ll3g-

a new edition of the text that in any case displays great incongruities in the criteria
for textual choices. In any case it might be possible to give evidence of a different
way of presenting the case of Elias from a distance of some years.

t'o LJS 65: "Then the above-mentioned Brother Elias, whom he had put in
place of a mother, as it were, to shepherd over his flock while he was still alive...."

r2r AC 42;2lvP 80.
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l24O) who was the first priest-general who could celebrate Mass.122 It is a
classic case of unconscious conditioning because Thomas was not thinking
of the lay minister general, Elias, but in the institutional situation of the
years in which he wrote.

Such interpretations are confirmed by the antiphon of the Office of St.

Francis "Lament poor little company,"r* in which a worthy successor of
Francis is requested. This is the "Third Antiphon for the Benedictus and the

Magnificat during the Octave and for the Commemoration of St. Francis",
attributed to Gregory lxta

I-ament, poor little company; to the father of the poor,like orphans cry:
this sorrowful and plaintive sigh, Father Francis, take up and hear, and
show to Christ those precious brands upon your side, and feet, and
hands, that to us orphans He may give a worthy father in your stead.

From a testimony of Luke Waddingt2s we know that Gregory IX
probably sent this same antiphon to the different provinces at the death of
the minister general, Albert da Pisa (l?-40) because it prays for a successor,
which from that time on became a tradition in the Order .126 lf this antiphon
was composed after the death of Francis, which means at least after the
canonization (1228), then "the worthy father in your stead" for which one
prays is not to be understood as a condemnation of the successor of Francis,
but rather, as Mariani states, "the interpretation should be understood in a
larger sense, because juridically Francis already had a successor in Brother
Elias: the prayer hopes for an heir in his spirit."r27

Finally, it seems more plausible to hold that in this group of pericopes

it is not so much a lack of courage on the part of Thomas to revise his

positions with regard to Elias, also because he would have modified them

122 Thomas of Eccleston,Tractatus de adventu,y+3.
r23 Off 26,Ill (attributed to Pope Gregory IX; consult FAED 1,p.344).
rz The antiphon was studied in particular by M. Bihl, "De antiphona S.P.

Francisci: Plange turba paupercula," Archivum Franciscanum Historicum 2l
(1928)396-4o/0.

r's See Wadding, Annales Minorum,ad an. 1239,n.7.

'26 F.E. Bruning, Ufficium ac Missa de festo S.P.N. Francisci, ad codicum

fidem ac normam gregortanarz (Paris, 1926), I39. Julianus a Spira, S. Francisci
assisiensis et s. Antoniani Patavini Officia Ritmica,edition and notes by H.Dausend
(Mtinster, 1934),33.

t'7 Guliano da Spira, Vita e Ufficio Ritmico dt San Francesco d'Assisi, ed. E.

Mariani (Vicenza: LIEF, 1980), 113.
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only half-way and in a contradictory manner. But instead it is plausible to
believe that in this great polyptych of a o'mirror of virtues", that is the
Remembronce, the pericopes were depicted from a paranetic platform for
the example of the friars.

22. Animage sung softly
Among the pericopes cited, there is the need to distinguish two

categories of episodes: those already presented in Celano's Vita, newly
narrated more precisely, as in the case of the side-wound and the final
blessing of the dying Francis; and those entirely new, where Elias is not the
protagonist of the scene, but makes a simple appearance. Such episodes
equally provide useful details for the understanding of the image of Elias
emerging in the Remembrqnce. Here is a synthetic schema:

Episode
Francis reveals the fake saint

Francis admonished a friar who
refused to obey Elias
No one can see the stigmata except
one exception
Francis renounces the companions
who cared for him in his illness

Care of the sisters of San Damiano
Blessing

Memoriale
28

34

(138)

IM

Parallels
LMj XI:10
AC 116
2MP 102

t-chu 2

LMj XI:I1

AC 40
IMP 16

2Mp 40
2W
216 vbF 108

Ch. Umbra 4
( ) = Episode in which Elias is omitted

One must consider that when Thomas wrote Elias had already been
excommunicated and there was no visible signs given of his re-admission
into the bosom of the Church, for which it is plausible that the author of the
Remembrance "had wanted to avoid any reason of scandal for the brothers,
omitting the name of Elias and not ever showing him in close and
affectionate friendship with Francis.l28 This does not indicate that Thomas
was deliberately silent, for example, in all the episodes that concern Elias's
care for Francis during the illness of the Holy Father. In reality Thomas had
already narrated them in his Yita,for which there was no reason to repeat

t28 Barone, Frate Elia,l0l.
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them, and also because the companions did not contribute significant
emendations, as we deduce from the cycle concerning the illness of Francis

in the various compilations that we will study at a later point.
Another narrative device of Thomas in the Remembrance is the use of

the word "vicat'' in place of the proper name of Brother Elias: it appears in
six episodes, in which for five times he is called with the self-referential
epithet of oovicar." One time he is not even named, where it can be deduced

from the reference in the Life of Saint Francis that the reference is to him.
In fact, based on the Remembronce, Elias is identified through the office
entrusted to him by Francis between 1221 and 1227, with the title of "vicar"
and never with that of "minister" or "minister general." This procedure

would be followed also in the subsequent official historiography even

though Francis would call him "ministef'and "minister general."r" Schmitt
holds that juridically no one could consider Brother Elias and, before him,
Peter Catani, as "minister general" in the strict sense, even if Francis

himself used this term, otherwise it cannot be explained why at the 'odeath

of the founder, the government of the Order was considered vacant and in
the following Chapter of I2Z7,the brothers proceeded to elect John Parenti.

[...] The Rule of 1223 foresaw the election only following the death of the

office holder or for reasons of physical incapacity of the same."r3o

The study of Schmitt, conducted with great critical rigor, leaves

unresolved some questions that I wish to highlight. What the task of the

vicar was is not clear and an appeal to some episodes from hagiographical
sources does not clear away the fog.t3t The letter of Elias written to the

convent of Valenciennesr32 to resolve an administrative question does not

r2e I ord z,38,4i',Testz7.
"o Schmitg "I vacari dell'Ordine francescan o," 261-62.
r3r In addition to the episode of the resignation of Francis (2C 143 AC 11;

lMP 14; 2lvP39 Little ms 158), one can cite the pericope where the vicar presides

over the chapter at the Portiuncola and not because Francis was sick (LMj XI: I 1), or
the affirmation of Thomas that made of Elias "the one whom the saint had made his

prelate" (2C 34). Also the episode of the breviary conceded to the novice (AC 103-

105), that we will study in more detail below, demonstrates that the attitude of
Francis was not an authoritarian act that went beyond the decision of the Vicar, as

instead Smitt believes (Schmitt, "I vicari dell'Ordine Francescano," 259).

"' The counts of Flanders made a donation to the brothers to thank one in
particular, an ex knight, who in the fourth crusade was at the sick bed of Baldwin IX
and who unmasked an imposter who displeased the count. The brothers refused this

offer and the countess Joanna of Flanders wrote to the pope and to Assisi so that the

brothers would accept the gift. See Jacopo da Guisa, Annales historia illustrium
principium Annoniae, in E. Sackur, Monumenta Germaniae Historiae, Scriptores,
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give any support to Schmitt's conclusion, which sees Elias as a mere
assistant to the sick and weak Francis, and at the head of an Order always
vaster and more numerous. Brother Elias in this circumstance personally
commands the friars to transfer themselves 'owithin the walls" not with
vicarial power or in the name of Francis. The same benefactress of the
convent "within the walls" did not obtain the consent of the friars, or of
Pope Honorius III, and turned not to Francis, but to Elias: "And concerning
the same matter the illustrious lady of the land in which you live wrote."r33
Furthermore, Rosalind Brooke observed that if Francis would not have truly
renounced the "office of prelate", the pretense of the motive of humility
would have been a deception.l3a

Also the differences between the vicars and Francis could be
interpreted as a conflict of competency, because Francis who no longer had
the power of the prelate intervened several times in a sense contrary to the
decisions taken by the vicar, whether it lvas Brother Elias, or his
predecessor, Peter Catani.t3tfhis should be read not as an act of power on
the part of Francis, but as an authority conferred from his charismatic power
as founder.l36

If one accepts the hypothesis that has been stated of the real resignation
of Francis, in order to be coherent one cannot speak of a vacant seat after
his death. For the rest we give credit to a notice from Jordan da Gianor3T

who recorded that at the death of Francis, it was Brother Elias, through his
encyclical letter, who convoked a chapter for Pentecost the following year

XXX, 294-295. A. Callebaut, "Les Provinciaux de la Province de France au XIII
sidcle," Archivum Franciscanum Historicum l0 (1917) 296-297.

"' Jacopo da Guisa, Annales historiae,297 .

134 R.B. Brooke, Early Franciscan Government: Elias to Bonaventure
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1959),107. In the same direction see also
[-empp, Frere Elie,56; Gratien de Paris, Histoire de lafondation,16-17.

'3s Elias wanted to build a house with walls at the Portiuncola to receive the

brothers who came for the chapter and Francis refused this (AC 56; 2MP 8).
Concerning the episode of the novice and the psalter (AC 103, 105), one must
clarify that intially Francis was not opposed to the general, but to both pericopes we
will return. The same thing happened with Peter Catani, in fact it was narrated how
on the occasion of a chapter Peter was preoccupied to collect a little money to
provide for the brothers, but Francis prohibited this (2C 67).

136 I owe this consideration to the conversation on February 16,2000, held by
R.G. Mailleux, "The Government of the Order: from centralization to
decentralization," on the occasion of the symposium The Origins of the Law of the
Franciscans (February L4-I7,2000) held at the Pontificio Atenaeo Antonianum.

137 Jordan of Giano, Chronica,n. 50 (Analecta Franciscanal,16).
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(1227), establishing the place; but this action was the competency of the
authority of the minister general alone.138

3. The Treatise on the Miracles
In the Treatise on the Mirqcles,r3e there are two episodes in which

reference is made to Brother Elias, always identified with the title of
'ovicar." The first tells of a wonderful event that happened during a journey
from Siena to the Spoleto valley:l4 Francis comes across a large flock of
sheep, which he greeted kindly as was his custom; the sheep began to run to
him and bleated almost as a response to his greeting. Then Brother Elias
speaks:

His vicar took careful note of what the sheep had done and, following
at a slower pace with the other companions, said to the rest, "Did you
see what these sheep did for the Holy Father? He is truly great whom
the dumb animals revere as their father, and those lacking reason
recognize as a friend of their Creator" (3C 31).

The miracle narrated is among those that took place while Francis was

alive and denotes a freshness and spontaneity in the description that
witnesses in favor of its authenticity. In fact, the same episode taken up by
Bonaventurerar is simplified, not only because the figure of Brother Elias

138 I p VIII:3. Despite these observations it remains to be explained why the

papal letters and even the approval of the rule had Francis as the addressee. As can

be seen, the situation is complex and at the actual state of scholarship nothing can be

said with more clarity. A systematic study of the incipit of the various bulls would

be welcomed to verify the real addressee of the letters.

'3e See Prinzivalli, "LJn santo da leggere: Francesco d'Assisi nel percorso delle

fonti agiografiche," 101-1(X; Uribe, Introduccihn a las hagiograJias,l20'l28.The
arguments of Dalarun are always provocative, who proposes that the Treatise on the

Miracles, is not an autonmous work, but the third opus of the Memorial, after the

chronological-biographical(2C3-25) andthatof themirrorof virtues (2C26-224),

in La Malawentura, W -l 19.
ta Given the presence of Elias it is likely that this signifies the voyage of return

from Siena to Assisi (April 1226), when the vicar when to Siena because of the

seriousness of the eye disease of Francis and after a period at the Celle of Cortona

the saint requested to be taken back to Assisi (lC 105).

'o' LMj VIII:7: "When he was on a journey near the city of Siena, he passed a

large flock of sheep grazing in a pasture. He greeted them kindly, as usual. After
they left the pasture, they all ran to him, lifted their heads, fixed their eyes on him.

They gave him such a loud bleating that the shephered and the brothers were
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does not appear, but above all because the gesture of the vicar who seems to
stay behind with the other companions so that he can express more freely
(without Francis hearing them) the admiration for that extraordinary fact.

The second pericope is the first miracle post mortem,after Lady Jacopa
came to Assisila2 who was led into the cloister of Saint Mary of the Angels
some days before the death of the saint, it was permitted her to come near
the body of her friend and to embrace it with her many tears:

All wet with tears, she was brought in private and alone, and the body
of her friend was placed in her a[ns. o'Here," said his vicar, "hold, even
in death, the one you loved when alive!" Her warm tears bathed his
body, and with sobs and sighs she kept hugging and kissing him, and
pulled back the veil to see him unveiled (3C 39).

The detail of Jacopa who was introduced "privately" by Elias after the
death of the saint, in order to have the privilege of embracing him and
seeing his stigmata,t$ is reported only in the Treatise on the Miracles.
Nothing is said about this in the other pericopes that narrate stories about
'oBrother Jacopa" because they report episodes only concerning Francis
while alive.t4 This led Dalarunras to think that this witness came directly
from the eldest son of Jacopa, Giovanni Frangipane or of the Pennati, who
accompanied his mother.r6 The entire scene is constructed with a very

amazed to the see the lambs and even the rams frisking about him in such an
extraordinary way."

'* l.*rdy Jacopa was a Roman noblewoman who remained a widow of her
husband Graziano Frangipane, also called of Settesoli, from the name of their house
in which they lived in the Septizonium (see C. Frugoni, Francesco e l'invenzione
delle stimmate. Una storia per parole e immagini fino a Bonaventura e Giotto.
Saggr 7 (Turin: Einaudi, 1993),94, n.83; for the variants of the name in [.atin
consult Analecta FranciscanaX,286,n.7). See also J. Dalarun, Francesco: un
passagio. Donna e donne negli scritti e nelle legende di Francesco d'Assisi.
Afterword by Giovanni Miccoli. I libri di Vielle,2 (Rome: Viella, 1994) 69,86-87
lFrancis of Asstsi and the Feminine (St. Bonaventure: Franciscan Institute
Publications, 20061) ; [dem, La malawentura, I 14- 16.

la3 9n the role played by this pericope regarding the attestation of the stigmata,
consult Frugoni, Francesco e l'tnvenzione delle stimmate,5l-104.

t4 AC8; IMP rr-,2rvff rr2.
las Dalarun , (Jn passaggio,Ill .

'* 3C 39: "Giovanni Frigia Pennate, who was then a boy, and afterwards a

Roman proconsul and count of the Sacred Palace, freely swears and declares,
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strong dramatic intensity, echoing implicitly the evangelical mode of the

Magdalen.tq lacopabecomes the "Magdalen" of the alter Chrislrzs Francis;

but then the vicar becomes the apostle John that presents the body of the

saint to her who loved him while alive.r€
The Treatise on the Miracles demonstrates itself to be in perfect

symmetry with the Remembrance: the figure of Elias is held in the

background, as is his proper name. This does not mean, as we saw in the

Remembrance that there is an intention of condemnation with regard to

Elias, but rather the preference is to not put him at the center of things. In
fact, Elias is no longer a credible witness to testify to the stigmata of
Francis: in Treatise 4it is not Elias that sees the stigmata, but only Ruffino
who had the privilege of touching them. In this way the eyewitness of the

stigmata becomes lady Jacopa, but above all her son Giovanni, an important
person in the city of Rome and still alive when Thomas wrote. This does

not remove a certain correctness of the author who does not exclude the

vicar from the scene, conferring credibility another time to his own work,
and at the same time proposing a figure of Elias, that even in the

background, is not detestable.

4. A problematic text: the Umbrian Choir Legend
In the section 'oMinor Legends" of volume ten of the Analecta

Franciscana are collected different legends composed for use in the

liturgy.tae Among them, always overlooked by Franciscan scholars, one

against all doubts, that at the time he was with his mother, and that he saw with his

own eyes and touched it with his hands."
147 Dalarun notes the fusion of the models of the different sinners in the gospel

in the figure of the Magdalen; this is why perhaps the gospel echo comes both from

the gospel of Luke 7:36-50,and from the gospel of John 20 (Dalarun, Francesco: un

passagio,86, n. 156).
l€Based on this text, to Elias can be attributed only the gesture of the

presentation of the body and not that of lifting the veil that covered Francis, as

Chiara Frugoni says (Frugoni, Francesco e l'invenzione delle stimmate,66); it is a

little difficult to attribute the pronoun illa (her) to brother Elias!
la'In the thirteenth century there began the practice of composing a solemn

Office for singing for the canonizations on the dies natalis of the saint Julian of
Speyer composed the Office of Saint Francis, that was divided between the

traditional Office, textually constructed from the Bible and based on Gregorian

chant, and a new form of Office, taken textually from the hagiographical sources

and with "accented versification on the style of hymns and sequences." (For the text

consult FAED 1,327-345. Fundamental is the critical reconstruction of the musical
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finds the Umbrian Choir Legend, also called the Naples lrgend;ls this
legend is composed of two parts, the first (in eleven paragraphs) narrates

the events of the last two years of the life of Francis, his funeral, the
translation of his body in 1230, while the second part (in twenty-six
paragraphs) collects twenty-five post mortem miracles. On the dating the
opinions are controversial, because Abatelsr placed it between 1232 and
1239 and he attributed it to Thomas of Celano, while the Fathers of
Quaracchi, basing themselves on the studies of Bihlls2, affirm,

From what is known it can be inferred that the Umbrian Choir Legend
was composed after the Treatise of the Miracles, approximately 1250-
1252. Concerning the hypothesis, there is nothing on a positive

text by Bruning, Officium et Missa de festo,S.P.N. Francisci. Existing studies are

primarily musical: H. Felder, Dle liturgischen Reimfficien auf die heiligen
Franciscus und Antonius gedichtet und compontert durch Fr. Julian von Speier
(Frieburg, 1901); P. Wagner, Origine e sviluppo del canto liturgico sino allafine del
Medio Evo (Siena 1910), 273-288; F.E. Bruning, "Giulano da Spira e l"officio
ritmico di s. Francesco," Note d'archivio 4 09n) 129-202; Julianus a Spira, Sar
Francisci assisiensis et s. Antonii Patavini Oficia Ritmica; J. Cambell & F.
Casolini, Liturgia di s. Francesco d'Assist (Arezzo 1963); O. Tonetti, "L'Ufficio
ritmico di san Francesco d'Assisi di fra Giuliano da Spira," Rivista internazionale di
Musica Sacra 4 (t982) 370-389; P. Damilano, "fJn antico Ufficio rttmico della
Visitazione nella Biblioteca Capitolare di Fossano," Rivista Internazionale di
Muscia Sacra 5 (1982) 133-163. G. Gremascoli, "lntroduzione a Juliani da Spira,

Officium Sancti Francisci," in Fontes, 1099-1lM. An excellent contribution, also

for the study of the manuscripts is the recent work of T. Scandaletti, "Una
ricognizione sull'Ufficio Ritmico per s. Francesco," Musica e storia 4 (1996) 67-
101. The Office of Saint Francis seems to have been used for the first time on the

occasion of the translation of the saint from the little church of San Gorgio to the

new Basilica built in his honor: it was May 25,1230. During the three nocturns were

read the nine lessons on the life of the Saint, collected in the Legend for Use in
Choir.The official choral legend for Francis was composed by Thomas (c. 1230).

rs The critical edition of the text was published in Analecta Franciscana X,
543-54.

ls1 6. Abate, "La Leggenda Napoletana di s. Francesco e l"ufficio rimato di
Giuliano da Spira secondo un codice umbro," Miscellanea Franciscana 3O (1930)

r29-5s.
rs2 M. Bihl, "Leggenda. S. Francisci Neapolitana. Supplentur ex eadem aliqua

in Vita 11 deficienti4" Archivum Franciscanum Historicum 2l (1928) 24O-268;

Idem, "De Legenda s. Francisci Neapolitana integra et nunc Legenda Umbra aptius

nucupand4" Archivum Franciscan Historicum 28 (1935) 3-36.
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foundation here, that the Umbrian legend was writtenc.1232-1239 and
by Thomas of Celano, is without patent facts and fails to satisfy.ts3

The Quaracchi Fathers noted in editing the text a recurrence of
episodes with the presence of Elias that was not normalrs and in the

introduction they advance the hypothesis that the compiler could have been

an admirer of Elias who remained so even after he fell into disgrace (1239).

The manuscript that transmitted the entire text of the legend comes from
one of the hermitages of Umbrialss, *here according to the Quaracchi
editors those brothers who remained faithful to Elias took refuge.

At some length an anonymous compiler warmly treated the name

of Brother Elias and justly sang his praises according to the true
facts.... At that time Elias, under excommunication, was still living at

Cortona. However, he died 22 Apfl 1253, truly repentant and duly
absolved from his sins. Our compiler, not the official biographer, but a
private one, could be obliged to perform another service toward him,
that is, writing the [rgend used at choral office. However, be on your
guard lest you think from this of the compilator of the Umbrian
Legend, because it formerly and to the present painted Elias in a

favorable light and was part of the more lax observance. Once they
had proven the probity of the lives of Brother Angelo and Brother lro
they inserted them into the narrative of their kgend and then praised

Elias as the leader and follower of the more strict observance.ts

They make reference to the singular witness found only in the Umbrian
Choir Legend 5, where it is said that "Brother Angelo and Brother Leo, "the
dearest of all to him" sang to the dying Francis the "Praises of the Lord."
This detail seems to have been taken from the living voice of the

companions or through the material which reached Crescentius of Iesi (as

one can deduce from the episode narrated in AC 7 and 2MP 123).

According to a recurring judgment in the historiography of Elias, he was

ostracized by the companions and by the so-called zealot brothers for the

rfi Analecta Franciscana X, LIX. Also Pompei follows the dating of the

Quaracchi Fathers (Pompei, ooFrate Elia" 546-&9).
ls In the first seven paragraphs Elias is present in four pericopes.

'ss Today the manuscript is preserved at Terni, Communal Library, cod. C.N
M.l1.

| % 
A nal e c t a Fr anc i s c ana X, l-X (T ranslati on by Robert Karri sl .
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wrongs he was supposed to have done them,'s' because of which also in this
case this insertion was judged by the Quaracchi Fathers to be a simple proof
of the equity and impartiality on the part of the compiler from the party of
the "relaxed" brothers.

Even though not wanting to emphasize excessively the function played

by this source I recognize the necessity of making some critical comments
about this compilation with a liturgical character. I advance as a working
hypothesis that the compiler, who specifies the names of [,eo and Angelo,
was one of those oozealot" brothers (strictiores) that moved around the circle
of the first companions of Francis and in particular of Brother [ro and who
also found refuge in the various hermitages of Umbria or more precisely of
the Spoleto valley,l$ where the unique manuscript had been found that
restored to us the integral legend.lse If this is true, the common impression
that Brother Elias was the enemy of the first companions of Francis would
crumble, confirming from another direction the intuition of Accrocca, who
affirmed, "In reality [Elias] was closer than others to the Umbrian group

's7 Clareno recounts that brother Elias had brother Caesar of Speyer killed (A.
Clareno, Liber Chronicarum,ll, 93-104), which has remained a shadow always
attached to the figure of the vicar.

ls According to a witness of Jordan of Giano the first group of zelots were

Iinked to Caesar of Speyer and to Simon of Collazzone, who retumed from
Germany to the Spoleto valley, because Francis left him free to live separated from
the community, on the path of the stricter companions of Francis, with whom he

shared the persecutions of the authoritarian brother Elias (Jordan of Giano,
Chronica, 6l). Conceming Caesar of Speyer consult A. Gattucci, "Cesario da

Spira," in I Compagni di Francesco e la prima generzaione minoritica, l2L-165.
See also S. da Campagnol4 "Gli Spirituali Umbri," in Chi erano gli Spirituali, Atti
del III Convegno internazionale, Assisi 16-18 ottobre 19745 (Assisi In6) 71-105
(in part 79-80), keeping in mind the intervention of Manselli who, always on the

occasion of these congresses, clarified that it was necessary to be cautious "in
connecting too closely the hermitage with dissent", supporting this with the example

of Saint Anthony (ivi,25). See also G. Merlo, Tra eremo e cittd. Studi su Francdo

d'Assisi e sul francescanesimo medievale, Sagg, 2 (Santa Maria degli Angeli:
Edizioni Porziuncola, l99l) ll7-118. Concerning the argument of the death of
Caesar, consult the introduction of F. Accrocca, "Il Liber Chronicarum: una

storiografia militante, " in Angelo Clareno, Liber C hronicarum, 35 -43 .

'se In ff. 29v-3Or of the codex C. IV, M. I1 of the Communal Library of Terni

are contained documents that regard the "Rocca of Cesi," Sangemini, Galletto e

Narni; a hand from the fourteenth century wrote on f. 120, "this book is from the
place of the Hermitages" (see the description of the codices of Terni contain in the

work of Bihl, "De Legenda s. Francisci Neapolitana," 7).
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stubbornly attached to the memory of Francis and of the primitive
fraternity,"rffi this will also emerge in the study of the other compilations
held to be under the influence of the party of the zealots.

The anonymous compiler of the first part of the Umbrian choir legend
uses substantially the Life of Saint Francis by Celano, framing it here and
there with gems of precious words or phrases taken from the Life of Saint
Francis of Julian of Speyer. Only in two cases can a literal concordance
with two problematic passages from the Remembrance be seen.l6r

In order to understand how the anonymous compiler redacted the text,
we will examine a problematic episode, to which we already came up

against in lC 109, which treats of the final gestures of the dying Francis and

in particular the scene of the blessing of all the brothers, when he spoke of a
"a certain Brother whom he loved", which from the note at the bottom of
the page the Quaracchi Fathers identified with Eliasr62 (at the margin I note
concordances in the normal font, the allusions in italics):

ro Accrocc 4 "ll Liber C hr onic arum; una storiografi a militante," 3 4 -35 .
161 UChL 7 and 9-10 is a textual concordance with 2C 2l1a and'2C 220a,

pericopes that are contained in only one of the two manuscripts that transmit the

Memorial (this is the manuscript of Marseilles, now in the Franciscan Museum of
the Istitute Storico dei Cappuccini in Rome, catalogue AB 23), a manuscript that is

missing a page exactly at pericope 220a. In fact this concordance with the

manuscript of Marseilles was used by Bihl as one can understand from the title of
his article of 1928, in order to confirm the correct reading and integrate the

pericopes lacking in the Memorial. Beyond these concordances I was able to verify
other references to the Legend of the Three Companions or to the lssl'si
Comptlation, rrot reported by the Quaracchi edition that were based on the

presupposition that only Thomas was faithful and could have been the source from
which all the others drew. It would be useful to specify the relationships of
dependence also with non-official sources, in order to to eventually put light on the

contributions of the companions to this source either directly (as witnesses) or
indirectly (as written sources from which the compilers drew).

ra Analecta Franctscana X, 546, n. 2.

Umbrian Choir kgend 6
He himself, as much as he could, broke forth

into this psalm: "With my voice I cried to the Lord,
with my voice I have beseeched the Lord."

IC
LIS 69

And immediately ordering the Book of the
Gospels to be brought he asked that the Gospel
according to John be read to him from that place

2C 217
lC 110
LIS 69
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Francis wanted to return to the Portiuncola where he completed the

final gestures with a strong symbolic pregnancy. The order of these gestures

is taken from LIS 69-70, but the texts are almost always taken from
Thomas. This procedure leads one to think that the anonymous compiler
had before his eyes both the lives of Thomas and of Julian. There is

evidence of only one variant with respect to the sequence followed by
Julian, as can be seen from the following graph:

which begins: "Before the feast of the Passover" (Jn

l3: l).
And turning to a certain brother whom he loved,

he said, "You will bless my brothers for me, the
present as well as the absent. I forgive all their faults
and offenses, and I absolve them insofar as I am
able."

1C 109

LIS 69

Finally, when he was covered with sackcloth
and sprinkled with ashes,

L}S 69
lC ll0

with his sons and brothers standing around him
weeping, that most holy soul was released from the
flesh, and as it was absorbed into the abyss of light,
his body fell asleep in the l,ord.

lc 110

LJS 69

One of his disciples, one of no small fame, saw
the soul of the most Holy Father like a star ascending
to heaven, having the immensity of the moon and the
brightness of the sun, extending over many waters
carried by a white cloud.

LIS 70
2C 2l7a
lC 110
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This example demonstrates how the compiler of this legend used "paste

and scissors" to compose his text and to personalize his narrative or perhaps

to integrate information he had received from o'companions of blessed
Francis." In fact the compiler demonsffates his originality in three places,r6s

two of which regard Brother Elias.
The first episode is taken from LIS 95, narating the privilege given by

Francis to Elias to to see the wound in his side while Francis was still
alive.r6 But what characterizes this episode is the praise given to the vicar:
"No one was able to see the wound in his side, except Brother Elias who,
because of the special love the saint had for him, put the saint's tunic on

him one time and gave him his own in exchange."t*

tu' The author of the legend makes the same error with the biblical citation of
lC ll0: "Six days before the Passover, Jesus knowing that his hour had come, in
order to depart from the world to the Father," where Thomas wanting to cite John

13:1:"Now before the festival of the passover, Jesus knowing..." uses the incipit of
John l2:l: Six days before the Passover." Julian was aware of the error and

corrected the citation (LIS 69), as did Thomas in2C2lTa.Instead, the compiler of
the legend follows the mistaken citation from lC.

ls The author, also in this circumstance, reports the exhortative conditional

benedices used by Thomas (lC 109) and not the indicative benedicas used by

Julian.

'ut See UChL 2, | ,7 -lO; 4,1 ,8-9;5 ,1 , 5-8.
t* Also, 2C 138, and 3C 4 nanate this event, but do not include the name

Elias.

'u'uchl- z,ll,6-10.

Umbrian Choir Leeerd 6 Irgend ofJulian of Speyer 69

Francis exclaims with Psalm 141 Francis acclaims with Psalm 141

Francis has tlre gospel ofJohn readlG A brother asks and obtains a blessing for all

the brothers

A brother asks and obtains a blessing for all

tlre brothersls

Francis has the gospel ofJohn read

Francis is covered with sackcloth and

sprinkled with ashes

Francis is covered with sackcloth and

sprinkled with ashes
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The strategy of the tunic recalls 2C 138, whose protagonist is only
indicated with the words 'oanother brothers."lG

In the following paragraph the anonymous compiler takes up lC 105

through the mediation of Julian of Speyer: it describes the great solicitude
(festinans) of Elias who hurries to Siena to Francis who was seriously ill
and "He cheerfully recovered at his arrival."r6e

Another episode cites very quickly the revelation that Elias had near
Foligno regarding the transitus of Francis that was not far away, taking the
words from Julian, "learned two years before" (LJS 68), without narrating
the episode reported in lC 109.170 There follows the personal blessing of the
vicar as it was recounted in 1C 108 and LIS 68,171 with a significant
addition: "You took my burdens on your shoulders and have courageously
met the needs of the brothers [...] just as the Most High has increased and
preserved them."r72 In this new phrase of the Umbrian Choir Legend a very
high commendation is given to the work of his vicar and concerning the
mode in which he had completed this task, "courageously."l73 Also in this
same fourth paragraph, one notes how the author had fundamentally made

use of the narration from Celano's Vita, but interspersed with little
expressions taken from Julian of Speyer and with judgments created
personally.

4.1 A new path of study
The Umbrian Choir Legend places into serious discussion the

traditional image of Brother Elias. If we accept its dating as 1252-1253,it
cannot be dismissed that its writer was an "admirer" of Elias, who now was

also absolved from excommunication. If we take seriously the hypothesis

advanced concerning its compiler, it is necessary to review all the

rG Abate, reading ipsam pia delusione ludens instead of ipsum interprets the

text badly and intends that Francis gave Elias the tunic which he preserved at

Cortona (Abate, "La Leggenda Napolitena, 132).

'u'uchl- 3, r,3.
r7o uchl- 4,1,2.
'7t This same episode is narrated also in other minor choral legends, as the

Legenda Choralis Carnotensis (n. 10 in Analecta Franciscana X, 540) a brief
epitome of the life of Francis for the cathedral of Chartres, and the Epilogus in s.

Franciscum (n.9 in Analecta FranciscanaX,S{2) contained in the legendary of the

Dominican Bartholomew Tridentino with the title Liber Epilogorum in gesta

Sanctorum. Both are dependent on the Life of Saint Francis by Celano.
t"uchl-4, 1r,8-10.

'* Abate, "La Legenda Napolitana,l32.
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traditional conceptions according to which Brother Elias was considered an

antagonist of the companions. In effect it clearly results in the dependency

of the Umbrian Choir Legend on Celano's Vita, as on the Vita of Julian, but

there remains to be clarified its relationship with the Remembrance and
with the testimonies that reached Crescentius. All these questions have

never been asked after its publication in Analecta Francescana.
In fact of that which appears clearly in the first seven paragraphs which

narrates the final two years of the life of Francis and of his death, four have

Brother Elias as the protagonist. Considering that the writing of this source

goes back to the period in which the "condemned memory" of Elias was in
place, one wonders why the compiler has presented this image of Elias and

what weight one must give to this testimony. It is not methodologically
correct on one hand to emphasize this source, but neither can it be relegated

to forgetfulness in the mare magnum (great sea) of the Franciscan

testimonies, as has been done to date.

5. The Compilations and the Mirrors
Because of the textual coincidences of the pericopes of this group of

sources that I grouped together under the names of compilations and
mirrors, and of their dependence on the common material that reached

Crescensius of Iesi, the method adopted here does not begin with a

synchronous analysisrTa of single pericopes, but from a diachronic
approach. It is based on the collation of parallel pericopes to emphasize the

tensions and the contradictions, the doublets and the repetitions, the

omissions and the interuptions of the literary unity. This method allows

one to highlight the stratifications of individual pericopes

(Formgeschichte),not only to be studied within the interior of each source,

but in a transversal mode through the different witnesses that relate such

l7aBy synchronous analysis is meant the study of a text as a structure and

coherent whole whose elements, combined in a unified body, can be grasped

through an internal approach to the text (see W. Egger, Metodologia del Nuovo

Testarninto. Introduzione allo studio scientifico del Nuovo Testamentol Bologna

19891). I note from this same author an essay in which he applies the method to a

Franciscan theme: W. Egger, "'Als der Herr mir Briider schenk1e...'. Anverdung

von Redaktionskritik und Testsortenbestimmung auf die franzischanischen

Berufungsgeschichten," in Metodi di lettura delle fonti francescane, edited by E.

Covi - F. Raurell, Dimensioni spirituali, 10 (Rome: Istituto storico dei cappuccini,

1988),379-392.
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pericopes. From this I will attempt to extract the historical and
hermeneutical consequences.

This allows us at the level of method to collate texts that between them
can have chronologically distant redactions,"t but that clearly go back to
the same source which is the so-called material that reached Crescentius of
Iesi: our aim is not that of arranging chronologically every single source,
but to study the redactional path of an episode to point out the image of
Elias emerges that step by step. Because of this there will be no
preoccupation about establishing whether the redactionn of the source is
pre- or post-Bonaventurian, but only to reconstruct its redactional path, by
arriving, in as much as it is possible, layer by layer, at the level closest to
that of the material of Crescentius. We present immediately a synoptic table
of the recurrences of the pericopes regarding Brother Elias.

0 = Episode in which Elias is omitted

lTsAmong this heterogeneous group of sources, in particular, we have pre-
Bonaventurian texts and post-Bonaventurian texts. Also even if the discussion
among the scholars is still open, as a rule one can say that while the compilations
and those non-systematically ordered writings have, in most cases, a rather early
writing date, the mirrors were composed around the end of the 1200's and the
beginning of the 1300's.

t'uFo. the numbering of the pericopes of ms. Isidoriano 1/73 (Roma, Biblioteca
del Convento Sant'Isidoro, cod. ll73),I used the work of E. Pasztor, "Frate lrone
testimone di san Francesco," Collectanea Franciscana 5A (1980) 35-U.

AC Ms.Isidoriano ll73 2MP Little ms ups 2C

IMP [,eo
TextlT6

t7 ilI 1 143
N t6 N IM

56.30 27 55 IN 6 (r8-1e)
56.62 28 8 165 7

83 (100)
86 115 3l 166
89 33 34 (92\
99 4 t2t 14tt 42

103.1 VII 4
t03.21 Ix 4 150

105 Ix 4 152
116 102 198 28
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5.1. The History of a Lost Rule
(AC 17;2 MP 1; Little 143; III Leo Text)

The first pericope pertaining to Brother Elias is found in AC 17 and

narrates the circumstances of the writings of the Regola Bollata. Francis

with two companions, Brother [.eo and Brother Bonizo of Bologna, climb
up a mountain not precisely identified, to write a second Rule "since the

first was losf' (AC 17). The ministers who were not pleased turned to Elias,

"vicar of Blessed Francis," and together they went to Francis. Elias

addressed the saint, stating that the ministers were afraid that he would

compile a very harsh rule, so they do not want to be obligated to observe it.

Following this is reported the text of the pericopes in synopsis with the

parallel passage (I point out the differences in italics):

lT"quae perdita erat (which was lost)." This is the unique variant that is found

in [.eo Text III. Pasztor notes that this text is found likewise in Expositio super

regulam of Clareno (1321-1322): This is interesting for re-reading the passage from

the Clronicon below. The text of the Expositio is reported in Pasztor, "Frate Leone

testimone di san Francesco,55-56, note 49.

CAss 17 Spec. Perf. I Little 143-144
When blessed Francts

was on a mountain with
Brother lro of Assisi and
Brother Bonizo of
Bologna to make the
Rule, - because the first,
which he had written at
Christ's instruction wcs
losttTT - a gteat many
ministers gathered

around Brother Elias,
who was the vicar of
blessed Francis. *We

heard that Brother
Francis is making a new

ruIe," they told him, "and
we fear that he will make

it so harsh that we will
not be able to observe it.
We want you to go to
him and tell him that we
refuse to be bound to that
Rule. trt him make it for

After the second rule
which blessed Francis
wrote had been lost, he

went up a mountain with
Brother [,eo of Assisi and
Brother Bonizo of
Bologna to make another
rule, which he had

written at Christ's
instruction.

A group of many
ministers came to
Brother Elias, who was

the vicar of the blessed
Francis, "We heard that
Brother Francis is making
a new ruIe," they told
him," and we fear that he
will make it so harsh that
we will be able to
observe it. We want you
to go to him and tell him
that we refuse to be

[143] That the individual
chapters of the Rtrle were
corrected by the Savior in
an audible voice [in the

marginl. Now Brother
lro used to say that in
making the Rule on a

certain mountain of
Ranerii, there were only
three persons present,

namely, St. Francis,
Brother lro and Brother
Bonicius. The other
ministers and the brothers
were waiting for them at

the base of this mountain.
And he also said that the

individual chapters of the

Rule had been corrected
by Christ himself in an

audible voice. In addition,
in dealing with the

individual chapters of the



himself and not for us."
Brother Elias replied

to them that he did not
want to go because he
feared the rebuke of
Brother Francis. When
they insisted that he go,
he said that he refused to
go without them; so they
all went.

When Brother Elias,
with those ministers, was
near the place where
Blessed Francis was
staying, he called him.
Blessed Francis
responded and, seeing
those ministers, he said:
"What do these brothers
want?" "These are
ministers," Brother
Elias answered, "who
heard that you are
making a new rule. They
fear that you are making
it very harsh, and they
say, and say publicly,
that they refuse to be
bound by it. Make it for
yourself and not for
them."

bound to that rule. kt
him make it for himself
and not for us."

Brother Elias replied
to them that he did not
want to go because he
feared the rebuke of
blessed Francis. When
they insisted that he go,
he said that he refused to
go without them; so they
all went together.

When Brother Elias
and the ministers were
near the place where
blessed Francis was
staying, Brother Elias
called him. Blessed
Francis responded, and
seeing the ministers, he
said: "What do these
brothers want?" "These
are ministers," Brother
Elias answered, "who
heard that you are making
a new rule. They fear that
you are making it very
harsh, and they say and
say publicly, they refuse
to be bound by it. Make it
for yourself and not for
thsm."

Rule, Blessed Francis
stole away in prayer and
petitioned the savior to
change or add whatever he
wished or wanted. And he

immediately responded.
And as soon as the Rule
was thus corrected by the
mouth of Christ, Blessed
Francis handed it over to
the ministers, who lost it
as a safeguard.

t1441 When Brother
Francis was on the
mountain with Brother
ko of Assisi and Brother
Bonizo to make a second
rule, etc.178

[,ook at the material
above, first chapter (-
Liule 8l)
[81,[ Blessed Francis made
(two)17e rules...: AC 17
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The Mirror of Perfection (2 MP) repeats the pericope from the lssisi
Compilation with the only difference "the second rule was lost" (2 MP l),
rather than oothe first was lost" (AC l7.l); they are two expressions which
both refer to the LR of 1223, but whereas the Compilatior? seems to

lTslittle as indicated by Sabatier, notes that this chapter and its successor are
also contained in another manuscript: Ashburnham (Usa), l-aurentiana, ms. 326;'for
a description see M. Barbi, "Bullettino della Societd Dantesca italian4" 7 0900) 97
(see Little, Description,T 5 note 2).

t"Littl" notes that two (duas) is written over an erasure. (The Little text was
translated by Robert Karris.)
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emphasize the loss of the first draft of the Rule, the 2 MP uses "the second

rule" to distinguish the LR from the "first Rule," that of llzl.t$
Little 143, speaks simply of the o'Rule" while Little 144 specifies

"second rule", clearly intending the Rule with bull. The only variant of [ro
Text III with respect to AC 17, is that it does not specify which Rule is
intended.

Beyond this lexicological emphasis, we can now move to the study of
the various sources that preserve this account of composition and the loss of
the Rule. In AC 17 there appears for the first time the event of the lost Rule,
of which there is no mention in Celano's Vita, but it is was taken up by the

2MP 1, and by Bonaventure:r8r in this last pericope, the one responsible for

rmArnando 
Quaglia, even though he neglects the variants between the two

sources, points out that when the 2MP speaks of the "first" Rule it always refers to
that of 1221, and with "second" intends that of 1223 (see A. Quaglia, Storiografia
della Regolafrancescana nel secoloXlll [Falconara marittima 1980], 126-133). The
gloss that one reads in numerous manuscripts of the 2MP can be considered an

attempt at explanation; in fact the first chapter is preceded by the rubric "Blessed
Francis made three rules, namely, that one which Pope Innocent confirmed without
a bull; afterwards he made a shorter rule and this was lost; finally Honorius
confirmed with a bull the rule from which many things were extracted by the

ministers against the will of blessed Francis." Sabatier in his first publication of the

Speculum Perfectionis (1998) chose the reading reported above, drawn from cod.

Vaticano 4354 (t. lb), moving it away from the more extended example of cod.

mazarino 1743 (f .la) on which he based his edition, but in this passage he held it
was interpolated with a series of glosses (see Sabatier, Speculum Perfectionis,A9-
254). Much later he returned to this argument to revise his positions (see P. Sabatier,

"L'incipit et le premier chapitre du Speculum Perfectionis," Opuscules de critique
historique 16 (1910), 333-367), which led him to remove this rubric from the

definitive edition of 1931 (P. Sabatier, & A.G. Uttle, Le Speculum perfecttonis ou

Mdmoires de frdre Lion sur le seconde partie de la vie de Saint Frangois d'Assise,2
vol., 1928-1931). It is included between square parentheses, in margin number

1677 of the Italian edition of the sources (200a); but, correctly, it is not reported in
the [-atin edition of the Fontes.

tttl.Mj IV:l l: "Since he therefore wanted the Rule that had been taken from a

more widespread collection of Gospel passages to be confirmed, he went up to a
certain mountain led by the Holy Spirit, with two of his companions, to condense it
into a shorter form as the vision had dictated. There he fasted, content with only
bread and water, and dictated the rule as the Holy Spirit suggested to him while he

was praying. When he came down from the mountain, he gave the rule to his vicar
to keep. After a few days had elapsed, the vicar claimed that it had been lost through

carelessness. The holy man went off again to the place of solitude and rewrote it just
as before, as if he were taking the words from the mouth of God. And he obtained
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the loss "through carelessness" is Brother Elias (LMj IV:11). Ubertino da

Casale in his Tree of Life (1305) remains substantially faithful to Leo Text

III, creating a more elaborate version of the episoderp and, finally,
according to Angelo Clareno, Elias became the head of the protesting
ministers and he secretly took the text of the Rule from [ro.rs Thus there

develops an entire literary tradition about the responsibility of the loss or
even of the stealing of the Rule that comes together in the person of Elias.

With regard to the protest of the ministers there is a need to clarify, as

Clasen suggested, that Elias was called on by the ministers and that the

vicar opposed such resistance "fearing a rebuke by Brother Francis"; this
shows that he was not the head of the resistance of the ministers against

confirmation for it, as he had desired, from the lord Pope Honorius, in the eighth
year of his pontificate."

't'See Ubertino da Casale, Arbor vitae crucifixae Jesu,Venezia 1485 (anastatic

printing Torino 1961), V. chap. 3,445. Pasztor deals with the theme of "Francis, the

ministers and the rule" in a valuable contribution around the co-called texts of
Brother Leo: see E. Pasztor, "Frate lrone testimone di san Francesco," 35-84 (on

our theme, 55-61).
rsAngelo Clareno, Liber Chronicarum, l, 369-377 ; "He withdrew, therefore,

according to the revelation the [,ord gave him, and enclosed himself in the

hermitage of Fonte Colombo, in the little cell which was in the jagged rock below

the place. Only two brothers, lro of Assisi and Bonzio of Bologna, whorn he chose

as companions, dared to go near him. There he wrote down the Rule as Christ

revealed it to him. He put in it nothing of his own but wrote only what Jesus Christ

revealed to him from heaven. Brother Elias and his followers and some ministers

were in an uproar and turmoil while this Moses, Francis, spent time with God. They

did not dare oppose him openly, so they furtively or secretly took the Rule from that

man of God, Brother [..eo, to whom it had been given by the saint for safekeeping.

They hid it, thinking in this way to prevent Saint Francis's plan, based on the word
of Christ sent to him from heaven, to present it and have it approved by the Supreme

Pontiff. Having their understanding darkened, those who carried out this did not

want to hear of the seriousness of their presumptuous wickedness in doing such a

thing, and to admit that in preferring their own wills to divine inspiration and

command they committed a sin of divination; and by refusing obedience the crime

of idolatry, not submitting to the teachings of the saint and instructor whom God

gave them." Beneath the tumult is concealed the opposition of the group of the

Spirituals, whom he headed, against the pontifical declaration of the Rule (see Exivi

de Paradiso of 6 May 1312 in Bullarium Franciscanum V, n. 195, 80-86), which
proposed a broad interpretation of it and not a strict and spiritual interpretation as

Clareno maintained.
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Francis,rs but could have gotten involved in virtue of his office and,
perhaps, because of his higher position over Francis. From this perspective

the pericope of Little 143 is illuminating, which clearly affirms that
o'Blessed Francis gave it [the Rule] to the ministers, and they, through
carelessness, lost it." The Rule was not entrusted to Elias but rather to the

ministers who waited at the foot of the mountain, so to them is attributed
the responsibility for the loss "through carelessness."rs This is also

confirmed in another passage of the AC and its parallel in the 2M.P, as well
as in Little:

'*See S. Clasen's intervention in La questione francescana dal Sabatier ad
oggi. Attr del I Convegno internazionale. Assisi, 18-20 October 1973 (Assisi lW4),
45.

rSl-ittle easily corrects the mistake of the copyist, not only ope ingenii, but also

on the basis of the rubrics of Little 144 and ms. Ashburnham 326.

'elhe identical passage is found in cod. Isidoriano ll73 (Ir 16). Pasztor

includes it among those texts that belong to the'owe" and not among the texts whose

paternity certainly goes back to lro even though it is found in cod. Isidoriano 1/73.

The scholar differentiates the pericopes that report the testimonies authored by a

Soup (typically that of 'o*."), from the texts atffibuted to Brother Leo. This would
also produce a clear distinction between the collections of material: one is that found
in the Assisi Compilation and the other compilations or specula, one is that of the

scrolls of [ro, used by Ubertino da Casale and Angelo Clareno. [t seems to me

somewhat artificial to distinguish these materials so neatly, since we know that [ro

CAss 106.29-30 Spec. Perf. \1.6-7 Little 185
We who were with him
when he wrote the Rule
and almost all his other
writings bear witness that
he had many things
written in the Rule and in
his other writings, to
which certain brothers,
especially prelates, were
opposed. So it happened
that on points where the
brothers were opposed to
blessed Francis during
his life, now, after his
death, they would be
very useful to the whole
religion. ls

We who were with him
when he wrote the Rule
and almost all his other
writings bear witness that
he had many things
written in the Rule and in
his other writings, to
which many brothers,
especially prelates and
the wise ones among us,
were opposed. Nowadays
these things would be
very useful and necessary
for the whole religion.

But we who were with
him when he wrote the
Rule and almost all of his
other writings provide
testimony that he wrote
many things in the Rule
and in his other writings
that certain brothers took a

firm stand against him
[omission; and especially
the prelates. Thus it
happened that in those
matters in which the
brothers were contrary to
Blessed Francisl in his
lifetime were now after his
death were viewed as
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being very useful all those
in religious life.
(Translation by Robert
Kanis)

Those who were opposed to the Rule are indicated as "prelates" in the
Assisi Compilation, and as "prelates and our wise ones" in the Mirror of
Perfectionre which indicate the group of ministers and not the person of
Elias.

It was Bonaventure who for the first time, made Elias responsible for
the loss of the Rule. A symbolic or a romantic narrative, as Pasztor affirms,
but that had the intent of veiling a disagreement that existed at the time of
the writing of the Rule and that was once again rehearsed when
Bonaventure wrote. If Sabatier held that the first chapter of the Speculum
perfectionrs depended on the Legenda maior of Bonaventure,rs Pasztor
observes that Legenda Maior IV:ll "is the only occasion in which
Bonaventure takes advantage of a tradition that is present in the writings of
I €e:'rSe even if he reduces the entire episode to a phrase with the result of
being extremely synthetic. Why did Bonaventure need to return to a [ro
text in this circumstance, if not to deny the widespread understanding that a

certainly was among the transmitters of the'owe" texts, and in adition, as Marini has

shown (see A. Marini, "Sorores alaudae". Francesco d'Assisi, il creator, gli
animali, Collectio Assisiensis, 16 (Assisi 1989), 167-17l) one cannot always
distinguish texts with the classic signature testimony of the "we", and perhaps

Ubertino and Clareno, by specifying lro as their source, did not have the intention
of footnoting, but rather sought the authority of a witness who who would give
credibility to that which they sustained.

lsTFrom the addition of o'our wise ones" Manselli deduces that the passage in
2MP 1l, is later in respect to AC 106, because it makes one think of a more
widespread presence of the learned friars in the Order, which was much smaller
when the companions wrote their testimonies. Manselli studied these pericopes in
his Nos qut cum eofuimus, 192-204, in particular 2O1.

rssabatier, L'incipit et le premier chapitre du Speculum Perfectionis,345-346:
"It would not be absurd to suppose that chapter I was added later by Leo himself to
the Speculum perfectionis. The beginning "After the second rule that blessed
Francis made was lost" leads one involuntarily to think of Bonaventure on the
composition of the rule, and one could ask if that which follows was not written in
some fashion to contest, in some way, this legend. t...] It seems, however, more
natural to think that for this chapter, it is the Speculum Perfectionls which depends

on Bonaventure."

"'See E. Pasztor, o'S. Bonaventura: Biografio di s Francesco? Contributo alla
' questione francescan a'," D oc t or Se raphi c us n 0980), rc4.
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first Rule written by Francis had brought about dissensions that led to its
annulment? To do this Bonaventure is silent about the conflict of the
ministers and places complete responsibility on Brother Elias.

This theme has also been studied by Martino Contils who, beginning
from the analysis of the pericope on the composition of the Rule, observes

how it should be read in the light of the parallelism: Sinai - Fonte Colombo
and Moses - Francis.rer He hotds that 'to reconstruct the historical truth
about the redaction of the Later Rule" it is necessary to distinguish that
what seems to be the historical nuclezs, from that which belongs to be

analogical-literary imoge; this would make it possible to formulate a
principle that could be called the retrospective criteria of the story.

Adopting this criteria,the Franciscan sources interpret past history
in the light of present facts, searching for the cause (etiolog't),
projecting into the past the difficulties of the present, and
attempting to explain this by u.sgg the analogical-literary image
taken from the book of Exodus.'"

Proceeding with this method, the author concludes that it is "possible to
rehabilitate the figure of Brother Elias from certain charges that were

directed to him.r% In fact, once reconstructed, the literary plan and
historical nucleus affirms that the protest of the ministers and the tumult of
Elias literally depends on the tumult of the Israelites in the desert. The
brothers convince Elias, as the Hebrews convinced Aaron who carried on in
the place of Moses, to construct the golden calf. The intention of the

compiler is to call back to the observance of the Rule that Christ Himself
had dictated to Francis and which was to be observed 'owithout gloss,

without gloss, without gloss." Besides, the event of the lost Rule (AC 17)

either through the carelessness of the vicar of Francis (LMj IV:11) or
because it was stealthily taken from Brother lro by the followers of

1\rI. Conti ,Studi e ricerche,l53-185.
rerln reality the parallelism Francis-Moses was already made explicit by

Angelo Clareno; see the text stated in note 183.
rqConti, Studte e ricerche,l72.

'BIvi. The sources of the 13th and 14h century attributing a material

responsibility to Elias in regard to the boycott of the first draft of the Rule have

induced even modern scholars to apprmch such accounts uncritically, taking them

for history; among these Quaglia (see Quaglia, Storiografia della Regola

francescana nel secolo Xlil,63); but Gratien of Paris is more cautious (see Gratien

de Paris, Histoire de lafondation,l0l nde2T).
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Brother Elias,rea "seems to be suggested only by analogy with the events of
Sinai: Moses, who in the face of the turmoil and the idolatry of the people,
broke the tablets of the covenant."le5

Conti's interpretation, despite accenting too strongly the Biblical topos,
helps to draw attention to a sort of ascending climax to the entire event:

a. The biographies of Celano make no mention of different
redactions of the Rule; rather he leans rigorously toward one
unique redaction much less accenting any such dispute;

b. The compilations, the 2MP and Leo Textlll recall the loss of the
Later Rule, underlining the lax will of the ministers, who convince
Brother Elias to act as mediator because of his closeness to
Francis;

c. Bonaventure is completely silent about the turmoil-revolt of the
ministers, and emphasizes the episode of the loss by having
Brother Elias become the first and only one responsible.

d. Clareno, who notoriously takes sides against Brother Elias, first
reports the version of lro Text III which is not hostile to Elias,
then, corrupting the version of Bonaventure, depicts the scene as
though the Rule was stolen from ko by someone.

Brother Elias, who in his encyclical letter (Letter of Elias,26) gave life
to the biblical analogy of Moses, becomes the principal victim of the
analogy. It is the testimonies of his own companions who exonerate him,
restoring to him the role of intermediary rather than that of instigator.

52 A collection about the Portiunculil
(AC 56;2M.P 55.8; 1MP 27-28; Little ms 140, 165)
AC 56 deals with the topic of the Portiuncula, the model church of the

entire Order: Francis "in the presence of the minister general and the other
brothers" leaves a spiritual testament, hoping that 'othe place of St. Mary of
the Portiuncula" be always held in great reverence and devotion. This
pericope, in which the minister is cited, is reported in parallel (in the notes
the more significant differences found in Little will be indicated):

'%See note 183.
resConti, Studie e ricerche,IT6



AC 56 2MP 55 L}.{P 27
About the time of his
death, in the presence of
the minister generalr%
and the other brothers, he
said: "I want to leave and
bequeath to the brothers
the place of Saint Mary of
the Portiuncula as a

testament, that it may
always be held in the
greatest reverence and
devotion by the
brothers..."

...About the time of his
death, in the presence of
the minister general and
the other brothers, he

said: "I want to leave and
bequeath to the brothers
the place of Saint Mary of
the Portiuncula as a

testament, that it may
always be held in the
greatest reverence and
devotion by the brothers."

About the time of his
death, he left that church
to the brothers in a

testament that it might be
held in the greatest

devotion and reverence
by the brothers.
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Francis then adds:

These passages are sufficient to show a textual fidelity between the

Assisi Compilation and Little, a certain closeness between the Speculum

perfectioms (2MP) and a decisively reduced version in the Speculum minus

(1MP)

'%Little 140 inserts the simple inversion "general minister" as a variant.

'qLittle 140: "that there be placed a good and holy society and family."
r%Little 140: "And when any of these brothers passed into Christ."

CAss 56 Spec. Perf. 55 Spec. minus 27

'oAnd when any of these
brothers passes,l* let the
general minister have
another holy brother come
there, no matter where he

is staying, to replace the

one who died..."

"Therefore I want it
always to be under the
jurisdiction of the general
minister, that he may
show greater concern and
care in providing for it,
especially in placing a

god and holy family
there."le [...]

"Therefore, I want this
place always to be under
the immediate jurisdiction
of the general minister
and servanf, that he may
show greater concem and
care in providing for it,
especially in placing a

god and holy family
there" [...]
"And when any of these
brothers passes to the
[.ord, I want another holy
brother, no matter where
he is staying, be sent there
by the general minister
to replace him."

And he wanted it to be

under the ordinance of
the general, who would
place a holy family there,
cleric brothers and lay
brothers who would
serve them, and he

wanted the place to be

kept especially pure and

holy in hymns and
praises of the [,ord.
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On another occasion the minister general wanted to construct a little
house for the brothers of the Portiuncula, because at the beginning of the
fraternity, it was only the minister general who received novices into the
Order, as a result of which they came to this place in great numbers. (I point
out with italics the significant differences and with underlining the parts

contained only in the,4ssrsi Compilation:

CAss 56 Spec. Perf. 8 Spec. minus 28
[Another time the
minister general wanted
to build a small house
there for the brothers of
that place where they
could sleep and say their
Hours. At that time
especially, all the
brothers of the religion,
and those who were
coming to the religion,
were coming and going
to that place. For this
reason those brothers
were being worn out
almost daily. And
because of the large
number of brothers
gathering in that place.
they had no place where
thgy could sleep and say

their Hours, since they
had to give up the places

where they slept to
others.
Because of this they
frequently endured a lot
of trouble because after
so much work, they could
hardly provide for the
necessities of their own
bodies and the good of
their own souls.l
When that house was
already almost finished,
blessed Francis retumed
to that place. While he

was sleeping in a small

Another time, Blessed
Francis' vicar began to
build a small house
where the brothers would
be able to rest and say
their hours. Because a

large number of brothers
would gather in that
place, the brothers had no
place where they could
say the Office. For all the
brothers flocked there,
and no one was received
into the Order except
there.

When this house was
almost completed, behold
blessed Francis returned
to that place, and staying
in a cell, heard the noise
of the laborers. He called
his companion and asked
what those brothers were
doing. His companion
told him the whole story.
Immediately he had his
vicar called, and said to
him: 'oBrother, this place
is a model and example

Francis returned when the
general began to have a
small house built at the
ancient site of Saint Mary
of the Portiuncula for the
brothers who were
suffering great need
because of those arriving
unexpectedly for whom
they would, as it should
be, give way. Hearing the
work on the house,

he called the minister
telling him: "Brother, this
place is the model and
example for the entire
religion.. . "



cell one night, at dawn he
heard the noise of the
brothersle who...were
working there. He began
to wonder what this could
be. What is that noise?"
he asked his companion.
"What are those brothers
doing?' His companion
told him the whole story.
Blessed Francis sent
immediately for the
minister and said to him:
"Brother, this place is a

model and example for
the entire order..."

for the entire religion ,,
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This pericope is not found, as one would expect, in 2MP 55 with the
same sequence narrated in the Assisi Compilation, but in 2MP 8, with a
variant not to be overlooked: for "minister general" it substitutes the
expression "vicar of Brother Francis". The lack of the usual textual
coincidence between the Assisi Compilation and Mirror of Perfection leads
one to suppose an influence of 2C 18-19. But the Speculum minus (lMP),
as in the preceding chapter, is more concise. The text of the Assisi

Compilation seems to be the less re-managed text, not only for the textual
concordance with Little 165, which was used by Bigaroni himself to restore

the corrupted parts of codex 1M5 of Perugia, with gaps also at this point,
but above all because in 2MP 8, nothing is said about the reasons for which
he wanted to build the house: this omission does not appear at all by
chance. When the brothers returned to the house, weary from their daily
work, they wanted to have a place where they could rest, and, instead, they
had to leave their place to the guests. This motive, perhaps too human and

too distant in time from the memory of the greater majority of the friars, is
left out of the Mirror of Perfection, in order to emphasize the edifying
motive for which he constructed the house, that is, for the recitation of
liturgical hours. With this procedure the compiler does not recognize an

incongruit!, because that which he has announced at the beginning of the

episode as the motive for construction - in order that the brothers "might

reln reality the text up to here is omitted in cod. lW,Bigaroni restored it by
using Little 165, which results literal in non-comtpted parts of the Assisi

Compilation.
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have quiet" - is not later explained, but is something which the lsslsi
Compilation explains. Also the use of the term "office" in place of "their
hours" of AC 56 is to be considered not only a lexical clarification, but also
a stabilization of the liturgical practice.

With regard to this pericope, Raoul Manselli observes that the
companions accentuate the exemplarity of the Portiuncula, amplifying the
decadence of the Order as one might recognize from the period in which
they wrote, in addition to putting inappropriate words in the mouth of
Francis, as one can see from a comparison with the parallel passage of 2C
lg.2N

As regards to Elias, these passages show a typical example of the
"conflict of competency" between the minister and Francis. For as much as

Manselli pointed out this emphasis in the collection of the Portiuncula, it is
not plausible to negate what really happened. In fact one can place the
episode between I22l and 1223: a minister is in fact spoken of, hence it is
after 1221. And if the novices are received only by the minister general, we
are before the disposition of the Later Rule ll:1, in which all the provincial
ministers could receive novices into the Order. In this period, Francis is not
yet weakened by illness and his reaction against the decision of the minister
to build a house is very believable. Keep in mind that shortly before this
episode, in the same chapter (AC 56), it was narated that another house
was being constructed by the commune of Assisi, which Francis began to
demolish by climbing on the roof and throwing down the roofing tiles, an
effective description even at the scenic level. But Francis, when he

understood from the knights of Assisi that this house was the property of
the commune, he stopped. Composing almost a diptych,mt the compiler
contrasts to this first scene that of the minister who attempts to build, on
another occasion, not a house with stone, but a "sma[ house". The author's
intention of exemplarity of the Portiuncula that he wants to proclaim is

evident with still greater emphasis in this second episode, also at the
expense of putting words into the mouth of Francis which are not wholly
appropriate, in order to defend the ideal of the hermitage against that of the
large convents.

53. The sick Francis
Here we gather together a series of episodes which revolve around the

topic of the last sickness of Francis and which in the Assisi Compilation

'*S"" Manselli, Nos qui cum eofuimus,g4-105.
2olThe same sequence of the episodes in found in Little 165, and also MP 7,8
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regard two very well distinguished sections. The first section that includes
the pericopes taken from the Remembrancel@ including pericope AC 4O; a

second section, in which the leading thread is the theme of the illness of
Francis,2m contains several different pericopes which refer to Elias.

53.1. Francis gives up his companions
(AC 40;ZM.P a0; rMP 16)
The texts of AC40 and 2MP 4O do not say explicitly that Francis was

ill, but lMP 16 provides this temporal detail; in fact in the last years of his

2o'I'his deals with AC 1-3; 19;23-49 (these pericopes are not in Delorme's
edition of the text).

2o'The section to which I refer is AC 77-lOO. From a study of space-time

coordinates and the contents, there emerges with a certain clarity a very precise

chronological sequence that is not in conflict with, but rather completes that of
Celano's Life of Saint Francis. The chronology regards the final two years of the life
of Francis (AC 83); more precisely we know that it deals with the spring of 1225,
when Francis stopped for fifty days at San Damiano. After this he moved to Rieti
(AC 86) and then to Siena, Celle di Cortona, Portiuncula and Begnara near Nocera
(AC 93). Finally Francis was taken back to Assisi to the palace of the bishop, for
reasons of security. In this chronological canvas, with passages in which the space-

time coordinates are clearly indicated, there are inserted clusters of episodes which
take on the shape of digressions. These clusters do not have a precise time

indication, but the time is deliberately left indefinite ("at that time;" 'oanother time")
and the place is imprecise or it is indicated with a stereotypical formula "in that
place", "there" (see Accrocca, Francesco e le sue immagini, 79-91). Accrocca

already demonstrated a thematic unity to this group of chapters, but limited the

analysis to chapters 77-93. Thanks to a synoptic comparison with the other

compilations,I hold that this section should be ended at chapter 100 because of an

evident break in the sequence of the pericopes, which I indicate in the following
table with a blank column:

The break at chapter 100 not only designates a thematic section of the lsslsi
Compilation dedicated to the illness of Francis, but it can be hypothesized from the

perspective of "redaction history," the use of material not only common to the three

different compilations, but previously gathered together.

Chapters in Svnopsis

AC 94. 95 96 lb.15 n n.24 98 99 lm 101 101,6 tol.u tuz 103

ups 39 39 q 40 4l 42 43

Litde 79 19 133 134 68 8l atr s9 l(x

r35

1MP 86 g7 8a 89 90 +5 6 7 9-9 lo

2MP 22 22 23 23 25 l2t t22 2 26 ?:?.6 3
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life (after 1224), Francis was not self-sufficient due to his illness, because
of r,vhich he was continually assisted by some brothers. He, not wanting to
have privileges in respect to the other friars, renounced the help of these
friars in his illness, so that his vicar could arrange things freely, and he
would engage him who case by case was availabie. This suggests that the
assistants of Francis were a fixed group of persons near him.

AC 40 is identical to 2MP 4O, with the exception of the expression ',to
have special companions"; the same specification is found in IMP 16, but
with another notable difference, namely the use of the attribute "minister
general" rather than "his vicar". This, together with the time specification
(another time) which leaves it generic in order to allow a link with the
preceding episode, supports a dependence of AC 40 and IMP 40 on 2C
144:* which normally uses the atffibute of "vicar" for identifying Elias,
while it is not quite usual for the two compilations. On the other hand this
leads to favor the readings of lMP, which in this pericope remains closer to
the archetype.

532 Francis does not wish to take care of himself (AC 83;
2MP 91)
On the structural level, AC 83 is developed in two parts: the first

concerns the care and solicitude of Cardinal Hugolino toward the sick

2MZC 144: "Another time he consigned all his companions to his vicar,saying:
'I don't want to seem singular because of this privilege of freedom; any brothers can
go with me from place to place 'as the Lord inspires them."'

CAss 40 Spec. Perf. 40 Spec. minus 16
Another time he
consigned all his
companions to ftls vicar,
saying: "I don't want to
seem singular because of
this privilege of freedom;
any brothers can go with
me from place to place
'as the Lord inspires
them."'

Another time he
consigned all his
companions to ftls vicar,
saying: "[ don't want to
seem singular because of
this privilege of freedom
to have special
companions; any brothers
can go with me from
place to place as the [,ord
inspires them."

Moreover, one time
during his sickness, for
the sake of greater
perfection and poverty, he
resigned as the minister
general for all his
companions, saying: "I do
not wish to have a special
companion; but for the
love of God, brothers can
go with me from place to
place to provide for me as

the Lord inspires them."
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Francis who did not want to to be cured. The second, mirroring this, is the

solicitude of Brother Elias:

Likewise, two years before his death, while he was already very
sick, esqecially from eye disease, he was staying at San
Damiano'ut in a little cell made of mats. The general minister,
seeing and considering how tormented he was with the eye
disease, ordered him to let himself be treated and helped. He also
told him that he wanted to be present when the doctor began the
treatment, especially so that he could more effectively arrange for
him to be cared for and comforted, since he was suffering a great
deal from it. At that time it was very cold, and the weather was not
conducive to treatment (AC 83).

2JP{P 91 only repeats the first part of AC 83, combining it with AC 7l
and titling Chapter VI, within which the episode is included, o'On the
continual intensity of love and compassion for the suffering of Christ; and
first, how he was not concerned about his own infirmities because of the
love of the Passion of Christ." The intention to edify is already clear from
the title which the incipit and the explicit of the paragraph confirm. The
missed reference to the help of Elias in the confrontation with Francis need

not be taken as intentional, since in a later chapter (2MP 115) it is
mentioned; this is explained by saying that in this context the author of the
Speculum did not think of this detail.

As has been seen, Thomas (lC 98) also describes the illness of Francis,
inserting it into a spiritual context, because of which the holy founder lives
his illness as an identification with the Passion of Christ. Though a synoptic
comparison is not possible because of the evident diversity between the two

20The dwelling of Francis near San Damiano is found in the parallel passage of
2MP 100, but without reporting the command that Elias addressed to Francis: "Two
years before his death, while he was staying at San Damiano in a little cell made of
mats, he suffered intensely from the disease of his eyes. For more than fifty days, he

was unable to bear daylight nor even the light of a fire." This command is referred

to in AC 86, which has its parallel in 2MP 115. One can also note that chapters 83

and 85 of the Assisi Compilation seem to be linked by a precise semantic recurrence

between the conclusion of AC 83, "At that time it was very cold, and the weather

was not conducive to treatment," and the incipit of AC 86, "It happened that, when

the season was conducive to the healing of eyes arrived" (the "italics are mine). The

cross-reference is explicit and seems to make an inclusion of the two chapters which
deal with the beginning of the Canticle of the Creatures.
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sources, one can nonetheless still see the same solicitude of Brother Elias
identified with the name "general minister."2ffi

533. The painless cauterization (AC 86; 2MP 115)
AC 86 tells the story of the cauterization, undergone by Francis at

Fonte Colombo, near Rieti, for the disease of the eyes and of his reluctance
to receive medical help. Francis however, because of the exhortation of
Elias and the pressing admonition of the cardinal of Ostia, obeyed, and
allowed himself to be treated. The parallel pericope (2MP 115) does not
follow in detail the,4ssisi Compilation,but re-elaborates the entire episode
in a particular way; even if one recognizes the assonance of some sentences,

they are arranged in a different order, which serves the purpose of the
compiler of the Mirror of Perfection, which is that relative to the section
entitled "His love for creatures and the love of creatures for him," in which
the chapter is inserted. Because of this the solicitude of the friars toward
Francis for his personal condition does not appear (AC 86) and other details
are emphasized useful to accomplish the scope of this section.

To better frame the scene in which Brother Elias is cited, I will analyze
the pericope in a more analytical way using the work of Manselli, who
devoted several pages to this passage, since it contains one of the signatures
of the witnesses.'o' For practical reasons of exposition,I divide the pericope
into five passages:

l) vv. l -3: Francis is taken to the hermitage of Fonte Colombo
on a horse.
2) vv. 4-7: Francis does not want to begin the treatment
without Brother Elias.
3) vv. 8-12: Francis prays to the [.ord for the companions who
are helping him.
4) vv. 13-22: Francis is subjected to the cauterization and
amazes the doctor.
5) vv.23-25: The uselessness of the intervention

2ffiIn lC 101 is found, instead, the preoccupation and care for Francis on the

part of Cardinal Hugolino.
2oTManselli 

,Nos qui cum eofuimus,llg-133.
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533a. The transfer to Fonte Colombo (AC 86.1-3; zM.P
115.1)
The gravity of the disease of the Francis's eyes makes the friars decide

to carry him "from this place" namely San Damiano,2G to the hermitage of
Fonte Colombo, to consult the opinion of an expert doctor.

While the ,4sslsi Compilation |cruats around the bush in the particulars,

which leads to the conjecture that it is transmitted by the eyewitnesses of
those who handed down this information, in 2MP 115, the description is

briefer and to the point. The Miruor of Perfection does not stop to speak

about the remedies offered by the friars for his ophthalmia, but states that it
was the pressures of Cardinal Hugolino and Brother Elias that urged the

Poverello to take the treatment: so the lost mention of 2MP 91 around the

solicitude of the minister, who is referred to in AC 83, is retrieved here.

533.b. Francis obfuscates (AC 86.4-7;2MP 115.2-5)
The doctor arrived, proposed a cautenzation from the jaw to the

eyebrow, but Francis refused to begin before Brother Elias arrived. The

vicar did not arrive "because of many impediments", but finally, after many

doubts and "out of obedience to the t ord Bishop of Ostia and the general

ministet'', Francis agreed.

AC 86 2MP 115
It happened that, when the season
conducive to healing of the eyes arrived,
blessed Francis left that place, even
though his eye disease was quite serious.
He was wearing on his head a large
capuche the brothers had made for him,
with a piece of wool and linen cloth
sewn to the capuche, covering his eyes.
This was because of the great pain
caused by his eye disease. His
companions led him on horseback to the
hermitage of Fonte Colombo, near Rieti,
to consult with a doctor of Rieti who
knew how to treat eye diseases.

Ordered by obedience by the Lord of
Ostia and by Brother Elias, the general

minister, he came to the hermitage of
Fonte Colombo near Rieti to undergo a

cure for his eyes. One day a doctor
came to see him.

2GSee AC 83
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The two pericopes present in some sentences, literal correspondences,
even if in different sequence. The important differences are the lack of the
phrase in the 2MP o'and he was in doubt about beginning the treatment,"
which seems to be a sign of his not wanting to emphasize this strong
indecision of Francis. The other is found in 2MP I15, a phrase that has no
equivalent in chapter 86, but in AC 83, which leads to the hypothesis of a
strick link between chapter 83 and chapter 86 of the Assisi Compilation.

I ask if one must consider this usage so close in AC 83 and 86 as a
collage of the author of the Speculum, seeing that the two chapters deal
with the same topic, or rather if in a common source for the two texts, the
passages really are found to follow one after the other.

These textual emphases, for which it is not easy to give a definitive
response, are however useful for giving an idea as to how the compilers of
the two sources worked.

533c. The merits of the companions (AC 868-12)
These verses about the merits acquired by the companions who served

the sick Francis, are presented only in the lssrsi Compilation, and,

CAss 86.4-7 Spec. Perf. ll52-S
When that doctor arrived, he told
blessed Francis that he wanted to
cauterize from the jaw to the eyebrow of
the weaker eye. Blessed Francis,
however, did not wish the treatment to
begin until Brother Elias arrived. He
waited for him, and he did not come
because, on account of many
engagements he had, he could not come.
So he was in doubt about beginning the
treatment. But, constrained by necessity,
and especially out of obedience to the
l,ord Bishop of Ostia and the general
minister, he proposed to obey, although
it was difficult for him to have any
concern about himself, and that is why
he wanted his minister to do this.

Considering the condition of his disease,
he told blessed Francis that he wanted to
cauterize from the jaw to the eyebrow of
the weaker eye. Blessed Francis,
however, did not wish the treatment to
begin until Brother Blias arrived, since
he had expressed a desire to be there
when the doctor would begin the
procedure for that cure. And feeling
disturbed and upset to experience so
much solicitude about himself, he
consequently wanted the general
minister to oversee everything. He
therefore waited for him, and he did not
come because, on account of many
engagements he had, he could not come.

2M.? 115.3 AC 83.6
...since he had expressed a desire to be
there when the doctor would begin the
procedure for that cure.

...He also told him that he wanted to be
present when the doctor began the
treatment...
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according to Manselli, this does not continue in the successive traditions
because of its doubdul theological value with regard to the idea of the

treasure of merit.2E

533d. The cauterization (AC ffi.13-22;z},[.P 115.6-11;
2CLffi)
The description of the cautenzation shows an extraordinary devotion to

detail in the preparatory phase, but it is silent about the moment of the

operation itself, because the companions, not being able to tolerate the sight
of such treatment, fled from the room.

Francis, on his part "to comfort his spirit, so that he would not be

afraid," turned to the fire and prayed that it would be gentle." The

"canteization" concluded, the companions of Francis returned to the saint

and were reprimanded as "faint-hearted and of little faith." Francis, in fact,
had not felt any pain, in fact, jokingly he said: "Indeed, if it is not well
cooked, cook it some more."

The genuineness of this testimony cannot be doubted, not only because

of the testimonial seal of "we", but also because of the detailed
description-on the part of the witnesses----only of that which they had seen

with their own eyes and because of their honesty of not concealing their
lack of courage.

I report the following the two passages in synopsis with the

Remembronce:

2DSee Manselli, Nos qui cum eo fuimus, 126. The text of AC 86.9-12:
"Aftenvards, one night when the pain of his illness prevented him from sleeping he

had piry and compassion on himself. He said to his companions: 'My dearest

brothers and sons, do not grow weary or burdened because of your care for me in
my illness. The Lord, on my behalf, his little servant, will return to you, in this

world and the next, all the fruit of the good work that you are unable to do because

of your care for me in my illness. In fact, you will obtain an even greater profit than

those who assist the whole religion and life of the brothers. You should even tell
me: "'We're paying your expenses, but the Lord, on your behalf, will be our

debtor."' The Holy Father spoke in this way because he wanted to help them and lift
them up in their faint-heartedness and weakness. He did this so that they would not

be tempted to use this work as an excuse to say: 'We can't pray and we can't put up

with all this work'; and so that they would not become weary and faint-hearted, and

thus lose the fruit of their labor."
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AC 86.13-22 2MP l"15.6-LL 2C 166
One day the doctor
arrived with the iron
instrument used for
cauterizing in eye
diseases. He had a fire lit
to heat the iron, and when
the fire was lit, he placed
the iron in it. To comfort
his spirit, so it would not
become afraid, blessed
Francis said to the fire:
"My Brother Fire, noble
and useful among all the
creatures the Most High
created, be courtly to me
in this hour. For a long
time I have loved you and
I still love you for the
love of that lnrd who
created you. I pray our
Creator who made you, to
temper your heat now, so

that I may bear it." And
as he finished the prayer
he made the sign of the
cross over the fire. LVe

who were with him,
overcome by piety and
compassion for him, all
ran arvay, and he

remained alone with the
doctor. When the
cauterization was

finished, we returned to
him. "You, faint-hearted,
of little faith," he said to
uS, 'owhy did you run
away? I tell you the truth:
I felt no pain or even heat
from the fire. In fact, if
it's not well-cooked, cook
it some more!" The
doctor was greatly
amazed, and noting that
he did not even move,
considered it a great
miracle. "My brothers,"

When the iron had been
placed in the fire to make
the cautery, wanting to
comfort his spirit so it
would not become afraid,
blessed Francis spoke in
this way to the fire: "My
Brother Fire, noble and
useful among all the
creatures the Most High
created, be courtly to me
in this hour. For a long
time I have loved you and
I still love you for the
love of that [.ord who
created you. I pray our
Creator who made us, to
temper your heat now, so

that I may bear it." And
as he finished the prayer,
he made the sign of the
cross over the fire. Then
we who were with him,
overcome out of piety and
compassion for him, all
ran away, and he
remained alone with the
doctor. However, when
the cauterization lvas
finished, we returned to
him. o'You, faint-hearted,
of little faith," he said to
uS, "why did you run
away? I tell you the truth:
I did not feel any pain or
even heat from the fire. In
fact, if it's not well-
cooked, cook it some
more!" The doctor was
greatly amazed and said:
"My brothers, I tell you,
and I speak from
experience: I doubt that
any very strong man with
a healthy body could bear
such a severe burn, much
less this man, who is

A surgeon is called to the
place, and when he

comes he is carrying an

iron instrument for
cauterizing. He ordered it
to be placed in the fire
until it became red-hot.
But the blessed Father, to
comfort the body, which
was struck with panic,
spoke to the fire: "My
Brother Fire, your beauty
is the envy of all
creatures, the Most High
created you strong,
beautiful and useful. Be
gracious to me in this
hour; be courteous! For a

long time I have loved
you in the [,ord. I pray
the Great [,ord who
created you to temper
nolv your heat that I may
bear your gentle
burning." When the
prayer is finished, he

makes the sign of the
cross over that fire and
then remains in place
unshaken. The surgeon
takes in his hands the
red-hot glowing iron. The
brothers, overcome by
human feeling, ran away.
The saint joyfully and
eagerly offered himself to
the iron. The hissing iron
sinks into tender flesh.
and the bum is extended
slowly straigilrt from the
ear to the eyebrow. How
much pain that burning
caused can best be

known by the witness of
saint's words. since it
was he that felt it. For
when the brothers who
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2MP 115.6-10 is identical to the Assisi Compilation,but more concise

in the description of the preparations. Instead the comparison with Celano's
Vita (lC 101), is interesting, which sets the episode at Rieti in the palace of
Cardinal Hugolino, and does not mention any of the resistance of Francis
(of Francis, in fact Celano commented, "[H]e observed humility, carefully
and freely doing what was needed for his treatment" (lC 101). This is even

more evident inZC 166, which uses the same material at the disposition of
the compiler from Assisi, but with a clear hagiographical amplification
conforming to the title of the chapter o'How creatures returned his love and

the fire that did him no harm": that which appears ambiguously human in
the lssisi Compilation, is seen as virtue in Thomas. Celano is faithful in
reporting the words of Francis, even if embellishing it with Biblical
citations and makes it even more precise that the initial sentiment of fear at

the end becomes*remains in place unshaken" (2C 166.8).

In Celano we also have the description of the cattenzation (2C166,10-

l1), that is not presented in the tradition of the companions: the act of
heroic endurance of the Saint becomes a miracle2to by means of a search for

the doctor said, *I tell
you, and I speak from
experience: I doubt that a
strong man with a healthy
body could endure such a

severe burn, much less

this man, who is weak
and sick."

weak and sick. But he did
not flinch nor show any
slightest sign of pain."

had fled returned, the
father says with a smile:
"Oh, you weak souls of
little heart; why did you
run away? Truly I say to
you, I did not feel the
fire's heat, nor any pain
in my flesh." And turning
to the doctor, he says: "If
the flesh isn't well
cooked, try again!" The
doctor had experienced
quite a different reaction
in similar situations,
exalts this as a divine
miracle, saying: "I tell
you, brothers, today I
have seen wonderful
things!" I believe he had
returned to primeval
innocence, for when he

wished, the harshest
things grew gentle.

"os"e ivi.,123.
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the macabre and the horrible. Clearly dependent on the Remembrance is
also 3C 3 and LMj V:9, which emphasize highly the model of exemplarity
with the phrase "the holy man said: "Praise the Most High, because I tell
you truly, I felt neither the heat of the fire nor any pain in the flesh." (LMj
V:9).

This same procedure of miraculous amplification is also found in the
expression of the amazement of the doctor that becomes little by little a true
and proper attestation of a miracle. In this case, the more essential text
seems to be 2MP 115, which presents a simple clinical observation, while
AC 86 moves away from the addition "considering it a great miracle." The
following passage is found in2C 166 "exults this as divine miracle, saying:
"I tell you, brothers, today I have seen wonderful things," which expresses

the exaltation of a miracle and allows the author to conclude with a
beautiful citation.2r I

533.e. The uselessness of the operation (AC 8623-25;
2MP 115.12-15)
The conclusion proposed by the Assisi Compilation is certainly not a

happy conclusion, since it states how the operation was of no use; in fact,
Francis had other operations which made the situation worse. The Mirror of
Perfection follows, also more concisely, the account of the Assisi
Compilation,whlle there is no reference at all to this in the Remembrance,
and in the biographies which depend on it. It is interesting to note that
Celano's Life mentions this lack of success, only in passing (lC 101).

533f. Conclusion
The episode about the illness of Francis demonstrates, thanks above all

to the testimony of the companions according to the version of the Assisi
Compilation, a great humanity restored to Francis, as well as to the
companions themselves. In the scene, sentiments and detailed descriptions
emerge of an event that has to have profoundly touched the soul of these

brothers who did not hide having runaway due to fear.
One can trace a figure of Elias who is not in controversy with the

companions. In fact, he is considered by Francis as one of the other
brothers. One recognizes that he performs a particular role in requiring the

saint to seek healing, the role that is placed alongside that of Cardinal
Hugolino.

"tsee ivi., 131
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While Thomas assigned to Elias the merit of having made Francis

better when the minister arrived in Siena, the witness of the companions,
which does negate the solicitude of Brother Elias and his benevolence to
Francis in his regard, does not come down on him with tones of exclusivity:
Brother Elias is loved by Francis in the same way that all the other
companions, who assist him, are loved.

is.4.Francis grves away his mantle (AC 89; 2MP 33;2C
92')
When Francis was in Rieti, after the cauterization near Fonte Colombo,

probably residing in the palace of the Bishop (2C 92), he was visited by a
doctor who told him how he was caring at his own expense, for an elderly
woman with an eye illness.

Francis, hearing this, had the mantle he wore and twelve loaves of
bread carried to the old woman. The pericope ends with the classic
testimonial seal of the companions "we who were with blessed Francis,"2l2

enriched with particular liveliness, the testimony that is in which Francis
tried to cajole affectionately ("that they should not be disturbed") the
companions who did their utmost to procure a mantle for him that he then
gave away on the first occasion.

After these expressions that conferred authenticity to the story, follows
that passage that is of more interest to look at closely:

CAss 89.16-18 Spec. Perf. 33.11-12
And that is why the general minister
and his guardian ordered him not to give
his tunic to any brother without their
permission. Because the brothers, out of
devotion they had for him, would
occasionally ask him for his tunic, and
he would immediately give it to them.
Or he himself, if he saw a sickly or
poorly clad brother, would at times cut
his habit in half, giving one part to him
and keeping the other for himself, for he

wanted to have and to wear only one
tunic.

And that is why the general minister
and his guardian ordered him not to give
his tunic to any brother without their
permission. Because the brothers, out of
the devotion they had for him, would
occasionally ask him for his tunic, and
he would immediately give it to them.
He would at times cut his habit in half,
giving one part to him and keeping the
other for himself, because he wore only
one tunic.

2'2S"e above, 137-143
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The same episode is also told in 2C 92, which omits the conclusion of
this pericope: Thomas is dealing with the generosity of Francis toward the
poor because of which he is not interested in reporting the final detail.2r3 An
analogous procedure is found in the Mirror of Perfection: the pericope is

inserted within the exemplum which concerns charity, the condescension
and compassion toward the neighbor. While the entire episode appears

almost completely unchanged, the final clarification is synthesized.
A final detail about the verb "ordered" (ltreceperant).ln the recounting

of the event it is stated that Francis, being under the obedience of his
guardian, asked permission to give away his own mantle. In our pericope,
the verb "to ordet'' Qtrecipey' is used not to indicate a simple exhortation,
but a preemptory command; both Brother Elias and the guardian give this
command to Francis: an extreme resolution, taken by two prelates against

the obstinacy of Francis, who was difficult to contain in his generosity. The
incipit "that is why" Qtropter hoc) seems to want to justify and almost
dampen the position taken, and we do not know if it was ever put into
practice. The recourse to the minister general, who was approached by the
guardian, was interpreted as the attempt to bestow more authority on the

decision taken; but there is also the desire to put side by side two
authoritative persons in their particular link with Francis. We know, in fact,
from AC 11, that "until his death he always had one of his companions as a

guardian whom he obeyed in the place of the general minister;" instead, in
this circumstance, the companion who functioned as guardian is supported

by the authority of Brother Elias. Also in this circumstance, Brother Elias
was peacefully connected to one of the companions.

2r3I do not believe, as Manselli affirms (see Manselli, Nos qui cum eo fuimus,
140) that Thomas only, because he specifies the place of the event, uses a collection

of the Rieti testimonies, distinct from the collection of "we who were with him", of
which, instead, the writer that would be helped more was the compiler by the

Speculum perfectionis. The praxis of distinguishing the origin of the testimony in
too detailed a manner, as given by Pasztor about the lronine texts, seems to me to

lead relentlessly toward another "magical circle." I prefer to hold that there exists a
generic collection of materials coming together from various origins, which are used

by different compilers according to their own redactional criteria. The same

Manselli noted that Thomas, in this pericope, erased all the testimony of the "we"
with thbse details of the tenderness and piety of Francis that in other circumstances

are faithfully preserved. It is not that Thomas used another collection, simply that he

used it in a personal way. About the rest as has been already stated, the time and

geographical specifications of the lssisi Compilation (in our episode *at that time")
are often merely the conjectures of the redactor (see note 204).
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535. The joy of Francis before death
(AC 99;2U,I.P 121;lMP 4; Little f48)
A few days before his death Francis was at the palace of the Bishop of

Assisi and he had his brothers sing the Prsises of God, to "comfort himself
and rejoice in the Lord in such illness" (AC 99). Elias intervened
admonishing Francis, because this manifestation seemed to be out of place
(the differences are indicated in italics).

AC 99 ziMP tzt lMP 4
When blessed Francis lay
gravely ill in the palace of
the bishop of Assisi, in the
days after he returned
from Baqnara, the people
of Assisi, fearing that the
saint would die during the
night without them
knowing about it, and that
the brothers would
secretly take his body
away and place it in
another city, placed a

vigilant guard each night
around the palace's walls.
Blessed Francis, although
he was gravely ill, to
comfort his soul and ward
off discouragement in his
severe and serious
infirmities, often asked his
companions during the
day to sing the Praise of
the Lord which he had
composed a long time
before his illness. He
likewise had the Praises
sung during the night for
the edification of their
guards, who kept watch at
night outside the palace
because of him.
When Brother Blias
reflected that blessed
Francis was so comforting
himself and reioicine in

When blessed Francis
lay ill in the palace of
the bishop of Assisi and
the hand of the Lord
seemed to be weighing
down on him more than
ever before, the people
of Assisi, fearing that
should the saint die
during the night, the
brothers would secrefly
take his holy body away
and carry it to another
city, placed a vigilant
guard each night around
the palace's walls.
For the consolation of
his spirit, that most Holy
Father often had his
companions sing the
Praises of the Lord
during the day, lest he
lose heart because of the
severity of his pains
which tormented him
unceasingly. He
likewise had the Praises
sung during the night for
the edification and
solace of those seculars
who kept watch outside
the palace because of
him.
Brother Elias, seeing
how blessed Francis was
so comforting himself

When blessed Francis lay
gravely ill in the palace of
the bishop of Assisi, to
comfort his soul and ward
off discouragement in his
severe and serious
infirmities,

he often asked his
companions during the
day to sing the Praises of
the [,ord which he had
composed a long time
before his illness. He
likewise had the Praises
sung during the night for
the edification of the
guards, who kept watch at
night outside the palace
because of him.

When Brother Elias
reflected that blessed
Francis was so comforting
himself and rejoicing in
the [.ord in such illness,
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the [,ord in such illness,
one day he said to him:
"Dearest brother, I am
greatly consoled and
edified by all the joy
which you show for
yourself and your
companions in such
affliction and infirmity.
Although the people of
this city venerate you as a
saint in life and in death,
nevertheless, because they
firmly believe that you are

near death due to your
serious and incurable
sickness, upon hearing
praises of this sort being
sung, they can think and
say to themselves: 'How
can he show such joy
when he is so near death?
He should be thinking
about death.' "
"Do you remember,"
blessed Francis said to
him, 'owhen you saw the
vision at Foligno and told
me that it told you that I
would live for only two
years? Before you saw

that vision, through the
grace of the Holy Spirrt,
who suggests every good
in the heart, and places it
on the lips of his faithful,I
often considered day and
night my end. But from
the time you saw that
vision, each day I have
been more zealous
reflecting on the day of
my death."
He continued with great
intensity of spirit: "Allow
me to rejoice in the [.ord,
brother, and to sing His
praises in my infirmities,

and rejoicing in the [,ord
in such illness, said to
him:'oDearest brother, I
am greatly consoled and
edified by all the joy
which you show for
yourself and your
companions in such
infirmity. Although the
people of this city
venerate you as a saint,
nevertheless, because
they firmly believe that
you are near death due
to your incurable
sickness, upon hearing
praises of this sort being
sung day and night, they
can say to themselves:
'How can he show such
joy when he is so near
death? He should be
thinking about death.'
'oDo you remember,"
blessed Francis said to
him, "when you saw the
vision at Foligno and
told me that it told you
that I would live for
only two years? Before
you saw that vision,
through the grace of
God, who suggests
every good in the heart,
and places it on the lips
of his faithful, I often
considered day and
night my end. But from
the time you saw that
vision, each day I have
been even more zealous
reflecting on the day of
my death."
He immediately
continued with great
intensity of spirit:
"Allow me to rejoice in
the Lord, brother, and to

one day he said to him:
"Dearest Father, I am
greatly consoled and
edified by all the joy
which you show for
yourself and your
companions in such
affliction and infirmity.
Although the people of
this city venerate you as a
saint in life and death,
nevertheless, because they
firmly believe that you are

near death due to your
serious and incurable
sickness, upon hearing
praises of this sort being
sung, they can think and
say to themselves: oHow

can he show such joy
when he is so near death?
He should be thinking
about death.'
'oDo you remember,"
blessed Francis said to
him, 'owhen you saw the
vision at Foligno and told
me that it told you that I
would live for only two
years? Before you saw
that vision, through the
grace of the Holy Spirit,
who suggests every good
in the heart, and places it
on the lips of his faithful,I
often considered day and
night my end. But from
the time you saw the
vision, each day I have
been even more zealous
reflecting on the day of
my death."
He continued with great
intensity of spirit: "Allow
me to rejoice in the [nrd,
brother, and to sing His
praises in my infirmities,
because, by the grace of



because, by the grace of
the Holy Spirit, I am so

closely united and joined
with my Lord, that,
through His mercy, I can
well rejoice in the Most
High Himself."

sing His praises in my
infirmities, because, by
the grace of the Holy
Spirit, I am so closely
united and joined with
my [,ord, through His
mercy,I can well rejoice
in the Most High
Himself."

the Holy Spirit, I am so

closely united and joined
with my l-ord, that,
through His mercy, I can
well rejoice in the Most
High Himself."
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The lssis i Compilation is set o'in the episcopal palace of Assisi", where

Francis "lay gravely ill" and, still more precisely, he had refurned o'from

Bagnara." The uniqueness of these specifications, not present in ZMP tZl
and 1MP 4, leads to the hypothesis of a redactional addition in order to
creat a reference to the preceding pericope (AC 96), with respect to the

chronological sequence that provides the background for this section. As

Manselli notes, the parallelism goes beyond a simple geographical citation,
since it takes up the fear of the people of Assisi that the body of the saint of
Assisi might be stolen or transferred to another city.2r4 In fact, AC 99
clearly states that it could be the same brothers who would transfer the body
of the Saint to another town.

In the following scene, Francis has his companions sing the Praises of
the Lord during the day to find consolation in the state of great suffering in
which he lay, at night for the edification of the citizens of Assisi, outside

the palace, who guarded him. At this point there is inserted the intervention

of Elias who on the one hand admires the holy founder for the example of
acceptance, but on the other hand is preoccupied by the reactions that such

a practice might provoke in the people of Assisi who might believe that

Francis - esteemed as already holy - is not preparing for his death.

The response of Francis recalls but does not describe, a vision had by

Brother Elias two years earlier when he was at Foligno. By divine

inspiration a venerable old man vested in white revealed to Elias that

Francis would live another two years."t The saint, from that day on always

thought of his own death and wanted 'oin my infirmities, to reioice in the

Lord and in his praises," by being "joined with my Lord."

2'osee Manselli, Nos qui cum eo fuimus,225 note 1. The text of AC 96 is
ooWhen the people of Assisi heard that he was sick there [namely Bagnara], they

quickly sent some knights of Assisi to that place to bring him back to Assisi, fearing

that he would die there and others would claim his most precious remains."
2"See lC 109.
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Of particular interest in this pericope is the synoptic comparison of the
passages from 2MP, 1MP, and Little 148. The Little manuscript is the same
as the Assisi Compilation,to which it remains more faithful, with respect to
the 2MP and lMP. This is understandable if one takes into account that the
episode from Miruor of Perfection is inserted into a precise context,
explained with the title of chapter 12: "His death and the joy he showed
when he knew for certain that his death was at hand; and first how he
answered Brother Elias who reproved him for showing so much joy.,,

With respect to the Assisi Compilatiorz, lMP only lacks the description
of the fear the people of Assisi have that the body of Francis might be
caried elsewhere. It is probable that in this case a phrase was dropped due
to its repetition, because in the text of the Compilation, one notices a jump
from valde infirmus (gravely ill) of AC 99.1, by repeating it as infirmus
valde in verse 2. Besides, the IMP reveals "an unconscious distortion', as
Miccoli says, in the use of "father", 2r6with which Elias refers to Francis
(lMP 4.4); probably the intimacy that existed between Francis and his
companions including Elias, made it more usual to call him brother rather
thanfather, a name that took root as a sign of respect for the holy founder,
but also as a sign of separation.

Concerning the 2MP, the discourse is more complex because the
additions or cuts at one time denote the search for a biblical citation (2Mp
l2l.l), at another time a stylistic affectation (2MP. 121.3); for the same
reason "of their guards" (illorum custodum) becomes ..of those seculars,,
(illorum saecularium) (ZMP 121.4) and "weakness" (infirmffas) becomes
"illness" (aegritudo), and other words are skipped.

One could also propose a comparison, non-textual but narrative, with
the dream of Elias described in lC 109: there are no contradictions between
the two texts. First of all, there is revealed a common way of identifying the
vicar, namely, with the simple name of o'Brother Elias." Besides that, right
after the description of the dream is found the episode of Francis who has
the Praises of God sung by "two brothers and his special sons." Even if the
scene is set "in a place he greatly desired," namely, the Portiuncula, it
confirms nonetheless this practice of Francis.2rT

Also, this episode does not weigh as a negative evaluation with regard
to Brother Elias, but rather takes a scene from everyday life, transmitted by
a direct witness, who could have been one of the companions present there:

"the same variance is found in Little 148.

"'Only the lJmbrian Choir Legend gives the names of the two friars, namely,
Angelo and [ro.
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Elias, in hearing Francis sing in such a dramatic situation, was seized by the
same amazement as Thomas who exclaimed, "Even death itself, terrible and
hateful to everyone, he exhorted to praise, and going to meet her joyfully,
invited her to be his guest, saying: 'Welcome, my sister Death!'- (2C
217.8).

5.4 The Case of the Novice
(AC 103, 105; 2MP A;Leo Text UI,IX; Little 150, 152;
?.c 195)
Chapters 103 and 105 of the lssisi Compilation unravel the story of the

novice who wanted to have a psalter, since he was able to read "but not
well." The episode is a case of limit concerning a prescription of the Rule,
since the lay brothers2r8 were not bound to recite the office of the hours,
only the clerics could have the breviary (see LR III:1). The novice, after
receiving the permission of the minister general, wanted to have
confirmation from Francis, since he knew that Francis "did not wish that the
brothers be desirous of learning and books." Francis was passing by the
hermitage where the novice lived and this novice asked permission to have
the breviary. The Saint admonished him with an exhortation on knowledge
that puffs up, without giving him an explicit prohibition to having the
breviary. Not being persuaded, the novice returned to asking twice more,
until he said to him, o'Go and do whatever your minister says." But
immediately afterward Francis, returning in his own steps, also in a physical
sense, and kneeling down in front of him said, "Mea culpa,bBrother, mea
culpa, whoever wishes to be a lesser Brother must have nothing but the
tunic, a cord, and short trousers the Rule allows him, and for those forced
by necessity or illness, shoes" (AC 105.8). Below I present the pericopes,

extrapolating the passages that are more significant for our study.

2r&Ihomas of Celano relates this episode in the Memorial,but condensing it in
one phrase: "A lay brother who wanted to have a psalter asked him for permission;

he offered him ashes instead of a psalter."

AC 103 2M.P 4
Likewise, there was once abBrother
novice who could read the psalter, but
not very well. And because he enjoyed
reading, he sought permission from the
general minister to have a psalter and
the minister granted it to him. But he

did not wish ro have it unless he first

Another time, there was once abBrother
novice who could read the psalter,
although not very well, and he obtained
permission from the general minister to
have it. But because he had heard that
blessed Francis did not want his brothers
to be desirous of learning and books, he
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had permission from blessed Francis,
especially since he had heard that
blessed Francis did not want his brothers
to be desirous of leaming and books,

t.. .1

When that brother novice described
above was staying in a certain
hermitage, blessed Francis one day
happened to come there. That Brother
said to him: "Father, it would be a great
consolation for me to have a psalter.
But, although the general minister has
given me permission to have it, .I still
want to have it with your knowledge."
t.. .l

was not content to have it without the
permission of blessed Francis.
When blessed Francis eame to the place
where that novice was living, therefore,
the novice said to him: "Father, it would
be a great consolation for me to have a
psalter. But, although the general
minister has given me permission to
have it, I still want to have it with your
knowledge." [...]

Also:

AC 105 zU,{P 4
Many months later, when blessed Francis
was at the church of Saint Mary of the
Portiuncula, at a cell behind the house on
the road, that Brother spoke to him again
about the psalter. And blessed Francis
said: "Go and do as your minister tells
you." When he heard this, that brother
began to go back by the same road he
had come.
Blessed Francis remained on the road,
and began to think over what he said to
that brother. Suddenly he yelled after
him: "Wait for me, brother, wait!" He
went up to him and said: "Come back
with me and show me the place where I
told you to do with the psalter what your
minister tells you." When they returned
to the spot where he had said this,
blessed Francis bent over in front of the
Brother and, kneeling said to him: "Mea
culpa, brother, mea culpa. Whoever
wishes to be a lrsser Brother must have
nothing but the tunic, a cord, and short
trousers the Rule allows him; and for
those forced by necessity or illness,
shoes."

After many months, when blessed
Francis was at the place of Saint Mary
of the Portiuncula, at a cell behind the
house on the road, that Brother spoke to
him again about the psalter. Blessed
Francis said to him: "Go and do this as

your minister tells you." When he
heard this, that brother began to go
back by the same road he had come.
Blessed Francis remained on the road,
and began to think over what he had
said to that brother. Suddenly he yelled
after him: "Wait for me, brother, wait!"
He went up to him and said to him:
"Come back with me and show me the
place where I told you to do with the
psalter what your minister tells you."
When they returned to that spot,
blessed Francis knelt in front of the
brother and said to him: o'Mea culpa,
brother, mea culpa. Whoever wishes to
be a lesser Brother must have nothing
but the tunic, a cord, and short trousers
the Rule allows him; and for those
forced by manifest necessity or illness,
shoes."
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The three chapters 103-1052te correspond to Leo Tetct VII, VIII and IX
according to the edition by Pasztor2'o there we will only study VII and IX).
The same pericopes are found recorded in the same sequence in Little 150-
152 (we cover only Little 150 and 152).In collating these sources with the
Assisi Compilotion,there emerges a fundamental textual identity, except for
some differences of stylistic character and other more emblematic that I
report below:

As is typical of medieval [,atin, there occurs a progressive
reinforcement of the word or a confusion in the use of the prefix, 22' as in
the case of the verb veniref, which becomes adyeniret, thus rendering the
pronoun illuc pleonastic (redundant). With respect to the Assisi Compilation
in Iro Text VII, there is also a deviation from the complement of time in
the successive clause; Little, not wanting to make a mistake, preserves them
both. The other two variations witness in favor of the greater reliability of
the Compilation: in AC 105.5 Francis exclaims: "Wait for me, brother, wait
for me!" but [ro Text IX and Little omits the o'me," for a clear correction
of the vulgarism oowait for me" used by Francis. With respect to AC lO5:7-

8, the [ro Text has several omissions: one in particular may be understood
by an omitted repetition: "Meq culpa, frater, mea culpa, quoniam..." of the

Compilation becomes "meo culpa, quoniam...." Finally, he adjusts o'only

tunics" (AC 105.8) into "only a tunic."

2reDelorme divides AC 103 into 3 chapters, according to his numbering 70-72.
2zoPasrtor, "Frate lrone testimone di san Francesco,- 68-74.In the edition by

lrmmens (L. lrmmens, Docurnenta Antiqua Franciscana. Pars I: Scripta fratris
Leonis socti S. P. Francisci, Ad Clara Aquas [Quaracchi] 1901,83-99), the texts

correspond to the so-called Intentio Regulae of paragraphsT-12. But such editions -
according to Pasztor-are biased and manipulated.

22rD. Norberg, Manuale di Latino Medievale, edited by M. Oldoni and

bibliographic updating by P. Garbini (Schola Salernitana. Studi e Testi, 1), Cava dei
Tirreni 1999, 162 and following.

AC 103.21-22 Leo Text VII Little 150
Blessed Francis one day
happened to come there.
That brother said to
him...

It happened that blessed
Francis came from there,
and on a certain day a
brother said to him.....

It happened that on a

certain day blessed Francis
came from here, and on a
certain day a brother spoke
to him... (Translation by
Robert Karris)
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The Mirror of Perfection also takes up the episode in Chapter 4 under
the title ooThe novice who wished to own a psalter with his permission;" it
appears considerably shortened222 (only seven of the twenty-six verses
found in AC 103), so the coincidence cannot be verbatim, even though in
regard to AC 105, the parallelism is almost word for word. As is seen in
other pericopes, the Sitz im Leben of the Speculum is different, because of
which even though it uses the same material, it reorganizes it in a different
way.

Given these clarifications of a philological character, which figure of
Brother Elias emerges? Above all, Elias is the "minister general," he is the
one who "allowed" the novice to have the psalter, and the novice turns to
Francis only for "his conscience's sake": semantically, the juridical
authority of Elias expressed in the verb concessit (allawed) is distinguished
from a spiritual reference to the founder expressed with the words "his
conscience". One should also note that Francis does not oppose the decision
of the minister; initially, he fraternally admonishes the novice, but does not
forbid him to have the breviary. Francis, only after a long insistence on the
part of the novice, who after consulting him two more times manifests that
he is not totally free to have the breviary, goes against the decision of Elias
citing the Rule. As noted by Pasztor, Francis "wishes to give strength his
own superior-advises in full agreement with the rule----only that, in acting
this way the novice would fall short of another norm, that relative to
poverty."2ts Francis made a decision that seems deeply felt. The recourse to
the theatrical device of Francis who runs after the novice and throws
himself at his feet is a dramatic device, which has the intention of
emphasizing the re-affirmation of the usus pauper (poor use), even above
that of obedience; it is not Brother Elias whom he wishes to fault, but in the
background stirs a Sitz im Leben of the spiritual base concerning the dispute
of usus pauper.na

"2The entire reflection on knowledge and on the books is cut and will be

picked up in a broader way in ZIN|.P 72-73.
2z3Pasztor, Frate Leone testimone di san Francesco,73.
224On the internal polemic of the usus paupel, see R. t-ambertini, Apologia e

cre scita de ll' identitd francescana ( I 2 5 5 - I 279l (Nuovi Studi Stori ci, 4), Roma I 990;
M.D. I-ambert, Franciscan Poverty: The doctrine of the absolute poverty of Christ
and the Apostles in the Franciscan Order: 1210-1323, l,ondon L96l (2"d edition
revised and amplified, Milan 1998); A. Tabarroni, Paupertas Christi et
Apostolorum. L'ideale francescano in discussione (1322-1324), Rome 1990.
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55. Francis unmasks a false saint
(AC Lil6;2MP t02;Little 198;2C?$;LMJ XI:10)
We have already encountered this episode in 2C 28, where it was

recorded how Francis unmasked a friar whom everybody, including the

minister general, regarded as a saint. Below in synopsis I present the

various sources of the episode (the variances of Little are indicated in the

footnotes):

AC 116 z}'[P 102 LMj XI:L0
There was a Brother of a
decent and holy way of
living, who concerned
himself with prayer day
and night. He observed
constant silence so that
when he went to
confession to a brother
priest, he confessed with
signs, not with words. He
appeared so devout and
fervent in the love of
God, that sometimes
when he sat down with
the brothers, although he
did not speak, he rejoiced
so much internally and
externally on hearing
some good words that he

moved all the brothers
and others who saw him
in devotion to God. The
brothers and others
willingly considered him
a saint.
After he had been living
this way for several
years, it happened that
blessed Francis came to
that place where he was
staying. When he heard
the brothers tell him
about this brother's way
of life, he said: "Know
for a truth that this is a
diabolical temptation and
deception, because he

There was a brother
outwardly of a decent
and holy way of living,
who day and night
seemed concerned with
prayer. He observed
constant silence so that
when he went to
confession to a brother
priest, he confessed only
with signs, not with
words. He appeared so
devout and fervent in the
love of God, that
sometimes when sitting
with the brothers,
although he marvelously
did not speak, he rejoiced
internally and externally
on hearing some good
words so that he often
moved to devotion the
other brothers who saw
him.
After he had been living
this way for several
years, it happened that
blessed Francis came to
that place where he was
staying. When he heard
the brothers tell him
about this brother's way
of life, he said: "Know
for a truth that this is
diabolical temptation and
deception, because he
does not want to

There was a brother who,
to all appearances, led a

life of extraordinary
holiness, but who stood
out for his singular ways.
He spent all his time in
prayer and kept such strict
silence that he used to
make his confession by
gestures instead of words.
It happened that the Holy
Father came to that place
to see and hear the brother,
and to have a word with
the other brothers about
him. While everyone was
commending and praising
him highly, the man of
God replied: 'oBrothers,

stop! Do not sign me the
praises of his devilish
allusions. You should
know the truth. This is a

diabolical temptation and a

fraudulent deception." The
brothers took this very
hard, judging that it was

impossible that
contrivances of fraud
could paint themselves
over with so many signs of
perfection. But a few days
later, after he left religion,
the brilliance of the

interior insights with
which the man of God
perceived the secrets of his
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does not want to
confess."
In the meantime the
general minister came
there to visit blessed
Francis and began to
praise this brother in
front of blessed Francis.
"Believe ffio, brother,"
blessed Francis told him,
"this brother is led and
deceived by an evil
spirit."
The general minister
replied to him: "I find it
amazing and almost
unbelievable that a man
who shows so many
signs and works of
holiness, can be what you
say he is."
"Test him then," blessed
Francis replied. "Tell
him to go to confession
twice or even once a

week. If he does not
listen to you, you will
know what I told you is
true."
One day when the
general minister was
speaking to this brother,
he told him: "Brother, I
want you to confess
twice or at least once a
week."
He put his fingers to his
lips and shook his head,
showing by signs that he

would in no way do that.
The minister. however.
fearing that he would
scandalize him. let him
go. A few days later he
left the religion of his
own will, and returned to
the world wearing
secular clothing.

confess."

In the meantime the
minister general came
there to visit blessed
Francis and began to
praise this brother in
front of blessed Francis.
"Believe ffio, brother,"
blessed Francis told him,
"this brother is led and
deceived by an evil
spirit."
The general minister
said: "I find it amazing
and almost unbelievable
that this can be about a
man who possesses so
many signs and works of
holiness."

"Test him then," blessed
Francis replied. "Tell
him to go to confession
twice or even once a

week. If he does not
listen to you, you will
know what I told you is
true."
Therefore the general
minister told that
brother: o'Brother, I want
you to confess twice or at
least once a week.o'

He however, put a finger
on his lips and shook his
head, showing by signs
that he would in no way
do this because of his
love for silence. The
minister. however.
fearing that he would
scandalize him. let him
p. Not many days
afterward, that brother
left the Order of his own

heart became abundantly
clear.
Foretelling with
unchanging truth, the ruin
of many who seemed to
stand firm, but also the
conversion to Christ of
many who were perverse,
he seemed to have
approached the mirror of
etemal light for
contemplation, in whose
marvelous brilliance the
gaze of his mind perceived
the physically absent as if
they were present.



One day while two
companions of blessed
Francis were walking
along some road, they
met him. He was walking
alone like a very poor
pilgdm. Feeling
compassion for him, they
said: "You wretch, where
is your holy and upright
life? You used to love the
solitary life so much that
you did not want to show
yourself to your brothers
nor speak to them. And
now you go wandering
through the world like a
man who does not know
God or his servants."
He began to speak to
them, often swearing on
his taith like secular
people.

["Wretched man," the
brothers told him, o.why

do you swear on your
faith like secular
people?122s When you
were in religion, you
abstained not only from
idle words, but from even
good ones." He told
them: "It can't be
different."
They left him. And a few
days later, he died.
The brothers and others
were quite amazed, as

they reflected on the
holiness of blessed
Francis who had

will, and returned to the
world wearing secular
clothing.
One day while two
companions of blessed
Francis were walking
along some road, they
met him. He was walking
alone like a very poor
pilgrim. Feeling
compassion for him, they
said: "You wretch, where
is your holy and upright
life? You used to love the
solitary life so much that
you did not want to show
yourself to your brothers
nor speak to them. And
now you go wandering
through the world like a
man who does not know
God."

He began to speak to
them, often swearing on
his faith like secular
people.

"Wretched man," the
brothers told him, "why
do you swear on your
faith like secular people,
you who abstained not
only from idle words, but
from even good ones.

They left him. And a

little later, he died.
And we were greatly
amazed, seeing how in
this way it was true to the
letter, as blessed Francis
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22sfhe part between the brackets is ommitted in Uttle 198, by an evident loss
of the repetition The rest of the pericope is identical to the Compilation.



predicted his fall at a

time when he was
considered a saint by the
brothers and others.

had predicted about him,
at a time when that
wretch was considered a

saint by the brothers.
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From these synoptic comparisons, it seems that the Assisi Compilation
is identical to Little 198, where the same dropping because of repetition
makes one suspect at least the use of the common source. The Mirror of
Perfection demonstrates only verbal differences, syntactical cleverness and
improvement of the cursus. AC 116,zMP 102 and Little 198, with respect
to 2C 28, conclude with the event of the two companions who encounter the
false saint who was wandering through the world and with the death of the
latter: this conclusion is omitted by Thomas and was replaced by a
paranetical reflection. Another significant difference is the use of the usual
"yicar" in place of oominister general" to indicate Brother Elias.

Bonaventure, instead, accomplishes a true work of a break with his
source, reproposing the episode in a more concise way and, above all,
making the figure of Elias disappear, despite the fact that Bonaventure used

the Remembrance as a source.
This pericope furnishes some particulars about Brother Elias, perhaps

not new, but that confirm what was revealed in the preceding episodes. First
of all, it says that Elias went to this "place," nothing more precise, to visit
Francis who was passing through there. This confirms the attentiveness of
Elias toward Francis and perhaps his searching for Francis as the privileged
point of reference for the government of the Order. The minister esteemed

particularly the friar who was believed to be a saint, so much so that when
Francis revealed the hoax, he demonstrates his spontaneous astonishment.
Francis the real saint does not take any initiative, but makes the minister
act, who commanded the friar to confess. Francis goes off to the side: it is
an emblematic gesture, above all for understanding his effective
renunciation of the office of prelate of the Order. The tone of Brother Elias
is determined in the imperative, but, when he perceives the deception, he is

shown to be understanding and human, in fact, we read: "the true minister,
fearing to scandalize him, dismisses him."

5.6 The portrait of a minister
Verifying the recurrence of Brother Elias in these compilations, it is to

be noted that all the pericopes studied are contained in the Assisi

Compilation, while the other compilations or mirrors make selections of
episodes or make adaptations. The most faithful source in the recurrences is

the 2MP, which in only one circumstance, does not report the episode: it
omits AC 83.
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The other sources are more fragmentary in regard to the pericopes

studied. This allows us to refer to the ,4ssisi Compilotion in a privileged
way also for defining the image of Elias that emerges, in a more or less

direct way, from the compilations dependent on the material which reached
Crescentius of Iese.

The fact that Elias had fallen into disgrace in 1239, whether because of
his deposition as minister, or for having enterlained connections with the

excommunicated Frederick II, had certainly discredited his image, as one

can deduce, for example in the Remembrqnce, which always qualifies him
with the title of "vicar, and neyer explicitly calls him by his name.

One would expect the same from the material which reached

Crescentius after lz$,but this is proved wrong from the following table of
recurrences constructed on the basis of the textual correspondences
(between the round parentheses are stated the differences in the phrases use

for identifying Elias, between the square parentheses are the concrete
changes of the phrases):

AC 2MP Isidoro ll73 Little
lMP Leo

Texts

Brother
Elias

17.1 (+who
was the vicar

of blessed

Francis)

1.2 (+who
was the vicar

of blessed

Francis)

III (+who
was the
vicar of
blessed

Francis)

17r'. t.4 ru
17.6 1.5 ilI
t7.8 1.6 m
86.4 115.3

99.4 12r.5 4.3 148

Minister
General

56.30 55.22 IN

56.39 55.31 nJ2 IN
56.47 55.39 t40
s6.62 [8.1 = vicar

of blessed
Francisl

28.r
(general)

165

56.69
(minister)

[8.5 = vicar] 28.r
(minister

165
(minister)

83.5
86.6 115.1

(+Brother
Elias)

86i tts.4



(minister)

89.16 33.1r
103.1 4.1 VU 150

t43.22 4.3 VII 150

t05.2
(minister)

4.17
(minister)

x r52

105.6
(minister)

4.17
(minister)

x t52

rt6.7 102.8 198

116.11 102.10 198

116.13 102.10 198
(minister)

His Vicar 40.r 40.1 [16.1=
mlruster
generall

8.1

8.5
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From the table one can immediately infer that Brother Elias was
principally identified with two phrases: "Brother Elias" and "minister
general", which at times is simplified to "minister" or "general." In only
one circumstance was there the necessity to state precisely'oBrother Elias,
who was the vicar ofblessed Francis" (AC and parallels).

In the Assisi Compilation only once is the phrase "his vicar" used,

which depended on 2C 144, while IMP 16 uses "minister general." It is
necessary to keep present the fact that AC 4O is one of the pericopes that

Delorme includes in group B?'u u section whose pericopes are entirely the

same as the the Remembrance of Thomas, from which the influence exerted

on the two compilations is clear, while 1MP remains faithful to the material
of Crescentius. Only in one other occasion is the phrase "vicar of blessed

Francis" used, namely in 2MP 8, but the parallel passages do not report this
phrase, but rather'ominister general." One might think that there is still an

influence from the Remembrance, but with 2C l8-L9, which deals with the

devotion to the Portiuncula, there is no textual correspondence that would

support this hypothesis.
Therefore, one can likely conclude that the companions, in identifying

Brother Elias, use either his proper name or the expression "minister
general." The first circumstance gives evidence of the confidence with

226F. Delorme,'ola Legenda Antiqua S. Francisci du ms 1046 de la bibliotdque

communale de Pdrouse," Archivum Franciscanum Historicum 15 (1922) 23-70,
278-332.
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which the companions relate to Brother Elias; for the other, Manselli holds
that,

[]his fact must not be given too much importance, if [...] we
think that 2 Celano, the Legend af Perugia (which calls Elias
general minister) and finally the Mirror of Perfection were written
after Elias's acfual term as general, and that not everyone, as
Thomas of Celano was induced to do for his biographical data,
were able to remember that Elias had first been vicar, then general
minister, tending to give a single title to the functions he had
effectively carried out both before and after the death of Francis.227

But Peter Catani was also clearly called "minister general,"228 even if
for him one cannot speak of confusion with a successive office. Indeed, it is
Francis who first used the phrase "minister general"z2e and the companions,
following the seraphic Father, used the same epitaph.

The companions, therefore, in the testimonies that reached Cresentius
did not hurl insults at Elias but presented a figure that was not yet
manipulated by historiographical amplifications. One can in fact attempt a
comparison with the image of Elias that emerges from an analysis of
Celano's Life,&cause some episodes are found to be equal or similar, even
if with evident stylistic differences and with less wealth of detail, since
Thomas did not have all the testimonies of the companions, that, instead
were sent to Cresentius only after 1246. For example, the episode of Elias
who pleaded with Francis to have himself cured (AC 83) is also found in
lC 98, but Thomas eliminated the great resistance of Francis, describing
him instead as he who "observed humbly." In Thomas, the episode of Elias
who Francis waits for at Fonte Colombo (AC 86) does not appear, but he
highlights the various cauterizations and their lack of success (1C 101). To
make up for this omission, we find a similar episode that underlines the
wait of the sick Francis at Siena and the promptness of Elias to reach there
(lC 105). Also, the allusion to the vision of Brother Elias at Foligno (AC
99) has a more detailed description only in lC 109.

These are some details that bear witness to and show in transparency
the image of an Elias esteemed by the companions, as also by Thomas in
his Life of Saint Francis: a hostile historiography cannot therefore lead us

227Manselli, Nos qui curm eo fuimus, 132, ncite 11. Translated by Edward
Hagman in Greyfriars Review 14. Supplement (2000), in footnote l46,page9l-92.

228see, fon example, AC 114-8 and the parallel passages 21fr 46.larrrd IMP
15.1.

"'See LtOrd 2, 38, 4': ;T est 27 .
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to contemplate only the obscure tonality of a personality who instead should
be read in his chromatic variety of both light and dark.

6. Brother Elias close to the companions
From time immemorial there has reigned in the collective imagination

of Franciscans and scholars the idea that Brother Elias had taken sides with
the group of the relmed brother in confrontation with the zealot friars who
gathered around the first companions of Francis. For these, Elias would
have even assassinated Cesare of Speyer.23o Many sources have shown that
it is difficult to relegate Elias among the antagonists of the first
companions; in fact, it is desirable, through a correct understanding of the
historical facts, to recuperate his position at the side of these latter.

The esteem expressed by St. Clare is the first confirmation of a
profound bond that existed between the "little plant of holy Francis" and the
minister of the Order, the one who sustained Clare in the struggle with
Gregory IX in persevering to the end the intuition that Francis had
suggested to her.23l In the same circle was Brother [ro, who was present at
the death of Clare and for her process.232

It was also hypothesized that the compiler of the Umbrian Choir
Legend, beyond being a simple admirer of Elias, was a brother of the circle
of companions, withdrawn to one of the hermitages of the Spoleto valley.

In the same way one can understand the caution and wariness of
Thomas in the Remembrance and Treatise on the Miracles, given the
official nature of the Sitz im Leben connoted by his work. On the other
hand, the hagiographer does not deny the role carried out by Elias,
recognizing him as vicar and also attributing to him an active task, even
with an image that we defined as being in the background.

Finally, the various compilations that have taken up the major part of
our study reveal an indissoluble link between Brother Elias and Umbrian
Franciscanism, that Franciscanism which furnished their own testimonies to
Crescentius, but that also had drawn from them in a privileged way (it is
probable that the material was preserved in the Sacro Convento of Assisi),
creating thus that variety of compilations for the purpose of personal
edification, of which there has remained traces in different manuscripts, not

"osee footnote 158.
23tI like to think, also only as a suggestion not found in any fundamental

document, that Clare had solicited the process of absolution for the excommunicated
Brother Elias, in the period which ended with Pope Innocent IV's approval of her
own Rule.

*'See Legend of Saint Clare,45.
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yet systematically studied, and only partially edited (Little), in some cases

also unpublished (Upsala).

The "closed" image of Elias: the legends of Bonaventurea3
"Theologian and university professor, in his Legend, Bonaventure

makes himself an exegete and intellectual assistant of Francis in a solemn
biblical dictation, but also with balance and circumspect contentsl'uo
considering the particularly delicate historical climate in which he operated.
Even more than Thomas, he made use of the biblical patrimony and of
liturgical language and, if his work, through his adherence to the sources
(above all Thomas, but also oral sourcesot;, can qualify it as a

'ocompilation," for its interpretative value it clearly distinguishes itself from
them. In fact, Bonaventure transfers the image of Francis oofrom the level of
edifying story to that of theological-spiritual idea."B6 Francis is no more a
model to imitate,an elemplum,but an extraordinary saint, an unreachable
mystic, "the other angel ascending to rising sun having the sign of the living
God": "the Christomimesis of Francis becomes Christification" .87

Such hagiographical construction involves an evident qhistoricity, also
by reason of an "embellishing [...] of the episodes more susceptible to
underlining the contradictions between the primitive Franciscan experience
and the tendencies that [...] finished by characterizing the subsequent
situations of the Order."a8 The work of Bonaventure found unconditional
applause from the group of leaders, but also from the various factions
within the Order. In fact, "it is certain that the Friars Minor experienced the
living fascination of the transcendence of their founder, connected to his

o'See Stanislao da Campagnola, Introduzione lal Bonaventurae de

Balneoregio Legenda maior sancti Francisci Legenda minor sancti Francisci, in
Fontes,755-773. As regards to the destruction of the legends of Francis at the

Chapter of 1226, Dalarun uses the appropriate expression of "the misadventure" of
Francis of Assisi (see Dalarun,La malawentura,15l-175).

BaFontes,760.
tssLMJ Prologue, 4: "I had careful interviews with his companions who were

still alive, especially those who had intimate knowledge of his holiness and were his
outstanding followers. Because of their acknowledged truth and proven virtue, they

can be trusted beyond any doubt."
ts6l. Pelegnni, Introduzione lal Opuscoli francescani/I, in Opere di san

B onav e ntura, XIY I I (Rome: Edizioni Citta Nuov a, 1993), @.
B?Prinzivalli, "Un santo da leggere: Francesco d'Assisi nel percorso delle fonti

agiografiche," 107.
ts8Miccoli, "Di alcuni passi di Bonaventura,'265.
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conformity with Christ and his mission of the 'angel of the seventh
seal'."89

With regard to Brother Elias, Bonaventure, in the path of the
Remembrance, never calls him by name, but with "his vicar." For the first
time Elias appears in the episode of the drafting of a more concise form of
the Rule. To him, Bonaventure attributes the responsibility for having lost it
"through carelessness," without any sign of disagreement between the
ministers and Francis (LMj IV: I I 7-10). In this way Bonaventure succeeds

in bringing about a general consensus in favor of the writing of the Regula
Bullata, both on the part of the zealots, and on the part of the friars of the

community.24
In Chapter l l, under the title "The understanding of Scripture and the

Spirit of Prophecy," I have already referred to two pericopes, one in
paragraph 10 and the other in paragraph 11. The first tells of Francis, who
reveals the deception of the friar who passes himself off as holy (LMj
XI:10), the second tells of the brother who does not want to submit to the
discipline (LMj XI:1 1). This same fact is narrated in the Minor Legend,that
specifies the location of the event as Saint Mary of the Angels (LMn IV:4).
In both cases, Bonaventure omits the presence of the vicar; only as a

preamble to the second episode does he say that the event happened during
a chapter presided over by the vicar. But Elias does not enter into the scene,

rather the brother who does not want to submit to the vicar, in the account

of the Remembrance, becomes a friar who does not wish, generically, to
submit to discipline.

Also Bonaventure, even if with a curt phrase and without emphasis,
reaffirms the privilege of Elias of having seen the wound in the side: "The
brother who was his vicar at that time also managed to see it by similar
care" (LMj XIII:S$).

It has already been noted how Bonaventure in some pericopes is

deliberately silent about referring to Elias, even though he was present in
his preferred source the Remembrance. This occurs for the final blessing by
Francis, which in the account by Bonaventure becomes a general blessing

for all those present and those absent without any privilege for Elias or for
Bernard (LMj XIV:5). Another pericope from the Treatise on the Miracles
(3C 31,3-4) reports the scene of Francis saluting the sheep while Elias is
struck by the reaction of the beasts; Bonaventure reports the episode, but

"'stu.rirluo da Campagpola, Introduzione fal Bonaventurae, T6g. See also

Idem, L'angelo del sesto sigillo e l"'Alter Christus". Genesi e sviluppo di due temi

francescani nei secoli Xil-XIV (Rome: Edizioni Antonianum, 1971), 163-lW.
24see Dalarun, La malawentura,164.
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does not make any mention of Elias. The scene is simplified in a mere three
verses:

When he was on a journey near the city of Siena, he passed a large
flock of sheep grazing in a pasture. He greeted them kindly, as
usual. After they left the pasture, they all ran to him, lifted their
heads, fixed their eyes on him. They gave him such a loud bleating
that the shepherds and the brothers were amazed to see the lambs
and even the rams frisking about him in such an extraordinary way
(LMJ VIII:7,1-3).

Another episode in which Brother Elias appears is the miracle of the
woman of San Gemini possessed by a demon (lC 69); Bonaventure once
again synthesizes the episode and does not mention Brother Elias (IJM
XII:105).

Bonaventure also relates the episode of the cauterization in the
Legenda maior,and the incipit of the pericope is interesting:

Once he was advised by doctors, and was strongly urged by the
brothers, to undergo the process of cauterization. The man of God
agreed humbly because he realized that it would be at the same
time salutary and harsh (LMj V:9,1).

Bonaventure not only does not name Brother Elias, but he generically
attributes "to the brothers" the responsibility of having persuaded Francis,
who, as was seen in AC 86, did not want to take care of himself and was
forced to do so by the minister general and Cardinal Hugolino. Therefore,
all the resistance of the Saint from fear disappears: the "humble man of
God" consents to the operation.

The intention of Bonaventure is that of smoothing out the contrasts that
emerged in the Order and that ended up involving the same Elias, so much

so that the ministers who protest against Francis because of the strictness of
the Rule send him as their spokesperson. The Parisian master was not
interesting in speaking of Elias, but rather to create an exemplary saint such
that he was able to function as the definitive Franciscan model. The
consequence was that also the image of Brother Elias appeared faint before
the intangibility and distance of Francis. At the same time the image of
Brother Elias was "closed" and definitively settled, considering him,
unjustly, as responsible for the disappearance of the Rule.

Conclusion
A saying of Chesterton states thus: o'A scientist tries not to seek to

demonstrate anything; he tries only to find that which can demonstrate

N3
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itself." The desire to put into evidence the historical reliability of the
hagiographical sources, without falling into vain agreements or into the
"philological-combinational" method has allowed an image of Brother Elias
to emerge that is not well-defined, or definitive in all of its dimensions, but
at least free from false interpretive structures, often the fruit of successive
ideol ogical sedi mentations.

Taking into account an expression of Dalarun, I have tried to speak of
oothe misadventure of Brother Elias." The second minister general after St.
Francis has felt the decisions of the chapter of Paris, namely, a cancellation
of his "good journey" and a disfiguring of his memory, a true damnatio
memoriae-

The capacity of Elias for governing, his organizational mind and his
diplomatic ability stand out among all the qualities, so much so that he

accomplished tasks for government of the Order, was a trusted ambassador
for the pope and for the emperor, having built in Assisi the great burial
monument for Saint Francis with an attached convent.

But in spite of his genius, Elias found himself crushed by the difficult
heritage of the founder. First, his deposition as minister general, then his
turning away from Gregory IX and crossing over to the side of the
excommunicated Frederick II signaled his departure from the great scene of
the Order. From what we have been given to know, these must not have
been very tranquil years, looking at the internal tensions of the Order,
already arisen during the last period of the life of Francis and becoming
more acute after his death. Within the Order of minors can be seen two
spirits, one bound to the experience of the origins that developed internally
around the first companions of Francis, geographically located in central
Italy, that privileged the experience the hermitage; the other, located in
northern Italy and in north-central Europe, privileged itinerant preaching,
study in theological schools, and constructed large convents within the
walls of the city. There was an inevitable tension, seeing that Francis
himself, a few days before his death, in his Testament, did not remain silent
about the tensions, but stoked them, giving origin to that question that has

written and continues to write the history of the Franciscan movement: what
is the authentic charism of Francis? He himself during his entire life lived in
a dynamism that is not circumscribable within preconceived plans. The
experience of Francis is like a great pendulum oscillating between two
extremes: the hermitage and the city, withdrawal and preaching,

contemplation and action, solitude and the fraternity, laity and clerics...and
the list could go on. History, in the 1230's, saw the triumph of the

community and of the clerics, but the other spirit, even if remaining in the
background, was never totally silenced.
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Of this passage Elias, as a layperson, did his part and it is not easy to
know how much personal responsibility he had for his deposition. Certainly
though our research, there has been put into evidence afact that contradicts
traditional historiography, or better, the historiography that arose from the
many charges against Elias by Angelo Clareno, namely, that the vicar was
the promoter and first protagonist of the "relaxed" spirit against the
oozealots". It could only be poorly explained how come it was the clerical
friars, the relaxed, who promoted his deposition, bringing about this sudden
about face. Elias had become generally known as the persecutor of the
companions of Francis and the murderer of Brother Caesar of Speyer, while
it is forgotten that Crescentius of lesi, minister general between L24 and
1247, persecuted the zealots of the Marches when he was provincial of the
Marches (cl 240 - 1244) .241

Bonaventure tried to placate and reconcile these two spirits, this still
oscillating pendulum, making of Elias the expiatory scapegoat. The shrewd
general by attributing to Elias the responsibility for the loss of the Rule
willed by Francis and confirmed by the Pope with the bull, and by God with
the stigmata, did this to satisfy both the brothers of the community and the
zealots. This was so because to the zealots was proposed an image of Elias
as head of the party of the relaxed (the ministers who asked a mitigation of
the Rule). Instead, for the friars of the community, Elias had now fallen into
disgrace and, above all, in the account of the Major Legend, they saw
implicitly confirmed the value of the Rule with respect to the Testament.

The image of Brother Elias thus becomes projected to the extreme end

of the pendulum, to which as antithesis, Clareno and Ubertino place Brother
ko: Elias, the instigator of the ministers and the loser of the Rule, [ro, the
one who assists Francis when he is in Fonte Colombo; Elias, the persecutor

of the zealots, [ro, the symbol of the zealots; Elias, the active man pledged

to being in the world, Leo, the contemplative man withdrawn into prayer...
Every schematization does not account for the truth, because of which

the closed image of Elias that Bonaventure proposes and Clareno sealed

with his writings, marked the definitive "misadventures of Brother Elias." It
is still the companions, and among these in a special way Clare, who allows
us to break this magic circle, in order to draw another image, not without
shadows, but, however, open and susceptible to discussion. Elias is moved

to the side of the companions, that is, he was also in accord with that
Umbrian spirit which tradition has always attributed to [ro. The

'o' See. G. Parisciani,I Frati Minori Conventuali delle Marche (sec. XIil-XX),
Ancona 1982,68-71.
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compilations and the mirrors, the same Remembrance of Thomas of Celano,
witness to this closeness between Elias and the companions, between Elias
and the monastery of San Damiano, as Maria Pia Alberzoni has so well
demonstrated.

Together with an open image of Brother Elias, in the course of this
research there emerged other paths that must be traveled and that are in
need of further treatment. First of all, I have run into the difficulty of having
to work with a broad collection of Franciscan sources already prepared in
accessible editions, but not yet complete, above all, with regard to the
compilations, which have important manuscripts (such as Little or
Uppsala), but are not yet edited or only partially edited. I also came across a
problematic text, the Umbrian Choir Legend, which after its publication in
the Analecta Francescana, has not been dealt with by anyone, while there
would be needed a study dedicated spefically to it in order that the working
hypothesis that I have brought forward could be sustained.2a2 Neither has

the question been resolved of the effective role carried out by Brother Elias
when he was minister while Francis was still living (1221-1227). Perhaps a
philological study of the protocols of the papal letters of these years in the
Vatican registers would help to shed light on the role carried out by Elias at
least for the Apostolic See.

2a' 
See note 120.


